Introduction
Growing population worldwide, economic development and increasing degradation of freshwater
resources make the actual management of urban waters unsustainable for the world of tomorrow.
Competition between water users, inadequate technologies or inappropriate managerial approaches makes
better and adequate capacity building necessary. Furthermore, due to academic financial restrictions, PhD
students are often limited in their ability to present and discuss their ongoing research projects at an
international level.
The CEREVE research group and the H2o Association organise in the framework of the "University for
water and sustainable development" of the Val-de-Marne County (South-East of Paris) an annual doctoral
workshop dedicated to young environmental scientists. Since the creation of the workshop in 2001, the
thematic outline is "Urban waters, resource or risk", emphasizing the necessity of the integration of
human activity in the natural environment to enable sustainable development of urban space. The
workshop is multidisciplinary joining natural (urban hydrology, chemistry, ecology, health sciences...)
and social sciences (architecture, management, decision making...), to improve trans-disciplinary
discussions and social commitment of the scientific research in the field of integrated water management.
This workshop is characterized by a non formal work environment stimulating scientific creativity,
exchange and discussion between participants, which number is limited to 25. The four days of the
workshop are dedicated to the presentation and discussion of the individual research and to the buildingup of international environmental research projects. A half-day of the workshop is dedicated to a
technical visit.

Oral presentations
Each participant has prepared a 10 min scientific presentation, in English, on his / her research project and
is ready for 30 min detailed scientific discussion during the workshop, chaired by the participant in charge
of reviewing his / her manuscript. The attendance is limited to 25 doctoral or post-doctoral students, in
order to give enough time for reviewing the manuscript and for such discussions with other participants.
Two moderators will be present representing natural and human-social sciences.
Since 2008, all participants are offered to publish their paper in an Open Source specific collection
(http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/WWW-YES/fr/).
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Field visit

A half-day technical visit is organised on 3rd June in the field of urban drainage, stormwater source
control or waste water treatment. We shall visit two significant Bievre river/sewer equipments: Parc des
Pres (Fresnes) where the river has partially returned to its original open-air course and avenue Floquet
retention system (L'Hay-les-Roses) where underground and surface plants prevent flooding during storm
events. This visit is accompanied by a senior scientist to ensure the transfer of knowledge. Special
emphasis is given to the plant justification and the understanding of its operation.

Collaborative research project building-up
During the last 2 days of the workshop, the participants are invited to build multidisciplinary groups of 45 persons. Each group prepares a proposal for international scientific research, under the guidance of
senior experts. The topics of these proposals are defined with the help of actors of French decentralized
cooperation in the field of water supply and sanitation, or with academic searchers. For better
understanding of such role game, this collective proposal preparation is introduced by a short course
about scientific proposal writing and accompanied by senior scientists who have all experienced
European research projects. Each research proposal results both into a one-page ‘expression of interest’
distributed to participants and into an oral presentation and discussion with a panel of senior scientists and
practitioners. The aims are to learn how to justify all aspects of an international research project and to
help participants to possibly obtain a support for future environmental research projects.
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Accomodation site
Thanks to Arcueil municipality, all WWW-YES-2009 participants will be accommodated within the
“Maison des Sportifs” ground level which access is situated at 12 rue Victor Bash, 94 114 Arcueil (see
map below). This site is conveniently situated at ca. 250 m from RER B (fast metro line directly
connected to CDG airport) Laplace station. Room keys will be provided by WWW-YES-2009 organisers
during Monday 1st June at this site or on Tuesday 2nd June at the workshop site.
This accommodation site contains:
o 9 double rooms and 1 single room, all containing a washing basin,
o Sheets, blankets, pillow… are placed in plastic gaskets below each bed, but neither towels nor
soap is provided,
o A sanitary block containing several showers, toilets and basins (including equipment and sanitary
products for cleaning after use),
o A small eating area including a fridge, a microwave, a coffee maker, tables, chairs and ustensils
for ca. 8 persons: thus, just as for the sanitary block, participants need to get organised and
successively share these facilities; WWW-YES-2009 will provide basic drinks and food for
breakfast prior to 2nd June morning,
o Each room key allows the opening of both the outside door and the room door, but only room
number 1 key (the only single room) contains a key for opening the garden grid: thus it is
suggested not to close this grid during the workshop.

1

2

3

Workshop site
Thanks to the «Communauté Urbaine du Val de Bièvre (CAVB)», a large and well equiped function
hall named « Salle du Conseil » will be avaible during the workshop. It is conveniently situated at ca. 250
m from the accomodation site, at 7-9 avenue François Vincent Raspail, 94 114 Arcueil (see map
below). This hall contains:
o A workshop zone with table, chairs, videoprojector connected to a recent laptop PC and
paperboards,
o A coffee break area with coffee machine, boiler and soft drinks,
o A lunch area where lunch boxes will be delivered each day,
o Computer Internet access facitities (using RJ45 cables), either in the main hall or in an adjacent
small room, 3 PCs and a black and white printer.
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1 Uncertainty on flood damage assessment: the
challenges of assessing and combining hydraulic
and vulnerability data
Julian Eleutério
Research laboratory: Management of Public Utilities (GSP) - Urban Hydraulic Systems
(SHU). ENGEES, 1 quai Koch, Strasbourg, France
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Abstract
The appraisal of flood impacts is an essential step toward risk management. Decision
making processes are mainly based on economic analysis of damage reduction potential.
The reliability of loss evaluation depends on data and methods used. In developing
countries, investments are more limited, and data are less available. The quantification of
uncertainty sources allows us to advance in the research of the best compromise between
evaluation efforts and results reliability. This paper compares: two different hazard
predictions; four operational methods based on different data to assess building and
contents vulnerability; three assumptions about data combination. Sensitivity tests in
Holtzheim municipality, within the Bruche valley (Bas-Rhin, France) shows how loss
evaluation results can be affected by data uncertainty and methodological assumptions.
Uncertainty propagation reveals that global results of flood loss analyses are extremely
sensitive to all aspects. Hazard assessment accuracy plays a major role in the evaluation
reliability.

Keywords
Urban water; flooding; risk assessment; modelling; decision support systems

INTRODUCTION
Floods cause more social and economic impacts than any other natural hazard, and it is getting
more serious over time in terms of number and damages they cause (Messner et al., 2007).
Recent floods all over the world reinforce this statement: Eastern Europe in August 2002, France
in May 2008, Morocco in October 2008, and Brazil in November and December 2008. The
comprehension of the flood phenomenon and its socio-economic aspects become an actual
challenge. This knowledge is fundamental to help in flood management. Damage evaluation
serves to reveal flood alleviation potential benefits (Penning-Rowsell and Chatterton, 1977). This
economical analysis is an important tool to help with the decision-making process. We can
compare different management strategies in relation to their costs and their potential benefits.
Multi-criteria analysis can also use this analysis. However, flood loss evaluation is extremely
sensitive to the methods and data used (Apel et al., 2008b).
Theoretical background on flood loss evaluation
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Scientific research has long been made to develop and improve flood loss evaluations. A classic
method to assess direct flood potential damages consists of three steps: (1) the first step consists
of assessing hazard and vulnerability data, in order to determine relevant characteristics of the
assets at risk and the flood parameters; (2) in the second step, hazard and vulnerability data are
combined in order to define the risk; and (3) the third step of the evaluation process quantify
damages by means of damage functions which determine the relationships between hazard
parameters, vulnerability characteristics and potential damages (Hubert and Ledoux, 1999).

This bimodal scenario determines how damage evaluation is conducted. Investments are
necessary to realise flood damages evaluations, and not always the public sector can afford these
investments. In developing countries, investments are more limited, and data are less available.
Actually, the great challenge on assessing flood damage potential is to conciliate reliability with
operational feasibility.

Concerning the hazard assessment, we look for two different flood aspects. The first one is
related to the hydrologic knowledge of the flood phenomenon. Flood frequency and the related
rate of flow in the river represent the hydrologic characteristics. The second aspect concerns
hydraulic characteristics, i.e. flood extents, water depth spatial distribution, velocity spatial
distribution and water pollution parameters (Merz et al., 2007). Hydrologic and hydraulic models
are largely employed to assess hazard data. The main interest of the use of these models is the
possibility to simulate different floods with different return periods.

This study aims at reveal some uncertainty sources of damage evaluations. We compare different
methods to assess and combine hazard and vulnerability data in the study case presented
thereafter. We analyze two characteristics of the damage evaluation process: reliability and
feasibility/ or required effort. We compare: two different hazard predictions; four operational
methods based on different data to assess building and contents vulnerability; three assumptions
about data combination. Sensitivity tests are made with these methods in order to measure how
loss evaluation results can be affected by data uncertainty and methodological assumptions

Vulnerability assessment serves to measure the susceptibility of assets to suffer damage in case
of floods. In general, loss of buildings and their contents losses represent the majority of flood
damages in urban areas. Buildings vulnerability is generally described by 3 groups of
characteristics: (a) type of occupation/ or what the building are used for, e.g. economical
activities, residential, public services, (b) constructive characteristics, e.g. ground-floor/basement
existence, first floor elevation, construction materials, and (c) households capacity to respond to
floods, e.g. existence of flood alert systems. There are four different ways to study vulnerability
to floods: (1) use existing database on land-use occupation (Simpson and Human, 2008; Dutta et
al., 2003); (2) realize field surveys (Oliveri and Santoro, 2000; Edlenbruch et al., 2008); (3) ask
for expert judgment; and (4) realize interviews.
Actually, geographic information systems (GIS) software is largely used to combine hazard with
vulnerability data. The combination process consists of overlaying the different data (LCL et al.,
2007). Thereby, flood parameters are associated to the vulnerable assets. Damage functions are
used to calculate direct flood potential damages. Many studies all over the world have been
carried out to establish the relations between flood parameters and buildings and their contents
damages, i.e. damage functions (White, 1964; Penning-Rowsell and Chatterton, 1977;
Torterotot, 1993; Nascimento et al., 2007).
Actual challenges on assessing flood damages
The decision-making process is still significantly based on cost-benefit analysis principals
(Penning-Rowsell and Green, 2000a). In this context, the comparison between different flood
management strategies is intrinsically dependent on the reliability of the data and methods used
to evaluate flood potential damages/ or flood-alleviation benefits. Therefore, multi-criteria or
cost-benefits analysis risk leading to false assumptions. Uncertainty can thereby play an
important role in the decision-making process.
Although reliable information is essential to the good conduction of the decision-making
process, enough time and/or financial investment is not always available to evaluate flood
damages. On the one hand, plenty models exist to evaluate flood damages. However, the results
reliability depends on the accuracy of those methods and of data used (Apel et al. 2008a). On the
other hand, we have financial and time constraints concerning the evaluation process. In general,
reliable results on flood damage evaluation requires great efforts on the evaluation process.
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Objectives and methodology of study

STUDY CASE – DAMAGE EVALUATION
The city of Holtzheim (Fig. 1), situated within the low valley of the Bruche River in eastern
France, is taken as a study case.

Figure 1: City of Holtzheim, situated within the low valley of the Bruche River (Bas-Rhin, France)

The Bruche River, which runs through the city of Holtzheim, is the most susceptible to floods in
the Urban Community of Strasbourg (CUS). The last major flood on was in 1990, a 30 year
return period event, which has caused to the city of Holtzheim the equivalent to approximately
2.3 million Euros nowadays.
Damage calculation
In this study, the principals of the “Unit Loss Model” (White, 1964) are used to evaluate direct
flood damages to buildings and their contents: a three-step damage assessment method is used to
calculate damage for each building touched by the flood. Existing depth-damage functions are
used to evaluate damages. We use 17 damage functions to evaluate direct damages on buildings
and their contents: two for residential damages Dresidential (Torterotot, 1993), and 15 for activities
and public buildings damages Dactivities (DNRM, 2002). Indirect damages to activities are
estimated as half of damages evaluated for the activities (DNRM, 2002). Total damage D is
calculated according to the Equation 1.
D = (ΣDresidential ) + (ΣDactivities ) × 1,5

Eq. (1)

Once damage is calculated for floods with different return periods, we calculate damages in
terms of Average Annual Cost (AAC) (Torterotot, 1993; Stedinger, 1997). This index allows the
comparison of potential damages/ or avoidable damages with project investments. The AAC is
calculated by summing the product of each potential damage associated to a known flood return
period D(q) with the exceedance probability of the event of a given magnitude F(q), according to
the Equation 2. Flood probability of exceedance F(q) is equal to 1 / return period (q) in years.
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∞

ACC = ∫ D(q ) × F (q )d q

Eq. (2)

0

First damages were estimated for 5 year return period floods (BCEOM, 1997). We considered
that damage related to the theoretical infinity return period is equal to 150% of the damage
caused by the 100 years return period (Edlenbruch et al., 2008).

METHODE A

METHODE B

METHODE C

METHODE D

Methods used to assess vulnerability of buildings and contents to flood
Reliability
Feasibility

Flood parameters assessment
For assessing hazard data, we used the results of a three-year hydraulic/hydrologic study done by
the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DHI). DHI modelled all the hydraulic system of the Urban
Community of Strasbourg (CUS), including the rivers Bruche and Ill and their main tributaries.
Hazard modelling has been made using the Mike Flood software, by DHI. Flood in the main
channel has been modelled with the 1D model Mike 11, and flood in the floodplain with the 2D
model Mike 21. Three scenarios have been modelled: (Q10, Q30 and Q100) respectively 10, 30
and 100 year return period floods. Water depth, main hazard parameter that influences damages
(Messner and Meyer, 2006; Kreibich and Thieken, 2008), is represented by a grid with a
resolution of 20x20 m.
We analyse the modelling results for a small section of the Bruche River, in the community of
Holtzheim (Fig. 1). We compare an intermediary result (called PartialHazard from now)
(Fig. 2, a) with the final result of the modelling process (called FinalHazard from now)
(Fig. 2, b). These results are explained thereafter.

Figure 2: Flood extent for the two scenarios considered in damage evaluation

Figure 3: Methods used to assess buildings vulnerability in function of reliability and feasibility

Method A is based on expert judgment, geographical information on land-use from a database
represents the occupation type by 93 zone classes, e.g. industrial zone, commercial zone,
residential zone, agricultural zone. This method allows us to assess the occupational type of
buildings. However, this method does not allow the assessment of specific activity type, location
of the activity inside the building, activity surface, or buildings constructions characteristics.
Method B is based on expert judgment and geographical information concerning economic
activities from two databases which allow us to identify the specific type of activity per building,
considering residential occupation for the others. However, the method does not allow the
identification of the location of the activity inside the building, activity surface or the buildings
constructions characteristics.
Method C is based on data acquired from a superficial field survey in which the information
concerning occupation characteristics is researched building per building. However, the
information concerning constructive characteristics is researched by homogeneous areas. All
buildings characteristics are assessed using this method.

PartialHazard concerns the results of the study in an intermediary phase, in spring 2008. These
first results of the simulation were waiting for the verification and validation by field surveys. In
this study we take these results as possible final results, making the hypothesis that these results
could be the final results in case of fewer investments were done to the hydraulic modelling/ or
less evaluation effort.

Method D is based on data acquired from a detailed field survey. In this field survey, all
buildings’ characteristics, occupation type and constructive characteristics are obtained
individually, building per building. Among the 4 methods, this method is the most reliable one.

FinalHazard concerns the final results of the study, finished in the beginning of 2009. The main
modifications in the study area concerning the modelling process were topographic actualisation
and corrections made in modelling choices related to the simulation of a bridge in the city of
Holtzheim. According to local expert judgement, these results are closer to the actual
phenomenon.

When overlaying hazard data with vulnerability data, we have the same building overlaid by
different hazard characteristics (Fig. 4, c). The question of which value could better represent the
real hazard characteristics inside the building can be answered in different ways. The hypothesis
made here plays an important role in the forecast of the water depth inside the buildings. We can
consider 3 hypotheses when overlaying flood water depth with the buildings shapes.

Buildings vulnerability assessment

MIN approach – we consider that the minimum value of water depth touching the building
(except by the zero value) is the water depth inside the entire buildings area (Fig. 4, d);

Two characteristics groups are considered to describe buildings vulnerability in this study:
constructive (ground-floor/basement existence and first floor elevation) and occupation
characteristics (occupation type, specific activity type, activity location inside the building and
activity surface). In order to compare different methods to assess theses characteristics, we
compare 4 methods: Method A, B, C and D (Eleutério et al., 2009). The four methods, described
afterward, are based on different databases to explore the characteristics of the buildings in the
flood area. Therefore, the methods have different reliabilities, increasing from Method A to D.
The data acquisition method is also different from one method to another. Feasibility decreases
from Method A to D, inversely to reliability (Fig. 3).
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Combination of hazard with vulnerability data

MEAN approach – we consider that the mean value of the water depths touching the building is
the water depth inside the entire buildings area (Fig. 4, e);
MAX approach – we consider that the maximum water depth value touching the building is the
water depth inside the entire buildings area (Fig. 4, f).
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Figure 4: Approaches used to combine hazard with buildings vulnerability data

Therefore, it is hard to say which hypothesis represents the best the phenomenon. In this example
(Fig. 4) we consider that the first floor elevation of the buildings in relation to the natural ground
is null. We used the software ArcGIS 9.2 to realize these analyses.
Results and Discussion
Damage has been calculated for all possible combinations of methods and hypotheses used to
assess and combine hazard and vulnerability data (Fig. 5). When comparing the damage
evaluation according to the different methods and hypotheses considered in this study, we first
notice that damages are over-evaluated using the PartialHazard prediction (Fig. 5, left) in relation
to the FinalHazard (Fig. 6, right).
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(most reliable one): damage is higher than when using the other 3 methods for low-damage
events (Q10 for both hazard predictions and Q30 for FinalHazard prediction); and damage is
smaller for high-damage events (Q100). The individual characteristics of the buildings (only
revealed by method D) play an important role in the damage evaluation, which explains the great
variability of the results of the evaluation using method D (Eleutério et al., 2009).
When comparing the three approaches (MIN, MEAN and MAX) used to combine hazard and
vulnerability data (Fig. 4), damage evaluation results increase from MIN to MAX, and MIN and
MEAN values are similar. However, we do not dispose of sufficient information to judge which
method is more reliable. Feasibility is equal for the three methods. We also notice when
comparing these approaches that the same variation pattern is observed between the methods A,
B C, and D, used to assess vulnerability.
We compare the results in terms of Average Annual Cost (Fig. 7), in order to test the sensitivity
of this index used in cost-benefit analysis. The analysis of this index allows us to better compare
the impact of the use of different methods to assess flood damages.

Figure 5: Damages according to the partial and final hazard predictions and different hypothesis

The highest over-evaluation is observed for the floods predictions with a return period equal to
30 years (Q30). The values calculated for the Q30 based on the PartialHazard prediction
(Fig. 5, left) are 65% higher (on average) than damages based on the FinalHazard prediction
(Fig. 5, right). We can clearly notice why the partial results of the simulation over-estimate
damages when analysing the extent of the two hazard predictions: the great extension of the
black-coloured pixels in the (Fig. 6, a) shows that the Q30 PartialHazard prediction highly overestimated the water-depth in the urban zone of the city of Holtzheim. However, for the Q100
predictions, the extension of water-depth over-estimation from PartialHazard in relation to
FinalHazard is partially compensated by the extension of water-depth under-estimation
(Fig. 6, b). For the Q100, PartialHazard average damage is 19% higher than FinalHazard. The
difference between Q10 predictions concerning flood extents is minimal (Fig. 2), which explains
the similar results on flood damages. For the Q10, PartialHazard average damage is only 5%
higher than FinalHazard.

Figure 6: Differences in water-depth between PartialHazard and FinalHazard predictions

The second remarkable aspect of the damage evaluation results based on different methods and
hypotheses concerns the methods used to assess vulnerability. We notice that Method A (most
feasible method) over-evaluates damages in most of the cases (Fig. 5), especially for the
PartialHazard evaluation. Methods B and C are relatively close. However, when using Method D
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Figure 7: Average Annual Cost of floods according to the different methods and approaches

Damages are over-evaluated when using the PartialHazard prediction (Fig. 7, left) in relation to
the FinalHazard prediction (plus 36 ± 2 % on average) (Fig. 7, right). The same variation pattern
is observed between methods A, B and C, used to assess vulnerability. However, method D
results are variable, as expected (previous explanation).
The mean values for the different methods used to assess vulnerability (A, B, C and D) (Fig. 7)
reveal that the evaluation results are quite similar when using the MIN approach and the MEAN
approach to combine data; MIN approach under-estimated in only 4% on average in relation to
MEAN approach. However, damages are highly over-estimated when using the MAX approach
(plus 17% on average in relation to MEAN approach).
Damages in terms of Average Annual Cost (AAC) using the most feasible methods
(PartialHazard and Method A) are over-estimated (plus 61% on average concerning the different
approaches used to combine data) in relation to damages evaluated by mean of the most reliable
methods (FinalHazard and Method D) (Fig. 7). The higher result in terms of AAC (390 k€/year,
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using PartialHazard, Method A and MAX approach MAX - Fig. 7, left) is 128% superior to the
lower result (171 k€/year, FinalHazard, Method C and the MIN approach - Fig. 7, right).
These results prove that the choice of method used to assess and combine different data plays a
fundamental role in the results of the evaluation of flood loss. In this study case, uncertainty on
hazard prediction causes the most important uncertainty on the damage evaluation process.
However, the uncertainties of the other steps of the evaluation process are also important.
The uncertainty of the vulnerability assessment method is an important element of discussion.
Although we have obtained relatively similar results using the four different vulnerability
assessment methods in this study case, in damage evaluation on greater scales this variability
could be amplified (Eleutério et al., 2009). In addition, the relationship between the vulnerability
assessment step feasibility and results reliability (Fig. 3) is an important element for the damage
evaluation process.
The operational approach used to couple vulnerability with hazard data has not yet be discussed
before, according to our knowledge. However, the damage evaluation results are extremely
dependent of this step of the evaluation process. In this direction, it could be interesting to
investigate the relationship between the hazard simulation and the individual structures.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we tested the sensitivity of damage evaluation results to three aspects of the
evaluation process: hazard prediction, buildings vulnerability assessment and the methodology
used to combine hazard with vulnerability data. Easily applicable methods have been compared
to hardly applicable ones in terms of damage evaluation reliability. The results of damage
evaluation in the city of Holtzheim are extremely sensitive to all aspects investigated. However,
hazard prediction has generated more uncertainty than the others aspects tested.
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Abstract
Climate change is a big challenge for urban sustainable development. In Parisian
suburban areas the main risk could be the increase of rainfall and consequently the
increase of storm water flood. The impacts could be huge regarding to the safety of the
population, of goods and of economic and social activities of the metropolitan area (GNP
for the area: 448M€, 29% of the GNP).
Still the evolution of the intensity and frequency of rainfalls is uncertain. Nevertheless
inhabitants and authorities of the metropolitan area seem to take for granted that climate
change is already occurring. How do the Great Paris main stakeholders cope with this
risk which occurrence is still uncertain?
This paper focus the methodology used to study the adaptive capacities of the actors who
are in charge of the storm water flood management in two Parisian suburban areas. The
first part of the paper presents the different steps of the methodology used in social
sciences. The second part deals with the concept of resilience and its utility to analyse
sewage services. The third part presents the case studies of two Parisian suburban areas.

Key words
Climate change, resilience, sewage services, urban sustainable development

INTRODUCTION
Climate change is a big challenge for urban sustainable development. In Parisian suburban areas
the main risk could be the increase of rainfall and consequently the increase of storm water
flood. The impacts could be huge regarding to the safety of the population, of goods and of
economic and social activities of the metropolitan area (GNP for the area: 448M€, 29% of the
GNP).
Still the evolution of the intensity and frequency of rainfalls is uncertain. Nevertheless
inhabitants and authorities of the metropolitan area seem to take for granted that climate change
is already occurring. How do the Great Paris main stakeholders cope with this risk which
occurrence is still uncertain?
The purpose of the research project called GARP 3C 1 is to provide analytical and technical tools
to sewage services in order to adapt to climate change. This is an interdisciplinary project that
includes scientists working in the fields of climatology, hydrology and sociology. This paper
F

F

1
(Gestion de l’Assainissement en Région Parisienne dans le Contexte du Changement Climatique). Sewerage
management in the Parisian region in the climate change context.
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presents the sociologic part of the project. It focuses the methodology used to study the adaptive
capacities of the actors who are in charge of storm water flood.
According to Raymond Quivy and Luc Van Campenhoudt 2 the researcher in social sciences
must think like a researcher of oil. If he drills anywhere, he cannot find what he is looking for.
On the contrary, the success depends on the preparation of the oil seeker. He can success only if
he proceeds of land studies and then, he can drill. This approach requires the assistance of many
different skills. Geologists determine the geographical areas where the probability of finding oil
is the largest; engineers design drilling techniques appropriated and technicians implement it.
The project manager cannot control in detail all the techniques required. His role will be to
design the whole project and to coordinate operations with maximum consistency and efficiency.
He will have the responsibility to conduct the overall investigation. The process is comparable in
social research. The purpose is designing and carrying out a clarification of the world. This is,
for Quivy and Campenhoudt, the method of research in social sciences.
F
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Diagram 1

F

This method allows the social scientist understanding the world built by humans considered as
social agents. The social scientist can, for instance, grasp the logic of an organisation, or consider
the implications of a political decision, or understand more clearly how people perceive a
problem and how they take it into account.

1. The original question

2. Exploratory phase (readings and
interviews)

3. Construction of the research problem

4. Construction of analytical model

The clarification or the social facts is possible only if the researcher take his time to explore this
“land” of research. This is a kind of “database” including theories and case studies. The method
of research in social sciences includes different steps. The diagram 1 presents the different steps
of a social research and the interactions between the various stages.

5. Observation phase

The different stages of the social research are not strongly separated. Every step contributes to do
another step. For example, the original question evolves thanks to the readings and to the case
studies and the research problem becomes more precise thanks to the case studies and to
theoretical works.
This paper presents the three four stages of my research.

6. Analysis of the data

7. The conclusions

THE ORIGINAL QUESTION
The best way to begin a work of social science research is to try to state the project in the form of
a question. This question allows the researcher trying to express as accurately as possible what
he wants to know, to elucidate, to better understand. The original question will be used as a
guideline for the research.

2

To perform its function, the original question should have qualities of clarity, feasibility and
relevance:
Quivy R., Van Campenhoudt L., Manuel de recherché en sciences sociales, Dunod, 2005.
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-

The question must be clear, concise and unambiguous;
The question must be realistic;
The question must approach the study of what exists, the study of change is possible with
what is in the operation;
The question must have an intention of understanding of phenomena studied.

A good original question must appear simple and realistic for everyone.
The original question of this work is :
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This notion is useful to deal with the organisation that is in charge of storm water flood
management. Indeed the stakeholders of flood management are organised from norms, rules, and
strategies. On the other hand, flood can be managed because techniques have been developed for
few years. My original question has to be transformed and became : Does the social and
technical system in charge of storm water flood is able to cope with or adapt to climate change?
The United Nations International Protocol of Climate Change 4 proposes studying the adaptive
capacities throughout the organisational assets of a social group. Moreover the capacities of
adaptation are also the subject of the analysis that used the concept of resilience. In this paper,
the resilience is used to analyse the organisational and technical assets of sewage services.
F

Ö In Parisian suburban areas, what is the ability of the stakeholders in charge of
storm water flood management to cope with climate change ?
The research project is tentatively formulated as a question. Then, it is the role of the exploratory
work to achieve a certain quality of information on the object and finding the best ways to
address it. This consists of two parts which are often conducted at the same time: readings and
exploration of research terrains.
THE EXPLORATORY PHASE
Preparatory readings are used to learn about the research already conducted on the theme of
work and to situate its own work in relation to them. With these readings the researcher can
highlight the perspective that seemed most relevant for its own subject of research.

1.2

The concept of resilience
8B

Initially, the term resilience refers to a physical property: the ability of a material to return to its
original state following a shock or a pressure. Then, still in the field of physics, a system is
resilient "if it persists despite the shocks and disturbances from the environment and / or the
external environment "(Vickers 1965). Nowadays the concept of resilience concerns different
fields of research.
“30 years of resilience”

The exploratory interviews complete the readings. They can raise awareness of certain aspects of
reality that the researcher could not imagine or could not find in the readings.

1973

I will present readings in a first time. Then I will present the case study exploratory work.

Ecological resilience
Holling
U

Social resilience
Timmerman

1981

U

Readings
The readings I have done are about the actors of sewage system studies and the resilience and
capacities of adaptation theories. First I will present sewage system case study, the author
assumes that sewage system is a social and technical system. Then I will present the concept of
resilience.

1.1

1997
Adger
2000

Social and technical system

Resilience Alliance
Carpenter et al., Folkes et al.
IPCC : adaptive capacity to climate change
Smith et al.
UN International Strategy for Disaster Reduction
Mc Carthy et al.

2001

According to Konstantinos Chatzis 3 , sewage system is a social and technical system. A social
and technical system is defined as "a system consisting of technical and organisational assets.
These are formally organized on the basis of norms, rules and roles, more or less standardized
in order to achieve objectives ".

U

F

2002
2005

The notion of social and technical system allows discovering the various aspects of regulatory
practices (technical and managerial) and the relationship between them. There is also a
diachronic apprehension, studying the change of these practices.

Social and ecological resilience

U

7B

F

U

Resilience Engineering
Hollnagel and Woods.
Resilience and flood risk management
De Bruijn.
U

U

3

Chatzis K., La régulation des systèmes sociotechniques sur la longue durée, doctorate thesis, Ecole Nationale des
Ponts et Chaussées, Paris, 1993.
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Ecological resilience
In ecology the major issue during the 70 years and 80 was to define the durability or persistence
of a complex ecosystem. In this context in 1973, Holling introduced the concept of resilient
systems. He defines resilience as "the amount of disturbances an ecosystem can take without
changing structure".
Social resilience
In the eighties, Timmerman discussed the resilience of societies to climate change and set the
resilience "as the measure of a part of system's capacity to absorb and recover from occurrence
of a hazardous event." Davers and Hammer have subsequently defines a differentiation between
reactive and proactive resilience of societies: "A society relying on reactive resilience
approaches the future by strengthening the status quo and making the present system to change,
whereas one that develops proactive resilience accepts the inevitability of change and tries to
create a system that is capable of adapting to new conditions and imperatives "(Klein et al,
2003).
This difference is fundamental and is a profound evolution of the concept of resilience. With the
resilience proactive Davers and Hammer stressed the importance of the learning capacity of
human systems and thus their ability to adapt to the problems they encounter. The resilience is
used to describe the behaviour and response capacity of communities, economy and institutions
to change and to face to uncertainty (Davers and Hammer, 1998).
Social and ecological resilience
Late nineties, early 2000, different works using the resilience concept combine the social and
environmental aspects. Adger defines social ecological resilience as "the ability of human
communities to withstand external shocks or perturbations to their infrastructure, such as
environmental variability or social, economic or political upheaval, and to recover from such
disturbances. Social resilience is measured through proxies of institutional change and
economic structure, property rights, access to resources and demographic change
The resilience is used to study the capacities of adaptation to natural hazards of the major cities
(Cross, 2001) or coastal cities (Kein et al, 1998) "coastal resilience is defined as the self
organizing capacity of the coast to preserve actual and potential functions under changing
hydraulic and morphological conditions. This capacity derives from the potential dynamics of
morphological, ecological and socioeconomic processes and is constrained by the functions that
are to be preserved.” "(Klein et al, 2005).
The Resilience Alliance is institutionalized in 2001. It is a consortium of scientists from different
disciplines who have come together to study the dynamics of ecological and social systems. The
resilience is defined as the ability to reconfigure systems. The resilience is seen as the other side
of vulnerability, a system is resilient if it is not vulnerable and vice versa. The resilience is also
seen as a determinant of vulnerability (McCarthy, 2001; Pelling, 2003; Green, 2006).
Resilience and Adaptation to climate change
In the theories of adaptation (adaptive capacity) originally developed in the International
Protocol on Climate Change (UN IPCC 2001), resilience is one aspect of the adaptability of
human systems. The IPCC defines resilience as the ability of organizations to cover a normal
state of operation. Adaptive capacity of societies to climate change systems depends on the state
of knowledge, technical progress, the ability of individuals to organize to protect themselves
from the realization of the risks and the ability of companies to innovate.
Resilience and Disaster reduction
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In parallel with the development of an international community on the capacity of adaptation to
climate change, the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UN ISDR, 2001) proposes to
define resilience as follows:
"The capacity of a system, community or society to resist or to change in order that may obtain
an acceptable level in functioning and structure. This is determined by the degree to which the
social system is capable of organizing itself and the ability to increase its capacity for learning
and adaptation, including the capacity to recover from a disaster. The motivation to invest in
disaster risk reduction is first and foremost a human, people centered concern. It is about
improving standards of safety and living conditions with an eye on protection from hazards to
increase resilience of communities. "
The two international communities (IPCC and ISDR) have been inspired by works on social
ecological resilience and deal with environmental, social and institutional organization of human
activity.
The resilience is described as "a must" for risk management and adaptation to climate change,
however it is still criticized cause it is non effectiveness and non operational "resilience has
become an umbrella concept for a range of system attributes that are deemed desirable. This
leads to considerable confusion. Without an explicit operational definition, resilience has only
the broadest meaning and remains a vague concept rather than a practical policy or
management tool. "(Klein, 2003).
Since the Protocol of the United Nations, some authors propose to define the criteria of
resilience:
- Carpenter et al defines resilience by considering three distinct dimensions:
- the amount of disturbance a system can absorb and still remain within the same state
or domain of attraction ;
- the degree to which the system is capable of self organisation ;
- the degree to which the system can build and increase
- De Bruijn, 2005
"Resilience is defined as the ability of the system to recover from floods.
To make the concept more tangible, resilience needed to be quantified. Because the concepts of
resilience and resistance reflect the reaction of a system to flood waves, indicators should relate
to the different aspects that describe a system's reaction to flood waves. These aspects are:
- The amplitude of the reaction
- The graduality of the increase of reaction with increasing disturbances and
- The recovery rate.
The resilience of a system is larger when the amplitudes are smaller, the larger or graduality is
the recovery rate is higher. "
- Hollnagel and Woods offer today to develop the Resilience Engineering inspired by the works
on risk management and enriched by sociology, psychology and ergonomics.
“Resilience engineering abandons the search for safety as a property to define the resilience as a
quality of functioning”. Hollnagel and Woods, in their work on Resilience Engineering propose
in turn to characterize the resilience of organizations, taking into account:
- Knowledge of hazards and failures
- The ability to respond to the hazard
- The ability to return to normal and taking into account errors (learning).
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Thus the social and ecological resilience inspired a wide range of work.
Currently, in the area of risk at EU level, a definition of resilience made a consensus: "the ability
of a system / community / society / defense to react to and recover from the damaging effect of
realized hazards" (www.floodsite . net). This definition is supplemented by the concept of social
resilience: the capacity of a community or society potentially exposed to hazards to adapt, by
resisting or changing in order to reach and maintain an acceptable level of functioning and
structure. This is determined by the degree to which the social system is capable of organizing
itself to increase its capacity for learning from past disasters for better future protection and to
improve risk reduction measures” (www.floodsite.net).
In the field of urban resilience scholars talk about "the ability of a city to face a devastating event
with the least damage possible" (Campanella 2006). “Identify, evaluate, design and urban
resilience contributes to sustainable societies to long term” (Muller, 2006).
The various researches on the concept of resilience enabled me to consider different criteria to
define the adaptive capacity of a system. I will present these criteria below. The theoretical
works and also the exploration of my case studies enabled me to define the system composed by
the stakeholders of the storm water flood management.
Exploration of case studies
The case studies of this work are two different counties, which take part to the Great Paris. It is
the Seine Saint Denis and the Val de Marne.

In the Great Paris storm water flood are managed by sewage services. Sewerage is implemented
by the county councils (4 city councils in the Great Paris : Paris, Hauts de Seinse, Seine Saint
Denis, Val de Marne). The sewage services of Seine Saint Denis and Val de Marne manage
storm water used both combined and separated sewer networks (900Km for wastewater, 100 Km
for storm water). The services use techniques as detention tanks, real time control systems and
regulatory tools for imperviousness control. Actors of sewage services also implement political
measures in order to diffuse a “water culture”. These policies consist in organising annual water
festival and implementing day watering measures such as rain water re-use.
At the moment, I have started to assess the social and technical resilience from interviews with
stakeholders of storm water flood management. I conducted interviews with:
o 14 technicians from the local authorities in charge of sewer system
o 1 retired engineer
o 3 representatives of NGOs (residents)
The exploration of case studies can also been made from sociological observation of political
and technical local events. I have been at public hearings, technical conferences on storm water
management and urban planning workshops to observe the interactions between the
stakeholders.
The information gathered with my case studies has enabled me to formulate a research problem.
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THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
The concept of resilience can be used to analyse the ability to change of social and technical
systems. A social and technical system is a social organisation of a territory, composed with
several stakeholders. These stakeholders have different interests, resources, strategies and
specific representations of risk. They use techniques that have a specific history and a specific
level of performance.
Several scholars propose to use different criteria to define the resilience of a system. According
to my readings, I define resilience as the ability to know the territory, to formulate the suitable
issues and to adapt the existing organisation to these issues and eventually to make a new
organisation.
At the matter of fact, my research problem can be formulated as follow: Do the sewage services
of Great Paris have these abilities?
To answer to the latter question, the exploration of my case studies allows me putting forward
hypotheses: Sewage services do not take into account the uncertainty due to climate change. The
social and technical system in charge of storm water flood management is definitely not resilient.
Nevertheless several flooding events led the sewage services to take into consideration, at least
partially, the vulnerability of the territory. This type of events generates political processes such
as associations’ and elected representatives’ mobilisations, sometimes going to court. These
political processes are opportunities for stakeholders to think and negotiate explicitly an
acceptable level of risk. They discuss the cost and the benefits of building detention tanks, and
sometimes mix this kind of structural measures with non structural measures such as rain water
re-use, regulatory measures for imperviousness control and even expropriation.
However sewage services still not have a global view of the possible increase of risk and
damages. They do not foresee possible changes neither in their organisation and techniques, nor
in their professional know-how. Currently sewage services focus on the anticipation of the ten
years return period rain event but have not planned the best way to recover.
Now the analysis model must be formulated to check the relevancy of these hypotheses.
However it will be for another paper.
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Abstract
The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region is particularly vulnerable to climate
change. It is one of the world’s most water-scarce and dry regions; with a high
dependency on climate-sensitive agriculture and a large share of its population and
economic activity in flood-prone urban coastal zones. On the other hand, societies of this
region have been under pressure to adapt to water scarcity and heat for thousands of
years, and have developed various technical solutions and institutional mechanisms to
deal with these environmental constraints. According to the latest IPCC assessment, the
climate is predicted to become even hotter and drier in most of the Middle East region.
Higher temperatures and reduced precipitation will increase the occurrence of droughts. It
is further estimated that an additional 80–100 million people will be exposed by 2025 to
water stress, which is likely to result in increased pressure on groundwater resources. In
urban areas, a temperature increase of 1-3 degrees could expose 6–25 million people to
coastal flooding. In addition, heat waves, an increased “heat island effect,” water scarcity,
decreasing water quality, worsening air quality, and ground ozone formation are likely to
affect public health, and more generally lead to challenging living conditions. In this
study we suggest a method to analyze the vulnerability of urban water to climate change.
This method is based on the integrated vulnerability assessment approach with using
vulnerability indicators.

Keywords
The Middle East; North Africa; Vulnerability Assessment; Climate Change; Indicators

INTRODUCTION
Industrial Revolution in the early 19th century and the human social and economic development
have changed people’s lifestyle significantly. The need for energy and consumption of fossil
fuels (like coal, oil and natural gas) have resulted in increased emission of carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. These emissions have changed the energy balance
of the earth and its atmosphere. Global population growth has caused land use change,
deforestation, increased agricultural and livestock activities, and increased solid and liquid waste
production, resulting in many environmental problems including climate change.
Atmospheric models predict that the earth temperature will increase from 1 to 3.5º C by the year
2100, which is more than temperature changes during the past 10,000 years. Emission of
greenhouse gases, production of aerosols in the atmosphere, changes in the earth’s reflection
index, and thermal pollution are the factors affecting climate change. Among these factors, the
H
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effect of greenhouse gases is well known and is the most important one. The earth absorbs most
of solar radiations that reach the earth through its atmosphere and, after getting warm, reflects
the thermal waves back to space. Portion of this infrared radiation passes through the atmosphere
and a fraction of it is absorbed by greenhouse gases and reflected back to the earth surface which
results in an energy balance between the earth and space. This so called greenhouse effect is a
natural phenomenon, which has created the normal temperatures ranges in the atmosphere.
Indeed, if the greenhouse effect did not exist, the earth’s average temperature would have been
about 15.5 degrees lower than the temperature that it has now and another ice age would occur.
However, the concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere have exceeded the normal
level by as much as 30%, resulting in global warming.
Changes in temperature and precipitation patterns, which depend on latitude, attitude, and ocean
streams in different areas, affect the climate of the earth. Some of the impacts of climate change
are:
• Sea level rise,
• Disruption of water resources,
• Regional climate change in northern hemisphere and upper latitudes,
• Changes in precipitation pattern and wind,
• More severe weather conditions (storms, floods, etc.),
• Increased frequency and severity of drought and drier deserts, and adverse health effects
(diseases such as Malaria and Yellow Fever).
Based on the research and assessment carried out during the Climate Change Enabling Activity
Project under UNFCCC, and using the scenarios proposed by IPCC, it is estimated that if the
CO2 concentration doubles by the year 2100, the average temperature in Iran will increases by
1.5 - 4.5ºC which will cause significant changes in water resources, energy demand, agricultural
products, and coastal zones.
The “direct” adverse impacts of climate change include changes in precipitation and temperature
patterns, water resources, sea level rise and coastal zone, agriculture and food production,
forestry, drought frequency and intensity, and human health. The “indirect” adverse economic
impacts result from the response measures taken by the developed countries.
To provide an insight into what will happen if the GHGs emissions issue is not properly
managed, six scenarios have been designed. These scenarios were selective combinations of two
GCMs (HadCM2 and ECHAM4) models, three emission scenarios, and three different climate
sensitivities. Low emission combination resulted in an increase in temperature ranging from 1°
to 1.5° C. Changes for the second combination range from 2.5° to 4.1° C and the third
combination resulted in an increase in temperature ranging from 5.9° to 7.7° C. The same
patterns were used to portray precipitation variations in the country. The resulting fluctuations
appear in the following ranges:
- 11% to 19.1% of the baselines for low emission rate,
- 30.9% to 50% of the baselines for medium emission rate, and
- 58% to 80% of the baselines for high emission rate.
Water Resources
Research on the global warming effects on hydrology and water resources in Iran has been
undertaken on several rivers and lake basins by using historical hydro-meteorological data and
runoff models in combination with the global warming scenarios. The result of historical runoff
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data surveys collected at 398 hydrometric stations shows that the Flood Index has changed in
47% of them. In addition, of 600 climatological stations studied, 68 indicate climate changes
during 1990-2000.
The long-term runoff model applied to 30 basins shows that the temperature rise increases the
runoff volume during winter and decreases it during spring as rising temperature melts snowfall
into rain and hastens the time of snow melt. It also indicates that temperature increase affects
runoff of basins and decreases the amount of runoff variation of rainfall.
In this study a method was suggested for analyzing the vulnerability of urban water to climate
change based on the integrated vulnerability assessment approach which was using vulnerability
indicators. The vulnerability indicators consist of the different socioeconomic and hydrological
attributes of urban water. Based on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC
2001), the different socioeconomic and hydrological indicators have been classified into three
classes definition of vulnerability, which consists of adaptive capacity, sensitivity, and exposure.
Conceptual Approaches
Vulnerability is a multidimensional concept associated with high uncertainty in measurement
and classification. Developing a vulnerability index from the diverse and often incommensurate
data that form the basis of vulnerability assessments is often a core challenge of vulnerability
research. Numerous approaches to assessing vulnerability, climate sensitivity and adaptive
capacity through the use of composite indices have been proposed in recent years (Cutter et al.,
2003; Brooks et al., 2005; Vincent, 2007; Moss et al., 2001). Indicator-based analyses are in
demand in policy circles in order to identify, rank or otherwise distinguish among units of
analysis for the purpose of informing resource allocation, or targeting support programs or other
interventions.
One of the most commonly used methodological approaches in the assessment of climate change
vulnerability is the indicator method. In the indicator method the poverty and development were
noticed and household-level socioeconomic survey data were used to analyze the level of
vulnerability of different social groups (Hoddinott and Quisumbing 2003). The indicator method
of quantifying vulnerability is based selecting some indicators from the whole set of potential
indicators and of then systematically combining the selected indicators to indicate the levels of
vulnerability (Cutter, Boruff, and Shirley 2003; Easter 1999; Kaly and Pratt 2000).
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2001) demonstrated a definition about
vulnerability which consists of adaptive capacity, sensitivity, and exposure. The IPCC defines
vulnerability to climate change as follows:
“The degree to which a system is susceptible, or unable to cope with adverse effects of climate
change, including climate variability and extremes, and vulnerability is a function of the
character, magnitude and rate of climate variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity,
and its adaptive capacity.”
In vulnerability study, there are many conceptual and methodological approaches to vulnerability
analysis. The major conceptual approaches include the socioeconomic, impact assessment, and
integrated approaches. The socioeconomic approach is mainly concerned with the social,
economic, and political aspects of society (Adger 1999). The hydrological, or impact assessment,
approach is mainly concerned with the physical impact of climate change on different attributes,
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such as yield and income (Füssel and Klein 2006). The integrated assessment approach combines
both the socioeconomic and the hydrological attributes in vulnerability analysis (Füssel 2007).
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework to vulnerability assessment

The model variables for this study were categorized according to the study’s conceptual
framework (see Fig 1). Adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to adjust to actual or expected
climate stresses or to cope with the consequences of those stresses. According to IPCC (2001),
the main features determining a community or region’s adaptive capacity include economic
wealth, technology, information and skills, infrastructure, institutions, and equity. Sensitivity is
the degree to which a system is affected, either adversely or beneficially, by climate change
stimuli, whereas exposure is the nature and degree to which a system is exposed to climate
variations (IPCC 2001). Exposure is represented by the predicted change in temperature and
rainfall by 2050. This figure provides the level of climate change to which regions are exposed.
It is generally agreed that increasing temperature and decreasing precipitation are both damaging
to the already hot and water scarce. Thus, regions with increasing temperature and decreasing
rainfall were identified as regions more exposed to climate change. Table 1 gives the indicators
and the hypothesized direction of relationship with vulnerability.
Table 1

Type of
Indicator*

Indicator

Scale of
Analysis**

HHC

Level of education or
literacy rate

HH, D, N

HHC

Age

HH
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This study attempts to analyze vulnerability based on the integrated approach by making use of
vulnerability index. As indicated earlier, the use of indices is challenged by many ambiguities,
some of which are the choices of the right indicators, directions of relationships with
vulnerability, weights attached, and the optimal scale. The direction of relationship in
vulnerability indicators (i.e., their sign) was adopted from the procedure followed by Moss,
Brenkert, and Malone (2001), which assigned a negative value to sensitivity and a positive value
to adaptive capacity and then calculated the vulnerability resilience indicator.
Sensitivity could best be measured by a change in income or livelihood attributed only to
climatic factors. However, it was not possible to find this type of data. Instead, it is possible to
make the simple assumption that those areas with higher frequencies of climate extremes (e.g.,
drought and flood) were subjected to higher sensitivity (Deressa et al. 2008). In addition,
exposure could best be represented by both future gradual changes in climate and the forecasted
values of the probabilities of extreme events (e.g., drought and flood).instead of the data on the
forecasted probabilities of future climate extremes; it is possible to assume the areas with higher
changes in temperature and precipitation are more exposed. Variables listed under adaptive
capacity are given a positive value. Actually, the people with higher adaptive capacity are less
sensitive to damages from climate change. Therefore, vulnerability is calculated as the net effect
of adaptive capacity, sensitivity, and exposure. In developing climate change vulnerability
profile, it is assumed that climate change exposure (i.e. ongoing and future exposure) will affect
current sensitivity, either positively or negatively, and that urban water manager will respond to
these changes in climate sensitivity if they have sufficient adaptive capacity. Thus the
vulnerability profile is constructed by combining indices for adaptive capacity with sensitivity
indices that take into account exposure to climate change.
Vulnerability = (adaptive capacity) – (sensitivity + exposure)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the above adaptive capacity indicators, it is possible to depict adaptive capacity in
current time across Middle East’s urban districts. This map will show higher degrees of adaptive
capacity in districts which have better infrastructures and or more advance. It is also possible to
depict sensitivity and exposure for future. O’brien et al. used this method to show farmer
vulnerability to multiple stresses.
The next step is the attachment of weights to the vulnerability indices. For this step, the method
of principal components analysis (PCA) was employed. PCA is frequently used in research that
is based on constructing indices for which there are no well-defined weights. The use of asset
based indices for measurements of wealth across different social groups is a good example
(Filmer and Pritchett 2001; Langyintuo 2005; Sumarto, Suryadarma, and Suryahadi 2006; Vyas
and Kumaranayake 2006). Principal components analysis is a technique for extracting from a set
of variables those few orthogonal linear combinations of variables that most successfully capture
the common information. Intuitively, the first principal component of a set of variables is the
linear index of all the variables that captures the largest amount of information common to all the
variables. For example, suppose we have a set of Z-variables (a*1j to a*Zj) that represents the Zvariables (attributes) of each region j. PCA starts by specifying each variable normalized by its
mean and standard deviation. For instance, a1j = (a*1j – a*1)/s*1, where a*1 is the mean of a*1j
across regions and s*1 is its standard deviation. The selected variables are expressed as linear
combinations of a set of underlying components for each region j:
a1j = y11 W1j + y12W2j + … +y1zWzj
j= 1 … J
eq.1
az1j = yz1W1j + yz2W2j + … + yzzWzj ,
Where the W’s are the components and the y’s are the coefficients on each component for each
variable (and do not vary across regions). Because only the left side of each line is observed, the
solution to the problem is indeterminate. PCA overcomes this indeterminacy by finding the
linear combination of the variables with maximum variance (usually the first principal
component W1j), then finding a second linear combination of the variables orthogonal to the first
and with maximal remaining variance, and so on. Technically, the procedure solves the
equations (R –λI)vn = 0 for λn and vn, where R is the matrix of correlations between the scaled
variables (the a’s) and vn is the vector of coefficients on the nth component for each variable.
Solving the equation yields the characteristic roots of R, λn (also known as eigenvalues), and
their associated eigenvectors, vn. The final set of estimates is produced by scaling the vns so that
the sum of their squares sums to the total variance— another restriction imposed to achieve
determinacy of the problem. The scoring factors from the model are recovered by inverting the
system implied by equation (1). This yields a set of estimates for each of the Z-principal
components:
W1j = b11 a1j + b12 a2j +… +b1z azj
…j=1…J
eq.2
Wzj = bz1 a1j + bz2 a2j +… +bzz azj
Where the b’s are the factor scores. Following Filmer and Pritchett (2001), the first principal
component, expressed in terms of the original (unnormalized) variables is an index for each
region in Ethiopia based on the following expression:
eq.3
W1j = b11 (a*1j – a*1)/(s*1) + … + b1z (a*Zj – a*Z)/(s*Z)
CONCLUSIONS
In this study a method for analyzing the vulnerability of urban water to climate change were
suggested. The vulnerability analysis followed the IPCC (2001) definition of vulnerability,
which explains it as a function of adaptive capacity, sensitivity, and exposure. The
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socioeconomic and environmental factors of each urban should be included in developing the
vulnerability indices. Thus, the integrated vulnerability assessment approaches were adopted to
combine these hydrological and socioeconomic indicators. The socioeconomic factors include
wealth, literacy rate, technology, institutions, and infrastructure. The hydrological factors include
irrigation potential, frequency of climate extremes, and future changes in temperature and
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Abstract
This paper discusses the abundance of freshwater availability in Nigeria which is
approximately 0.51% of world freshwater resources. It further highlights the projected
freshwater crises in Nigeria and Africa as a whole. Based on analyzed country data
retrieved from International Organizations, Nigeria and in fact many developing
countries in Sub Saharan Africa is presently termed water secure based on total Actual
Renewable Water Resources, but projections into the nearest future (2025) classify
Nigeria as water stress/scarce due to lack of economic, financial and skilled human
resources to tap water for basic human needs, food production and maintenance of
freshwater ecosystem. Causes of this projected impending danger were attributed to
increase in freshwater quantity supply made available through unsustainable water
resources development and inappropriate water management programmes.

Keywords
Freshwater, Resources, Sustainable development, Developing Countries.

INTRODUCTION
One question most projections of world resources leave open is the degree to which the level of
population is resource-determined. The most basic of all resources, although often taken for
granted is water. Unlike carbon reduction, there is no global water alternative to neither promote
nor negotiate. Turning off your tap in Europe will not mitigate the drought in Africa. Water is
local, but water issues are of importance in the world’s major water basins. The poorest of the
world continents in terms of annual freshwater renewal is Africa (Falkenmark, 1990).
Globally this environmental resource - water, suffer from irreversible degradation leading to
scarcity due to the fact that only 0.3% of the 1.385 billion m3 of water on the earth are available
for human activities (Water Department, 2006). Water, the “blood of the biosphere” according to
IWMI (2008) is grabbing the world’s attention these days. Against a backdrop of growing water
scarcity, it is no wonder that the profile of global water development is rapidly rising. Water
scarcity is both a national and a regional problem for many Sub Saharan countries; water
resources are generally recognized as unevenly distributed. Until now, most activities have been
geared towards storing water at the local level, for instance, for irrigation, urban supplies, and
hydro power, with no consideration for neighbouring countries. As Samson and Charrier (1997)
noted, the chance of finding new water sources is small in most regions of the world. Hence
without new supplies, there should be increase in the efficiency of urban water use and
improvement in the conservation of available water resources.
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As the global population grows and the economies of countries expand, the world is going to get
hungrier and thirstier. Agriculture uses up to 70% of the world’s freshwater and to make basic
things for development takes volumes of water (IWMI, 2008). Africa has the highest rate of
population growth in the world, and is also one of the regions that are most vulnerable to climate
change. Problems with freshwater availability in Africa are further complicated by highly
variable levels of rainfall. As a result, large numbers of people are dependent on groundwater as
their primary source of freshwater (UNEP, 2008). Surface and groundwater supplies have been
exploited, and some countries have turned to alternative sources of water such as desalinization
of sea water and recycling of wastewater, in order to attempt to meet this increasing demand.
Approximately 38 per cent of the population of West Africa lives in urban areas. Thirty years
ago, only one Western African city (Lagos) had a population of more than a million. By 2000,
cities with populations exceeding one million included Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), Abidjan
(Côte d’Ivoire), Accra (Ghana), Conakry (Guinea), Bamako (Mali), Ibadan (Nigeria), Lagos
(Nigeria), and Dakar (Senegal). Lagos, the largest city in Africa and the 6th largest in the world,
has an estimated current population of 13.4 million people and this is expected to grow to over
23 million by 2015 (UNEP, 2008).
MATERIAL & METHODS
The conceptual framework of the analysis of potentials and projections of freshwater resources
in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) is based on the International Water Management Institute (IWMI)
methodology of assessing the performance of water resources systems. This methodology is
reported in various previous studies of IWMI research reports and working papers; notable of
mentioning is the works of Seckler et al (1998) and Sakthivadivel et al (2001).
The first part of this paper focuses on the potentials of freshwater resources in Africa and
narrowing it down to a focus on Nigeria; viz a viz the freshwater availability and withdrawals.
The latter part highlights the projections of this availability and withdrawals in the next few
years. The data used in this work are data obtained primarily from four different sources which
are the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), Population Division of
the Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat, and IWMI.
The choice of these organizations stems from the fact that data on water quality at a global level
are scarce; there are few sustained programs to monitor water quality worldwide. Information is
usually limited to industrial countries or small, localized areas. For regions such as Europe,
where some monitoring is taking place, differences in measures and approaches make the data
hard to compare (World Resources, 2000). Similarly in Africa, water quantity statistics are poor
on water use, water availability, and irrigated area on a global scale. Estimates are frequently
based on a combination of modeled and observed data.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Potentials
Freshwater availability which is also referred to as Internal Renewable Water Resources (IRWS)
is 214×109m3 per year while total IRWS is 221x109m3 per year for Nigeria. The IRWS is an
indication to the fact that there is an appreciable average annual flow in the rivers within the
country and also recharge of groundwater from precipitation within Nigeria’s borders is quite
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enormous. As a rough global indicator of water sufficiency if the annual amount of water
available per capita is less than 1000m3/capita/yr, water scarcity occurs (United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), 2001). The total Actual Renewable Water
Resources (ARWS) is 286.2×109m3 per year while total ARWS per inhabitant in the country is
2251m3 per year according to FAO (2006). IRWS for Nigeria is approximately 5.61% and 0.51%
of the SSA and world freshwater resources respectively. Total ARWS in Nigeria is
approximately 5.23% of SSA while total ARWS per capita cubic meters per person in Nigeria is
approximately 35.62%. This water abundance in some selected countries is depicted in Table 1.
In Nigeria, a value of 1982m3/capita/year was reached according to African Water Development
Report (AWDR, 2003), while FAO (2005) value was 2252m3/capita/year, depicting a water
sufficient nation.
Table 1: Water Resources Potentials of Selected Countries

Countries
Gabon
Gambia
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sudan
Congo
Dem. Rep

Area,
103
Km2
268
11
1267
924
196
2505

Max
272
5.69
5.4
437
31.1
65.3

Water Resources, Km3/year
Local
Imported
Min
Average
133 205
15.6
1.24 3.97
6.7
0.28 2.33
32.1
148 275
43.7
6.31 21.4
14.9
9.74 34.6
132

2345

1328

786

989

313

Total
221
10.7
34.4
319
36.3
167

Annual
Runoff
Layer, mm
765
361
18
293
109
53

1300 133
Source: Shiklomanov (2002)

Freshwater Crisis and Projections
While Africa uses only about 4 per cent of its renewable freshwater resources (WRI, 2005),
water is becoming one of the most critical natural resource issues. The continent is one of the
two regions in the world facing serious water shortages (Johns Hopkins 1998). Although it has
abundant freshwater resources, there are great disparities in water availability and use within and
between African countries because the water resources are so unevenly distributed. Only three
Sub-Saharan countries, Guinea, Democratic Republic of Congo and Angola, have untapped
water resources. In all other countries, water scarcity is inevitable within the first quarter of the
21st century (Kakonge, 2002). Other contributing factors are the inadequate assessment and
underdevelopment of water resources, the lack of technical and institutional infrastructure as
well as the lack of investment in water resource development. While the Sahelian countries have
limited supplies of freshwater, most countries in the humid tropical zone have abundant water.
The availability of water varies considerably, even within countries, and the situation is further
complicated by frequent droughts as well as inappropriate water management programme. The
demand for water is increasing rapidly in most countries due to population growth and economic
development. Projected freshwater resources are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Freshwater Resources in Africa.

Source: AWDR (2006).
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Figure 4: Human Activities on Polluted Urban Water

Figure 5: Refuse Dumping and other Pollution Sources in Urban Water Channels

Figure 2: Water Use by Sector in West Africa

Source: UNEP, 2008.

In view of the increasing demand for water, Molden et. al. (2001) projected that municipal
(urban) sector withdrawals will be greater than those for domestic sector in most developing
countries, and this municipal withdrawals are projected to double over the next 30 years.
Increases in demand for freshwater are anticipated in all African countries, in all sectors
(domestic, agricultural and municipal), over the next 10 years. In West Africa countries, demand
is projected to double within the next 30 years (Figure 2). This projected double in withdrawals
and demand arises not just from an increase in the number of people requiring water, but also
from increasing consumption patterns such as the growth of water hyacinth which is adversely
affecting many water bodies in Nigeria. This weed affects fishing, disrupts water-borne
international trade and the movement of people, and blocked water intakes thus endangering
hydroelectric installations (figure 3). The infestation of this water weed (hyacinth) has
necessitated the call on neighbouring West African countries which share surface water
resources to jointly tackle the eradication of this water weed which is already affecting socioeconomic activities of these neighbouring countries. Likewise, industries rarely pay the true
price of water and are, therefore, not encouraged to recycle or to reduce their consumption.

Figure 3: Water Hyacinth Infested Reservoir in Ibadan, Nigeria

By 2010, SSA will have at least 33 cities of more than 1 million inhabitants, with two cities
exceeding 5 million and the city of Lagos, Nigeria having more than 13 million inhabitants. In
1995, Lagos became the world’s 29th largest urban agglomeration, with 6.5 million inhabitants.
In 2000, it was the 23rd largest, with 8.8 million people. Lagos became one of SSA’s first megaurban regions when its metropolitan population reached 10 million inhabitants around 2002.
Lagos continues to grow and by 2015 it is envisaged to become the world’s 11th largest urban
system, with 16 million inhabitants (UN-HABITAT, 2004). With a population of about 130
million and a cultivable/habitable area of 330,000Km2 which is about 35.7% of the total area of
Nigeria, this increased population pressure puts a heavy strain on the available water resources of
the country. Nigeria is termed one of the most densely populated countries in Africa (figure 6).
Only three sub-Saharan countries, Guinea, Democratic Republic of Congo and Angola, have
untapped water resources. In all other countries, water scarcity is inevitable within the first quarter of
the 21st century. According to Kakonge (2002), the populations of Kenya, Burundi, Rwanda and
Malawi are expected to double by 2025 and by then per capita water availability will have fallen
below the accepted standard (see Figures 6 and 7). South Africa will have a projected population of
68 million in 2025 and a projected per capita water availability of 725m³.
For its water resources, most freshwater in Nigeria comes from abundant seasonal rainfalls and
relatively low levels of withdrawals of water for its three major uses, namely, agriculture,
community water supply and industry. Demand for water in West Africa has been steadily
increasing as a result of population growth, commercial agricultural expansion, and industrial
development. Current total withdrawal of water for domestic, industrial and agricultural
consumption is 11Km3/yr, and demand for water from all sectors is expected to increase to some
36Km3/yr by 2025 (Figure 8). This figure indicated an increase in projected water withdrawal
and consumption all over Africa; however this increase did not match the percentage of water
withdrawal and consumption in relation to renewable water resources. Hence, this necessitates
the putting in place in Nigeria appropriate water management programme through sustainable
development of this vital resource.

The lack of improved sanitation is the most important feature of slums in the African urban
context. About 57 per cent of urban Africans do not have access to improved forms of sanitation.
The lack of improved water supply appears to be the second most important determining factor,
affecting about one fifth of urban Africa. Lack of sufficient living space or overcrowding is the
third most important factor, widely varying from one country to another (UN-HABITAT, 2004).
Pollution of these waters is a cause of many public health problems. Polluted urban surface water
often leads to water-borne diseases, such as cholera, typhoid and schistosomiasis as a result of
human activities in dirty water (Figure 4). A case of the urban Ogunpa river channelization
project in Ibadan Nigeria shows one of the many inappropriate urban water management
practices in Nigeria as a result of refuse dumping and other forms of pollution thereby degrading
the ecosystem (Figure 5). Up till now, no measures have been put in place to curb this pollution
menace in this locality.
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Figure 6: Estimated Population 1955, 1990, and 2025

Source: Kakonge, 2002.
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Hence, efforts should be geared in Nigeria towards meeting basic human and ecosystem needs
through proper government policies that will guarantee access to water. Water should be
recognized as an economic good, which was one of the cornerstones of the Dublin and Rio
statements (Lundqvist and Gleick, 2000). Planners and users should recognise the true value of
water in all its competing uses and functions. Water users must assume a larger responsibility in
recovering the full cost of providing water-related services, including development, provision,
maintenance and treatment costs. This will help reduce the ever increasing freshwater quantity
demand and hence limit the withdrawal of unsustainable water resources in Nigeria.
The government in Nigeria should foster the principle that water planning and decision-making
should involve affected parties and interests in a democratic manner thereby ensuring
participatory approach which means that decisions are taken at the lowest appropriate level, with
full public consultation and involvement of users.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Availability of freshwater in Sub Saharan African and in Nigeria is currently a resource, however
projections into the nearest future of this vital natural resources indicated a risk of water stress
for many countries in Africa and for Nigeria in particular, water scarcity has been projected to be
a reality if adequate measures are not taken into consideration in sustainable development of
freshwater resources through deliberate attempt to reduce the pollution of urban water supply
from human and anthropogenic sources in urban cities in Nigeria as domestic and municipal
freshwater demand is expected to double by the year 2025.
Low values of internal renewable resources in 2025 also shows that there is room for
improvement in conservation of rainwater which has been attributed to the abundance of
freshwater resources in Nigeria, the lack of these conservation measures accounts in part, for
endemic drought in many parts of Nigeria.
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Abstract
Kibera Slum is one of the largest slums in Kenya and in Africa. The inhabitants are
basically low income earners. The residents rely on the Nairobi Water and Sewerage
Company for its water supply. The water is sold by water vendors through water Kiosks.
The Water is not normally adequate and the cost is high for most of the residents. The
Nairobi River passes through the slum but it is high contaminated by raw human and
domestic wastes. This paper looks at the strategies for the management of the water
resources in the slums and the best ways to preserve its quality for sustainable use and
livelihoods for the residents. The focus is on the amount of water used per day and the
means of obtaining the water in order to access whether its adequate.

Keywords
Urban informal settlement, management, water quality

INTRODUCTION
Water is an essential component of an ecosystem. It sustains life. A community depends on
water for its domestic, agriculture and industrial needs. Availability of water has been a factor in
the development of various civilization near lakes and rivers. Water quality, habitat structure,
flow regimes, energy sources and biotic interactions are the major environmental factors that
determine water resource integrity (Gok, 2005).
Water contributes to economic growth and to social well being of the human population, which
is attributable to the fact that both social and economic activities rely heavily on access to
adequate quantities of water and of suitable quality (Gok, 2005). In addition, access to safe water
is a basic human right; it is the right of every person to have sufficient, safe, acceptable,
physically accessible and affordable water for personal and domestic uses (UNCESCR, 2003).
Kenya with a current population of approximately 32 million and a projected population of about
44 million by 2015 faces enormous challenges in management of its limited water resources
(Gok, 2006). The magnitude of the issues and challenges and severity of the water crisis, that
currently face Kenya cuts across most sectors of the economy making water resources
management and water services provision a high priority requiring urgent attention. This is more
pronounced in the more developed urban centres in the country due to increased population
influxes, demands and degradation levels.
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Low levels of water supply services and dwindling amounts of water resources nationally is
being realized at all levels in Kenya (national, provincial, districts and grassroots levels) and
these are seen as challenges of both management and governance systems. Water crises cost
lives, deprives population of their dignity, forces women into added labour, keeps children out of
school amongst other aspects that can all be attributed to inadequacies in one way or another to
water management and governance systems. The National Water Resource Management
Strategy (NWRMS) for Kenya recognizes the importance of equity in access and distribution of
water to its citizens and provision of equal access to water should be recognized as one of the
most immediate issues to be addressed. This requires water allocation options that promote equal
access to water for all. In providing for options for promoting equal access to water, the strategy
recommends that water resources in general be viewed objectively as “common-property”
resource (Gok, 2006).
This paper therefore examines the management and governance systems of water resources in
Kibera slums, one of the informal settlements in Nairobi City with a view to finding the best
management strategies and in preserving its quality for sustainable use and livelihoods for the
residents and other informal settlements within the city and in the country in general.
STUDY AREA
The human development report of 2006 (UNDP, 2006) states that, in Kenya, the population with
sustainable access to an improved water source, as a percentage of the total population, as of
2004 was 61%. This is a clear indication of the low levels of water services coverage nationally.
The situation in urban and peri-urban informal settlement is no different, in actual terms water
services provision and water supplies coverage in slum areas is at worrying low levels.
Kibera slum, commonly belived to be the largest urban informal settlement in sub-Saharan
Africa, is situated on a hillside between the main railway line to Uganda on the northern edge,
the Motoine River at the south-west and the Nairobi Dam reservoir to the south-east as indicated
in Figure 1. Kibera slum covers a total land area of 250 hectares (617.75Km2) and has a
population estimated at 700,000 inhabitants. The population density is extremely high with about
1,250 persons per hectare living on average of 5 persons per household. The slum is divided into
11 villages that are difficult to distinguish on the ground but the residents can easily identify
where the borders of each village lie. These are: Kianda, Gatwikera, Silanga, Lindi, Kisumu
Ndogo, Kambi Muru, Makina, Mashimoni, Soweto-Highrise, Soweto and Laini Saba. Their
populations range from 70,000 to 80,000. The villages are mostly located upstream of the
Nairobi Dam and trapped between the Nairobi-Kisumu railway line and the Motoine River
(Ngong River tributary).
In Kibera slum, it is estimated that 4,000m3d-1 of water is received against a requirement of
16,843m3d-1 to meet the requirements for basic domestic use and sanitation. This translates to a
shortfall of 12,843m3d-1 (Gok, 2003b, p58/80). Due to poor water delivery services, the
residents have no option but to rely on small-scale water providers and a cartel of powerful but
invisible individuals who control the water trade in the settlements. According to surveys
conducted by the Water and Sanitation Programme (WSP, 1999), up to 85% of the households
draw water from “Kiosks” that are privately and communally owned with an average distance to
the nearest water point being about 40 meters and a consumption of between 16-20 litres per
capita per day.
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Due to lack of proper management and governance systems of the water resources in the slum,
the residents are faced with a serious problem of ensuring safe drinking water in the right
quantity and quality as well as its management in sustaining accessibility and affordability, thus,
the residents sometimes result in the use of water from the nearby-polluted Motoine tributary
which is part of the greater Nairobi River basin.
Water based sanitation is closed associated with water availability. Rarely does this community
have access to improved sanitation which has far reaching implications and for Kibera slum, it is
in the form of the infamous “flying toilets”, arising due to the limited nature of this access to or
non existence of sanitation facilities.
STUDY METHODS
The Snow ball sampling technique was utilized in obtaining the required data from the residents.
Snow ball is an established technique for developing a research sample where existing study
subjects recruit future subjects from amongst their acquaintances, neighbors, and social networks
amongst others. The sample therefore appears to grow like rolling Snow ball. In the study, the
method was preferred due to the complexities of access; trust with the respondents, and also due
to the “hidden nature” of the study area.
In total, and with this background a sample size of 150 out of an estimated population of 70,000
(COHRE, 2006) in Kibera slum was used and a similar number of questionnaires administered.
These questionnaires provided the basic data which was further subjected to statistical analysis to
allow for inferences and conclusions to be made from the data. In addition, photographs were
taken during the field visits to supplement the data collected through the questionnaires.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section highlights the major findings of the research and the inferences made out of the
results obtained from the field and analysed. Table 1 indicates the marital status of the
respondents and their roles at the household level in undertaking domestic chores. The table
clearly indicates water is mostly fetched by women representing 64.7% of the respondents
interviewed. In addition, Table 2 indicates that majority of all the respondents (74.7%) bought
water for their daily use from sources that excluded a domestic access point in their homes. The
study established that some of the respondents obtained water through other means such as
borrowing from others, siphoning from broken pipes and from the polluted Motoine tributary
indicating a greater access limitation.
Table 3 illustrates the average distances the respondents have to cover to access water for
domestic and other uses. From the table, most respondents have close water access points of
between 10-50 metres from their residents, however, about 39.9% have to walk fairly long
distances to access this commodity and thus spending more time that would have been used in
other activities such as socio-economic activities for income generation and therefore limiting
livelihood options.
Table 1: Respondents Marital status.

Figure 1: Map of Nairobi showing Kibera slum

Source: www.kwaho.org
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Marital Status
Married
Single
Divorced
Widowed
Separated
Others

Frequency of sampling
62
57
9
13
9
0

Percentage (%)
41.3
38
6
8.7
6
0
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Yes
No
Don’t know
Not applicable
Others

89
40
13
1
7

58
27
9
1
5

Source: Field data (2008).

Source: Field Data (2008).

CONCLUSIONS

Table 2: Respondents’ ways of access to water.

Means (ways)
Tap Water
Buying
Others

Frequency
26
112
12

Percentage (%)
17.3
74.7
8

Source: Field data (2008).
Table 3: Distance covered to water access point.

Distance (m)
House tap
10 to 50
51 to 100
101 to 200
200+

Frequency
23
68
41
14
4

Percentage (%)
15.3
45.3
27.3
9.3
2.7

Source: Field data (2008).

Water usage at the household level depended on the size of the family as well as on other uses
besides domestic. Table 4 indicates that most of the respondents used 51-100 litres daily with
only about 16 using less than 21 litres per day, while Table 5, indicated that 58% of the total
sample population admitted to having enough (adequate) water supplies for their daily needs and
27% complained that their water supply was not enough, a fact attributed to lack of money to
pay for water.
Table 4: Quantity of water used per day.

Quantity (L)
0 to 20
21 to 50
51 to 100
101 to 150
151 to 200
Others

Frequency
16
15
87
15
16
11

Percentage (%)
10
9.4
54.4
9.4
10
6.9

Frequency

Percentage (%)

Source: Field data (2008).
Table 5: Adequacy of water supplied.

Adequacy (Enough)

The study established that there was a high number of female respondents, an indication of the
role played by women especially in urban slums, where the men go off to fend for daily
subsistence, the women, 41.3% of whom are married are left behind to undertake domestic
chores that include fetching water from nearby water vendors as well as from the Motoine
tributary as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Children fetch water from the polluted Motoine tributary that is part of the greater Nairobi river
basin. The water colour is not clear from dirt and sewerage that flows freely into the tributary.

The study further established very low levels of access to water of desirable quantity and
acceptable quality, through restrictive water supply services. According to the Human
Development Report, 2006, Kibera slum has only 25 kilometres of piped water network and the
slum gets far less water than any other settlements, partly because the utilities or water service
providers divert water to high income areas during periods of shortage. In addition, losses of up
to 40% of the water supplied to Kibera slum through leakage and illegal connections is
experienced by the Nairobi Water and Sewerage Company.
The nature of water services infrastructure in Kibera slum is dilapidated and laid in an
unstructured manner. Most of the water pipes are exposed and subject to vandalism as shown in
Figure 3. Many water pipes transporting water are plastic and pass through open drainage and
sewerage ditches which contain dirty water, “flying toilets” residues and garbage. The broken,
cracked and poorly repaired pipes draw in dirt and mud containing waste from unspecified
sources both which can be considered to include human, animal and food wastes. There is no
evidence that the water in the repaired pipes is disinfected so that the water that goes to the outlet
is sold to people who are unaware that it may be contaminated and unsafe for direct
consumption. Most people find that boiling of water is expensive because it consumes a lot of
fuel translated in terms of money used to buy this extra fuel thus compromising on the quality of
water used.
Many people in Kibera appeared to lack knowledge of water harvesting techniques. In addition,
since Kibera slum has low levels of sanitation facilities, water from roof tops was considered
filthy due to the “flying toilets” menace. However, water harvesting can help solve the water
problems during the rainy season as well as safe on the money used to buy water from the water
vendors.
Figure 3: Picture showing complex issue of land tenure that limits space for piping, expansion, and
movements. The pipes are laid on drainage trenches leading to compromised water quality.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
o Participation in processes that lead to enhanced access to water resources by loval
community representatives be enhanced to improve coverage by water services for
residents in Kibera slum. Participation would help in conflict resolution and monitoring
and evaluation of progress towards enhanced access.
o There is need to promote the development, distribution and adoption of pro-poor
technologies in informal settlements that ensure improved access to water services
through recycling, water harvesting and treatment.
o Since water is a very significant commodity and that has bearing on almost all aspects of
life, for enhanced water access, there is need to make water management an integral part
of local and national development strategies.
o There is need to indentify the major water pollutants and their sources within Kibera
slum and the strategies to address the problem. More sanitation facilities should be
provided to limit or even eliminate the use of “flying toilets”, domestic garbage should be
collected promptly to avoid dumping on the river banks which pollute the Motoine River.
o Kibera residents should be encouraged to utilize available water in the best way possible.

8th World Wide Workshop for Young Environmental Scientists WWW-YES 2009: Urban waters: resource
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Abstract
The Mingoa watershed is one the twenty five catchments found in Yaoundé. A study
gearded at understanding hydrodynamic phenomena and the vulnerability of water to
pollute in Yaoundé town was realised in this watershed. The study revealed that the
hydrodynamic activity in this watershed is directly linked to pluvial fluctuations. The
hydrodynamic map of the upper layer of Mingoa watershed reveals two types of flow:
convergent and divergent with main drainage axes of global orientation NE-NW et SENW and N-S permitting the definition of favourable sites for implantation of
underground water. The potential sources of pollution listed are numerous and varied
(latrines, damaged sewage treatment station, a lock of clean-up infrastructure, wild
rubbish heaps). Results of physico-chemical analysis permitted to notice that apart from
temperature, hydrogen potential (pH) and free carbon dioxide (CO2), values of other
parameters are well-centred on the norms of water quality destined to human
consumption as prescribe by the World Health Organisation (WHO). However, the
values of ammoniacal nitrogen (from 0.67 to 4.65 mg/l), of faecal streptrocoquos (from
48 to 5.8 x 105 UFC/100ml) and faecal coliforms (from 300 to 1.0 x 106 UFC/100ml)
are largely greater than the threshold values required by WHO and permitting to conclude
that these waters are polluted and strongly forbidden to human consumption.
Thanks to data resulting from simulations and different laboratory analysis, the dynamics
of contamination of superficial and underground water naps in fractured crystallines
zones that are densely populated was posed. Two protection zones with radii of 10 m and
20 m respectively can be envisaged around the water points in order to permit the soil to
fully play its purification roles. Adequate measures (information campaigns,
establishment of protection zones, ...) have to be taken in the Mingoa watershed and
beyond, through out Yaoundé town in order to face the very advanced degradation of
water resources, and this, despite socio-economic and land constraints which constitute
the main obstacle to this dynamic.

Keywords
Water resources, developing countries, quality, pollution, sanitation.

INTRODUCTION
Yaoundé, as many sub-Saharian towns has been marked these two last decades by many
preoccupations especially on the domain of demography. This high growth estimated at about 6
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% (Tanawa et al, 2000) has prompted a high demand in potable water and sanitation services.
The poor population due to the inability of the government to provide adequate source of potable
water supply. The buckling of these alternative constructions of water supply is marked by the
prevalence of individual sanitation. In fact, there is no drainage system and water used one
drained through main collectors which are rivers. Water treatment nations (STEP) are damaged.
Many traditional latrines are surrounded wells and springs on a limited space. The service of
rubbish collection is not effective and wastewater from anthropic activities are thrown in fortune
placed and on beds of rivers. These multiple constraints constitute more and more to the
deterioration of water in the town of Yaoundé. These consequences are obvious as well as on
sanitation aspect (peril faecal disease, malaria, skin infectious, typhoid fever, etc.) as on
environmental aspect. For the quality of water, we ought to take into consideration the quantity
as there is need to refill the water sheets. The potential reserve in underground water is called
upon to be more and more sollicitated in the forthcoming years due to increasing population and
the limited extension of distribution networks of potable water by the concessionary
(CAMWATER) in suburban areas and spontaneous household of the town.
The present study carried out in the Mingoa watershed in Yaoundé has the goal to contribute to
the discovery of modes of refilling of the water sheet on the one hand, to determine the physicochemical and bacteriological qualities of waters on the other hand. At the end of the study our
aim is to propose solutions to a durable access to potable water for the population of Mingoa
watershed in particular and the Yaoundé in general thanks to great protection of water resources.
The main preoccupation of this work is based on the trilogy of the availability, accessibility and
the quality of the resources.
Situated at the West-Center of the town of Yaoundé, Mingoa watershed is located between 3°51’
and 3°53’ latitude North and between 11°28’ and 11°31’ of longitude East (fig 1). It covers a
surface area estimated at about 214 ha. The Mingoa watershed presents the topography in three
parts made up of swampy areas where the water of Mingoa flow, contrasted versant presenting
slopes in diversified type and rounded hills. The equatorial climate of guinean type which reigns,
has four seasons well marked (Suchel, 1988). The average precipitations for the period between
1984-2004 are of 1512,0 mm (Ntep, 2005). The monthly average value inter-annual of
temperatures for this period is of 24,3°C. Red ferallitic soils, yellow ferallitic soils and
hydromoph soils constitute the principal soils found in the watershed (Segalen, 1994). The garnet
and disthène gneisses constitute the principal rock of the area. The vegetation cover of the
Mingoa watershed is destroyed by the anthropic action. The basin flowing from the Mingoa is
characterised by a great increase in population marked by a reduction in mortality, rate increase
in birth rate and increase of the population due to rural exodus.

Figure 1: Geographical localisation of the Mingoa watershed in Yaoundé (Cameroon)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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the evaluation of the hydrodynamic reactions in the Mingoa watershed was operated through the
observation of 30 wells and 07 springs. Fortnightly, measures on these flows were carried out at
the outlet of 07 selected springs thanks to volumetric measurement. The measure is realised at
the outlet of the waters of siphon thanks to the method of flask capacity (capacité jaugée). The
measure of the piezometric level of the wells (30) was carried out by the aid of a double
decametre joined with a stone which role is to maintain the elevated band when thrown into the
well. Measures have been taken every 15th and 30th of the month between 7 and 12 hours of the
day. The geographic location of the wells and springs observed has been realised with the aid of
the GPS (Global Positioning System) of lack SP12XMLR permitting the determination of
latitudinal (x), longitudinal(y) and altitudinal coordinates. Analysis of the piezometric
fluctuations is based on the interpretation of graphics of depths of water in the soil. The precise
period is the hydrologic year while the amplitude determines the height of annual fluctuation.
The configuration of the hydrodynamic map of the Mingoa watershed had been realised thanks
to hydrohypses curbes drown with the interpolation method dollowing the computerised
programmes mainly SURFER and MAP-INFO software.
Methodical approach on the vulnerability of sheets of water
Forms have been put in place for the realisation of surveys on wells and springs. The forms of
survey on latrines were realised in the goal of obtaining information on the types of toilets, their
ways of use, the number of beneficiary households and the interactions that exist between the
latrines (toilets) and the surrounding environment. Strings were used to measure the depth of
excretas in the toilets and a double decametre to localise the surrounding latrines in relation to
water points. Investigations on water points (springs and wells) had as goal to censor all water
points situated in the Mingoa watershed. The description forms used in this domain permitted to
obtain information on the kinds of constructions, the mode of usage, the number of households
beneficiaries and the interactions existing between water point and the surrounding environment.
Observations on the field have also enabled to identify, describe and locate, on a topographic
map, the pollution generating activities. After, water samples collections have been done,
between 5h30 minutes and 8 o’clock on 03 sources, 06 wells and at the level of Mingoa River.
The samples were kept in a refrigerator. Hydrogen potential (pH), temperature (T°), conductivity
(CND) and salinity (sal), were measured in the field using a conductimeter (TDS/conductimeter,
HACH mark). The titration of alkaline (Na+ and K+) was realised by emission
spectrophotometry and the ammonium ions concentration by the Nessler’s method at the water
analysis laboratory of the Ministry of Water and Energy of Cameroon in Yaoundé. The titration
of chloride ions (Cl-), sulphate ions (SO42-), nitrates (NO3-), bicarbonates (HCO3-) and water
hardness (Ca2+ + Mg2+) was done in the wastewater unit of the department of plants biology
and physiology of University of Yaoundé I, following the experimental protocols described by
HACH (1992). The method of filter membrane was used, in the same laboratory to count faecal
streptococci as well as faecal coliforms. The BOD5 (Biological Oxygen Demand for 5 days) was
also measured in the same laboratory using the “nanometric” method. The standard values of
WHO were used to appreciate the values obtained for physico-chemical and bacteriological
analysis of waters. The determination of protection perimeters was determined by the empiric
method of Rehse, completed by the one of Bölsenkötler; all described by Lallemand-Barrès et
Roux (1999).

Methodological approach on the hydrodynamic study
The good management of water resources of a region demands a good evaluation of the
quantitative resources available. So, the measure of flow from the different sources and at the
outlet of the catchment must to be properly managed for the estimation of drainage and the
calculation of the retention capacity of the watershed. From November 2003 to October 2004,
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the end of field prospection realised on water resources, 128 wells and 20 springs were censed
in the Mingoa’s watershed. This means, in terms of percentages, 86,5% of wells against 13,5 %
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of springs (Kouam Kenmogne, 2004). The depth of the wells varies greatly but generally do not
exceed 12 meters in the Mingoa’s watershed. The ratio altitude/depth of the wells leads us to the
conclusion that the depth of wells increases with altitude. The wells and springs are not
developed (ND), lightly developed (LD) and developed (D). But the majority of wells and
springs falls in the first category (non developed; picture 1). Water is carried manually with a
rope at the end of which a bocket is attached and used to carry water from the wells. The
hydrologic network of Mingoa’s watershed is furnished from upstream by seven principal
sources which come together to form the Mingoa River. The water quantities produced by each
source vary from 0.06 l/s to 0.85 l/s. The total annual flow rate of the sources (sum of the 07
sources) is 17.3 l/s. This volumes represents only 0,01 % of the water reaching outlet. The flow
curves at the outlet present large amplitude of 74.6. A piezometric map of the Mingoa watershed
have been made, based on the piezometric data (fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Piezometric map of Mingoa watershed.

Two distinct areas have been delimited using the configuration of hydroisohypses curves (fig 2).
o areas where curves form close lines arranged in concentric circles marqued by centriprete
flow axis (Melen IV and Elig-Effa VII quarters)
o areas where curves form concentric circles characterised by centrifuge flow axis (limit
between Melen III and Elig-Effa II quarters and limit between Elig-Effa IV and MessaMezala).
The intersection between the flow axis and the isopiezic curves form concave or convexes curves
to the direction of the fluid flow. This double configuration allows the existence of two
groundwater flow regimes convergent and divergent in the Mingoa watershed.

1 : Bunches of wastes
2 : infiltration from the surface of the soil
3 : piezometric surface
4 : Latrines
5 : wells
SS : soil surface
: direction of water flow

Keys
6 : water treatment station Messa
7 : Propagation et evolution
8 : Migration et evolution
9 : origin of pollution
10 : agricultural crops
NP : piezometric level

Figure 3: Mecanism of diffusion of pollutants in wells water of the Mingoa Watershed
Picture 1 : non-developed well in Mingoa watershed
Picture 2 : Wastewater and rubbish in Mokolo Market in
Mingoa watershed

Pollution sources identified in the Mingoa watershed vary and concern the wastewater treatment
station of Camp Sic Messa which is not functional, traditional latrines, wastewater of hospitals
and medical analysis laboratory, hips of rubbish, economic activities formal and informal (e.g:
Mokolo Market, picture 2), rearing of pigs and poultries, use the pesticides for agricultural
activities and inefficient sanitation. All these activities compromise more and more seriously the
quality of water resources (Banton et Bangoy, 1997), emitting physical, chemical and
microbiological pollutants (fig. 3).

The water samples analysed (Tabl. 1) are sodium bicarbonates (20 % of the samples; KP9, KP10)
and sodium-potassium chlorides (80 % of the samples; KP1, KP5, KP7, KP8, KS3, KS4, KS6)
according to the classification in Piper diagram. The calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), sodium
(Na+) and potassium (K+) present in the water of Mingoa watershed are from garnet and disthene
gneisses presents in the study area. Geochemical analysis realised on the garnet and disthene
gneisses present non negligible proportions of oxides of these different elements (Ca2+, Mg2+,
Na+, K+). This result confort the work done by Castany (1982) who stated that groundwater,
during its stay and its flow in permeable hydrogeologic formations, undergo geochemical
changes and its reservoir allow the modification of water characterisation. On the other hand,
decrease in calcium and magnesium concentration in waters is due to absorption and fixation
phenomena taking place in the clayey portions with the help of “permutolites” made up of clay
and ferric hydroxide. These exchanges contribute on one side to increase the ionic and ponderal
concentrations of alcalino-terreux and to reduce the alkalines concentrations on the other hand.
However, the prevalence of sodium on potassium in the newly formed minerals can be explained
partly by the absorption and mobilisation of potassium in newly formed minerals during the
alteration. The chloride ions could come principally from three sources. It is not easy to tell
exactly what the contribution of each source really is: one atmospheric origin linked to
precipitations, the second origin linked to the clay (cover) because according to Savadogo
(1984), the clay favorise the over concentration of chloride and magnesium through evaporation
and dissolution. However, in the Mingoa watershed waters, chloride concentrations are high
where as those of magnesium ions are low and finally, an origin linked to the usage of bleach by
the population. Small concentrations of sodium found in this water come principally from
microbial degradation in the soil, fertilisers and organic matter. Presence of nitrates in surface
water is usually an indication of domestic pollution. Sulfates could be coming from pyrite
oxidation with iron in solution in gneissic formation in the Mingoa watershed. Bicarbonates
essentially originate from atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) dissolution (Schoeller, 1962) on
one hand and on the other hand by the action of the vegetation (Savadogo, 1984). The values of
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The flow rates of all the sources, as well as the superficial flow of Mingoa watershed vary
proportionally with the quantities of water falling in the region. This result shows that it is rain
water that fill empty spaces in the soil found in the hydrographic network after a relatively short
transit time. The poor flow rates intensity at the level of the springs is due to anthropisation of
the watershed from which the springs depend. This anthropisation allows impermeable surfaces
termed contributive zones to be put in place in the Mingoa watershed. In fact, the presence of
these zones generally made up of roads, compacted soil areas, buildings, etc. increases the
number of floods at the outlet, even for small rainfall. The behaviour of water table in the
Mingoa watershed varies greatly according to the topographic position. The small depth of water
level in the soil of the Mingoa watershed (< 12 m) althrough the year shows the disponibility of
perennous and easily exploitable resource, with the help of alternative constructions (wells and
springs) for water supply. Following ground water flows in the Mingoa’s watershed, the sites of
Melen IV and Elig-Effa VII quarters constitute alimentations areas of the water table where as
those of Melen III and Messa-Mezala quarters can be used as sites of implantation of
constructions (borehole, ...) depending on the characteristics of the water table.
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ammoniacal nitrogen vary from 0.67 to 4.65 mg/l and are greater than 0.5 mg/l which is the
WHO reference value. The faecal streptococci concentrations (from 48 to 5.80 x 105 UFC/100
ml) and faecal coliform concentrations (from 300 to 1.07 x 106 UFC/100 ml), largely greater
than the WHO limit value (0 UFC/100 ml), take us to the conclusion that these waters are
polluted and strongly improper for consumption by humans (Tabl. 2). The faecal streptococci,
faecal coliforms concentrations and ammoniacal nitrogen in water are significant enough and
militates for permanent communications between well waters and latrines. The BOD5 value
(115) registered on the Mingoa river sample is high and comforts the idea of highly polluted
water table. The poor bacteriologic quality of the waters is widely responsible of peri-faecal
diseases affecting children aged below five years in that area.

1.2.1.1.1

Types of
constructions
T(°C)

KP1

CND
(µS/cm)

pH

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL ANALYSES

K+
(mg/l)

Na+
(mg/l)

Mg2+
(mg/l)

Ca2+
(mg/l)

Cl(mg/l)

−

2−

−

HCO 3

NO 3

SO 4

(mg/l)

(mg/l)

(mg/l)

CO2
(mg/l)

Well (D)

27,5

211

5,92

0,1

3

7

0,79

0,07

39,05

Tr

1

47,75

0,11

KM2

Stream

27,6

403

6,56

0,2

5

9

0,52

0,04

51,83

0,2

8

19,63

0,30

KS3

Spring (LD)

27,4

248

5,9

0,1

6

9

0,48

0,03 111,47

Tr

1

64,5

0,11

KS4

Spring (ND) 27,8

413

5,68

0,2

3

7

0,45

0,01

58,93

0,5

1

34,72

0,13

KP5

Well (ND)

27,8

1048

6,51

0,5

4

7

0,46

0,02 132,06

0,2

8

73,1

0,31

KS6

Spring (D)

27,9

235

5,3

0,1

5

10

0,42

0,01

34,08

0,2

0

46,23

0,38

KP7

Well (ND)

27,9

399

5,7

0,2

2

2

0,67

0,05

120,7

0,2

1

60,52

0,24

KP8

Well (LD)

27,9

730

5,99

0,4

7

2

0,53

0,04 137,21

0,1

16

29,72

0,15

KP9

Well (LD)

28

80,7

5,72

0

2

5

0,44

0,02

17,04

0,1

0

51,81

0,73

KP10

Well (D)

28

88,2

5,67

0,1

3

4

0,74

0,06

22,72

0,1

0

50,2

0,11

25
max

20 –
1250

6,5
–
8,5

–

12

150
max

50
max

100
max

200
max

50

400
max

–

0

WHO
Norms

Table 2: Bacteriological analyses results of water drawn from wells and springs of the Mingoa watershed (wet
season ; Kouam Kenmogne, 2004)
BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSES

Code sample

Type of
constructions

KP1

Well (D)

1,20

81

900

-

KM2

Stream

4,65

5,80x105

1,07x106

115

KS3

Spring (LD)

3,40

200

1400

-

KS4

Spring (ND)

2,60

180

2000

-

KP5

Well (ND)

1,25

48

700

-

KS6

Spring (D)

0,67

54

300

-

KP7

Well (ND)

0,93

54

600

-

+

NH 4
(mg/l)

SF
(UFC/100ml)
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CF
(UFC/100ml)

DBO5

1,10

180

1600

-

Well (LD)

0,86

92

1200

-

KP10

Well (D)

0,80

160

1900

-

0,5

0

0

Technics to be put in place in order to bring these waters to neutrality (pH = 7) or to assure the
reaballement of ammoniacal nitrogen and BOD5 concentrations and reduce the number of faecal
coliforms and streptococci are very complex and expensive for the households with wells and
sources. The determination of protection zones necessary for the preservation of water tables is
needed in this context, in order to reduce contamination of water resources.

10B

Salinity
(0/00)

Well (LD)

KP9
WHO Norms

Table 1: Physico-chemical analyses results of waters drawn from wells and springs of the Mingoa watershed
(wet season; Kouam Kenmogne, 2004)

Code sample

KP8

The total amount of water collected everyday by the population all along the water table is
estimated to about 995,52 m3 where as wastewater produced is estimated to about 1034,304
m3/j/pop. The equivalent hydraulic conductivity of soils determined using granulometric
measures carry between 1,4 x 10-5 and 1.1 x 10-3 m/s (Djeuda Tchapnga and al., 1998). If we
assimilate equivalent hydraulic conductivity at apparent circulation speeds of water in the soils
(m/s), then it is possible to determine the transit time necessary for toxic particles to cover
distances between the latrines which generate pollution and the wells in which faecal indicator of
pollution are measured using the following reaction.
Distance (m)
Transit time (s) =
Equivalent hydraulic conductivity (m/s)
After computing, the mean transit time value is estimated to about 0.5 mm/s. Using the Rehse
empirical method combined with that of Bölsenkötter, all described by Lallemand-Barrès and
Roux (1999), two protection zones have been delimited in the watershed :
o ZONE I considered as immediate perimeter of protection, should have a radius of 10 m.
In this zone, no latrines, no rubbish hips should be found. Loundery, rearing as well as
any other activity generating pollutants are highly disapproved.
o ZONE II considered as nearby perimeter will have a radius between 10 and 20 m. In this
zone, rubbish hips, no accumulation of pollutants should be allowed.
The soil could play the role of epurator in those conditions. In fact, as Recordon (1986) says, soil
destroys almost all the pathogenic micro-organism and triggers the retention of chemical
substances, especially by absorption on some clays. However we should mention that the clayey
nature of the soil is not an absolute remedy to water contamination. But is simply retards the
process as Djeuda Tchapnga et al. (2001) said. Warren Viessmann et al. (1983) notify that
chronic polluting infiltrations (domestic wastewater, etc.) always end up reaching the water table
(sheet) despite the clayey screen that they cross at the maximum speed of 0.10 m/h. So, it is
necessary to look for means and methods aiming at reducing the production and propagation of
pollutants in Mingoa watershed. These works focus essentially on the constructions related to
civil engineery (construction of curbs and hillock) at traditional water supply-points, the
implications of Non Governmental Organisation (NGO) in water and sanitation programs,
rehabilitation of reliable zones for the development of rearing, the rehabilitation of water
treatment station of Camp Sic Messa, the constitution of a public proximity service for water
supply and sanitation by the population through management comities socially accepted and
economically viable, to inform, educate and communicate (I.E.C.). It is to sensitise water user on
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the danger of the pollution and on the necessity to prevent, protect water quality and on the
improvement of supply security.
These propositions raise up a number of problems, particularly lands problems, law, economic
and social problems. On the economic aspect, populations do not have money to provide for
themselves modern latrines or to construct reliable wells. The land problem is recurrent in the
peri-urban area. The pieces of land have small surfaces and in this context, a home that build its
well do not have any means to prevent constrain his neighbour not to build his latrine around. On
the juridic aspect, the notion of protection perimeter around the tapping water constructions is
not yet applicable in Cameroon, though the article 7 of the law n° 98/005 of April 14, 1998 on
water regime states the institution of protection perimeters around the tapping points, the
treatment and stockage of water for human consumption.
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CONCLUSION
At the end of this work, many results leading to the knowledge of water dynamics in the tropical
zone and of influence of rocks and entropic activities on water quality. In the Mingoa watershed,
water sheet do not exist, truly speaking, in which precipitated water are stocked within a
relatively long period to aliment the sources. Mainly rain waters are responsible for the direct
alimentation of empty spaces in the soil, linking the rain waters supplies to fluctuations of the
water sheet. Convergent and divergent flows are observed within the water sheet, helping the
delimitation of favourable or unfavourable area for the implantation of water supply
constructions. Liquid and solid wastes from human activities and lack of efficient sanitation
system contribute to the permanent degradation of water resources. From punctual data,
protection perimeters have been calculated, to allow the soil to fully play his epurator’s role.
Coercitive measures have to be taken to permit to the population of Mingoa’s watershed to have
access to clean drinkable water in an acceptable environment. A complete synergy involving the
political decision makers, NGO’s, researchers and populations have to be put in place to allow
the population to achieve, with the international community, as from now to 2015, Millennium
Development Goals (MDG). Results obtained in this work could constitute the elements that will
help taking the decision.
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Abstract
This paper presents a study on the provision of drinking water in Argentina by
cooperative enterprises. This work analyzes an alternative cooperative as an example of
integrated, participatory and equitable management of water. The methodology used is
the method of the case as a tool for research in social sciences. The main limitation of this
type of analysis is that the case can not generalize their conclusions to an entire
population but proposes a generalization and inference \"towards the theory\". The work
will explain \"how\" runs a cooperative enterprise in a mid-size city (Oberá, Argentina) ,
which are its characteristics, advantages and limitations in the provision of potable water
and the possibility of repeating the experience, highlighting the potential of this type of
managerial organization in terms of the management of the public service.

Keywords
Management; developing countries; politics; Obera, Argentina

INTRODUCTION
This research outlines the cooperative management of drinking water and sanity in the city of
Oberá in Misiones (Argentina). At the beginning we will refer to the public policies background,
the recommendations of international organizations on drinking water and cooperativism on
drinking water in Argentina.
Secondly, after considering the methodology applied in this case, we will analyse the importance
of this management modality in medium-sized cities in Argentina and the particular features of
Cooperativa Eléctrica Limitada Oberá (Oberá Electric Limited Cooperative - CELO). Finally, we
will mention the most important aspects of this experience.
The area of water and sanity in Argentina is characterised by the diversity of service
organizations methods. Some of the suppliers are public and others are private companies. This
is the result of three different public policies applied in the last 30 years. The eighties was
characterised by service decentralization. The nineties was marked by privatization processes.
Over the last years, there has been a tendency to return to the public sector. The changing
government policies in Argentina have given rise to different situations in the cities.
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Argentina was one of the first governments to transfer the provision of services to the private
sector. The drinking water and sanity service concession in Buenos Aires was seen as the best
example of this new tendency in the international scene.
The second reason to be considered is the recommendations about drinking water from chapter
18 – Agenda 21. We highlight the following: “Community management of services, backed by
measures to strengthen local institutions in implementing and sustaining water and sanitation
programs”. The document is even more categorical in the statement: “one realistic strategy to
meet present and future needs, therefore, is to develop lower costs but adequate services that can
be implemented and sustained at the community level”.
The recommendations from Agenda 21 were not applied in Argentina as a public policy.
However, more than 670 cooperative organizations existing in the country carry out the
community management of water service and most of them existed prior to the privatization
process.
The cooperative management has been proposed at a theoretical level as an alternative to
privatization (Petrella,2002) as a solution facing the market failure in England (Bilchard,2002 ;
Morse,2000 ; Bakker,2003 ). A few empirical studies exist about cooperativism of public
services except the ones about drinking water service in Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia
(Nickson:1997), the systems in Finland (Katko,2000), the cooperative experiences in the city of
Córdoba, Argentina (Zilocchi,1998) or the performance analysis of water cooperatives in
Misiones, Argentina (Wysocki, 2002).
Nickson points out the dual position sustained by international credit organizations: on one hand
they grant loans to governments to improve infrastructures. On the other hand, they ignore the
cooperative formula when recommending important transformations for the area. In only 2002,
some references to the system appeared in the documents from the World Bank (Solo,2003) and
a little deeper analysis focused on the experience in Saguapac (Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia)
in 2006 (Ruiz-Mier & van Ginneken,2006).
Cooperative provision of services like drinking water, urban sanity, communications, electricity,
gas and other public services is not spread enough in other countries. The origin of public
services cooperativism in Argentina is due to the lack of efficiency in the electricity service
provision by private companies in the twenties (Cracogna,1992).
In Argentina, these cooperatives are associations integrated by partners whose main targets are
management, own interests defense and promotion of the area. One of the most important
characteristics of the Argentinian system is that these partners are, at the same time, producers
and consumers from the drinking water service. It means that consumers become suppliers of
their own services, leaving out a third party, whether it is the government or a private company.

One of the most important reasons for this confusing situation was the double message from the
international system in the nineties; on one hand, the promotion of privatization of drinking
water and sanity services proposed by multilateral credit organizations and, on the other hand the
recommendations from chapter 18 – Agenda 21.

The cooperative way ensures the active participation because all decisions – strategic, operative,
financial or any other – should start and finish within associated consumers.
These characteristics produce two fundamental strengths (Wysocki,2002). First, the owners
experience a deep sense of belonging to the institution as they are both consumers and partners.
Second, an important characteristic of self-management is that the consumers-partners, through
the Administration Council, actively participate in the decision making process about prices,
staffing and other conditions for service provision.
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Due to the close relationship with their associated consumers, cooperatives develop strong bonds
with the community where they carry out their activities. They are important and active agents in
the economic, social and cultural development of the area.
Frediani (1986) points out the following advantages of cooperative management of public
services:
The service is managed by the customers; consequently its quality is better than the one
provided by a depersonalized public entity. The behaviour of these entities is generally based
on bureaucratic and centralized guidelines.
The cooperative public services costs and tariff are relatively lower because the structural costs
are lower.
The cooperative company is more socially sensitive. As a commitment, it tries to extend the
provision to the outlying areas of the city and also provides other social and cultural services to
its members.
There is a better income distribution considering that the surplus at the end of the financial
period is shared out among the associated partners. If anyone of them decides to get retired, his
initial contribution and profits are refunded.
Cooperatives are democratically managed (one member - one vote system). As a result the
company is closer to the community.
In the case of public services cooperatives, the citizen is not seen as an anonymous customer
but as an associated member of the supplying company.
Cooperatives, as small and medium companies, contribute to create a more socially and
economically democratic structure.
In spite of all the mentioned advantages, in Argentina there is a lack of consumer participation in
the cooperative system (Callejo,2002). It is limited to the possibility of voting for or being
elected as a district delegate. Only the elected candidates are responsible for the company
decisions without considering the mandate derived from the associated customers. Common
partners do not have the chance to debate about the running of the company.
It has also been pointed out a deficiency in management like the lack of a quality management
policy, a human resource policy and a task programming. In regard to the lack of a quality
management policy, there are a high level of informality in the procedural norms publication, a
lack of services records and a partial control of drinking water quality. The human resource
policy lacks of continuing training schedule, a lack of productivity incentive programme and
overstaffing (Wysosky op.cit.).
A first point of analysis is related to the cooperative model importance in medium-sized cities in
Argentina because drinking water community management is usually associated to small urban
areas.
Then we will refer to the experience in Oberá (Province of Misiones – Argentina).
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MATERIAL & METHODS
This research was based on a case study methodology and employed both qualitative and
quantitative primary data. Qualitative data covering a range of issues including the contractual
framework, utilities management, and financial issues were obtained through in-depth interviews
with representatives of Cooperative board, present and former managers.
An audit procedure carried out by the researcher yielded primary data on infrastructure design
and operation. Secondary data were obtained from documentation provided by Instituto
Nacional de Estadísticas y Censo (INDEC) , Ente Nacional de Obras Hídricas de Saneamiento
(ENOHSA) and the Cooperative Annual Reports (annual reports and Balances), rules and
regulatory framework.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have identified the urban areas that can be compared with Oberá city with the purpose of
determining the cooperative model importance in medium-sized cities in Argentina. The
selection criteria have been as following:
o Over 50.000 inhabitants cities
o Under 1.000.000 inhabitants cities
o Capital cities were excluded.
In the following table we can see the relation among the different institutional management
models, number of cities in which they operate and number of suppliers.
Table 1: Drinking water management in medium-sized cities

Sector
Public

Private
Public
/Private

Kind

Number of cities

Municipal Centralized Entity
Public Limited Company with Public Capital
Municipal State Company
Autocratic Emití
Provincial State Company
Public Limited Company with Private Capital
Cooperatives
Municipal/Cooperative Centralized Entity
Autocratic Entity/ Cooperatives
Public Limited Company with Public Capital
Cooperative

Total

11
8
2
1
1
6
8
2

Number
of
Suppliers
13
9
2
2
1
7
18

1
/ 1
41

52

Resource: INDEC data and ENOHSA survey 2005.

Cooperatives manage the drinking water provision in 19% of medium-sized cities and
cooperatives with other kind of suppliers co-manage in 10% of them. Considering the number of
suppliers, cooperatives represent almost the 35%.
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The peculiar characteristics of the drinking water and sanitation provision area in Argentina
originates special situations: cities with two different kinds of suppliers, cities with one supplier
for drinking water provision (State Public Limited Company) and another supplier for sanity
service (cooperatives), cities with two cooperatives and cities with a public entity and a few
cooperatives.

CELO is made up by 23.822 partners, 15 electoral districts, 161 district delegates, a Delegates
General Assembly, and an Administrative Council. The authorised partners (those with updated
fees) have the right to vote and choose their district delegates once a year. These delegates
choose the Administrative Council members and 2 trustees, and state the cooperative guidelines.
The Council has 9 permanent members (for 3 years) and 3 substitutes (for 1 year). The
Administrative Council meets once a week. It also designates a general manager for an
undetermined period. The board is also constituted by an administrative manager, a technical
manager, drinking water assistant manager and a sanity official.

Next we will refer to the experience in Oberá city. Oberá is a medium-sized city situated in the
Province of Misiones (Argentina), next to Brazil and Paraguay borders. In 2001, it had 54.190
inhabitants in 14.257 homes. 64.5% of them had drinking water connections and 30% of them
had sewer connections. These percentages exceed the province average. The city has a sewage
treatment system (activated muds with extended aeration). By 2005 /2006 drinking water
provision coverage rose to 80% and sewage coverage to 51%. Drinking water and sanity services
are managed by Cooperativa Eléctrica Limitada Oberá (CELO). This entity also distributes
electricity and gas cylinders, and provides health assistance, communication (telephones and
Internet), public television system and burial services.
Until May 1979 Oberá did not have drinking water provision and until September 1993
integrated sanity services. Before that, the community used rainwater stored in private wells or
water from well drillings. There were serious limitations in frequency and volume in water
delivery to the neighbours by the Town Council. The sanity system was precarious, and it
consisted in septic tanks flowing to cesspits (drilling holes).
In May 1979, the drinking water system concession was precariously granted to CELO for
running and maintenance. In November 1982, the definitive concession contract was signed.
CELO was one of the first suppliers in the country with domiciliary water meter for an equitative
water bill payment. It was also a pioneer in the addition of fluorine to water since 1983.
A very important investment was done in order to improve the service provision by modifying
and extending connections and building new infrastructure. It was supported by cooperative
resources.
In combination with this, the solidarity principles of cooperativism allow the access to the
provision of water to new members who pay reasonable instalments to cover the net extension
costs.
Concerning to sanity, building works started in 1990 supported by the Inter-American
Development Bank. They included domiciliary net plumbing and a sewage treatment plant
(activated sludge) prepared for 10.000 connections with the possibility to be enlarged to cover
the whole community.
23 net extensions have been done by CELO since the beginning of the sewer system. This
building works were carried out at the request of the interested parties and executed by the
Company staff.
As a consequence of a new concession contract, CELO got the necessary resources to perform
the drillings to get water from the Acuífero Guaraní. The 1300-metre borehole will allow CELO
to solve supply and other sources shortage problems.
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We can state, according to the three classical evaluation variables from the customers’ point of
view, this Cooperative satisfactorily qualifies in two of them: water quality and adequate
pressure for the distribution. However, there is a remarkable supply deficiency due to provision
cuts off and water leaks in the streets what make the service irregular.
According to efficiency indicators, CELO presents following characteristics:
Bills collectability is higher than 85%. The Cooperative has a metering system for billing
purposes and also a step tariff chart in accordance with the volume of consumed water.
Technical losses cannot be calculated because the company does not control the volume of water
produced. The company has a poor quality management as the cooperative lacks not only a
function manual but also complaint forms.
The relation between number of workers and number of connections is optimum. The service
scale is 3.2 workers (including operators and administrative officers) every 1000 connections.
However, the company does not have a clear staffing policy.
CELO has been involved in many activities related to the Community development. Among
them, the company builds the community awareness of water as a fundamental resource,
environment conservation and the streams preservation, considered as a source of clean water.
These activities are carried out in all the educational levels through speeches and environmental
awareness campaigns promoted by schools.
Apart from providing the drinking water and sanity service, the company offers other services
nowadays such as: electricity, gas cylinders, health assistance, communication (telephones and
Internet), public television system and burial services.
CELO has a great sense of social responsibility. During 2001-2002 crises, it provides an
emergency soup kitchen to those in need of food in the city. There is also a good relationship
between the Cooperative and the Town Council. The Cooperative gives the Town Council
10.000 m3 of drinking water in exchange for municipal taxes. This water is used to cover the
Town Hall’s needs and to supply population in need.
The system shows some dysfunctions:
The regulatory framework for the Provincial law 3391 has introduced an external regulating
entity, which modifies the partner-company relation. Since this new legal regulation, the tariff
schedule is no longer freely determined by the Cooperative Administrative Council.
Furthermore, this new rule made the payment demanding and service cut off systems more
bureaucratic. All this promote many customers to fall into arrears.
There is a low level of participation in the voting process. As a consequence, the Administrative
Council members are not renewed as they should be.
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In addition to this, the Administrative Council meddles in excess in management tasks.
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This can be beneficial if we consider the management level control exercised by the associated
partners but, on the other hand it hinders management technical tasks.
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This research study shows not only the drinking water cooperative management feasibility but
also its relevance both in small urban areas and medium-sized cities.
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The cooperative model has a number of potential advantages over private and public utility
models. All utility cooperatives are characterized by the facts that owners and customers are the
same and that cooperatives do not have a profit objective. All utility cooperatives have a board; a
system of oversight, and the one member–one vote election system.
The ownership model and governance structure can result in a clear objective for the utility:
provide sustainable service at affordable cost. The fact that any cost reductions are translated into
lower tariffs constitutes a strong incentive to pursue efficiency. Other advantages are the
flexibility associated with the absence of cumbersome procedures, and a strong customer
orientation derived from the alignment of objectives.
In the case of the city of Oberá, this system allows a drinking water and sanity service selffinancing extension and, the cooperative principles great validity. The cooperative is a major
source of local development and shows a high level of social responsibility.
However, the model lacks a members’ high participation level in the voting processes. What is
more, it has serious problems of management nature which threaten the company management
efficiency.
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management. The implementation of drinking water networks facilitated the access to water and
sewage disposal networks have been developed as well as the waste water treatment station that
flourished around the oases.

8 Dilemma of fossil water management within
Southern Tunisia oases: vulnerability to salt
under intensive use context

Figure1: Localization of southern Tunisia oases (Adapted from Prinz and Loeper, 2008)
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In the arid area of the southern country, the only potential water resources available provided
from the SASS (System Aquifer of the Sahara Septentrional). It deals with sedimentary basin
holding huge underground water volumes and extended over an area of one million km2 across
three countries; Algeria (700 000 km2), Lybia (250 000 km2) and Tunisia (80 000 km2). During
the previous decades, the water mobilization from this basin has considerably enhanced from 0,6
in 1970 to a current ratio of 2,5 millions km3.
Nevertheless, regarding the climate aridity, the recharge of the aquifers building this basin
remains low, less than 1 million km3 across the entire basin area. These resources are currently
used from about 8 800 drillings. There are distributed respectively as 6 500 in Algeria, 1 200 in
Lybia and 1 100 in southern Tunisia. There are mainly two deep aquifers that are building the
SASS: the Complex Terminal (CT) aquifer, with a depth ranging between 100 to 500 m and the
Continental Intercalary (CI), with a depth that can reach 2800 m. the mean salinity between the
both aquifers, varies between 2,5 to 5 g/l (Prinz and Loeper, 2008).
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Abstract
In southern Tunisia oases, water is the most important natural resource. The survival of
those ecosystems is conditioned by the availability of such resource. Under an arid
climate, oases inhabitants acquired secular traditions in water management. These oases
observed a lightening development. The improvement in drilling techniques reinforced
their capabilities to provide for the expansion of urban water needs and irrigation
requirements. Despite being fossils, underground water resources are sustaining an
overexploitation that definitely compromises the sustainable development of the whole
ecosystem. Such scenario leads to a continuous decrease in their level that approaches
those of chott. This enhances their vulnerability to contamination risks coming from salty
drainage water. Indeed, this presentation focuses on the major factors and consequences
of such risk. It highlights also the impact on underground water resources availability.

In Tunisian oases, these two aquifers (Figure 2), provide considerable resources for agriculture
and drinking water supply. Their mobilization assumes a great importance for the development
of these regions.

Keywords
Ecosystem; urban water; sustainable development; management; water resources

Figure 2: SASS aquifers in Northern Africa (Adapted from Puyoô, 2007)

INTRODUCTION
Tunisia is typified by a Mediterranean climate; the mean rainfall is estimated to 207 mm/year
with a minimum equaling the third and a maximum as the triple of this value. Beyond the
variability in time, important differences occur in the spatial distribution. The main annual
rainfall varies between 594 mm in the North, 296 mm in the centre, 156 mm in south and less
than 100 in extreme south. Nearby 80 % of the precipitation is concentrated between October
and March. The annual evaporation ratio varies from 1 200 mm in the north, to 1 800 mm in the
south (FAO, 2005) 5 .
F

F

In southern Tunisia oases (Figure1), the acuity of the water deficit that’s prevailing contributes to
enhance pressure on the underground water resources for both of irrigation and drinking water
purposes. De Haas (2002) defined the oasis as “agricultural sites in arid environment where
agriculture is normally impossible without irrigation”. Indeed, to supply the growing water
demand in the oases, drillings had been multiplied and spread across the oases. The development
of the water distribution network has led to extend the irrigated area in the agriculture sector.
Whereas the underground water resources are sustaining a chronic overexploitation, major of the
existing oases in southern Tunisia observed their area duplicating. The urbanization of such
ecosystems modified also considerably the local inhabitant’s behavior towards water
5

FAO, Aquastat, 2005, available at http://www.fao.org/nr/water/aquastat/countries/tunisia/indexfra.stm
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Agriculture requirements
More than 80 % of the water allocation from the SASS aquifers is provided to agriculture
purposes. Unfortunately, an efficient water management inside oases is facing several technical
and even cultural hindrances. The traditional irrigation methods still widely used within farmers
parcels. The absence of any field leveling and the over application of water amounts during
irrigation, until the triple of the real crops requirements cause relevant water losses (Mechergui
and Van Vuren, 1998). The water excess supplies shallow water table that rises to rather
inacceptable level and create a water logging context (Prinz et al, 2005). The extension of the
irrigated area in the oases is occurring without any assessment of water resources capabilities.
Indeed, private parcels that are being created from the own initiative of farmers, are supplied in
water by illegal wells that are drilled without any approval from the development authorities.
This phenomenon contributes definitely in the water demand rise and accentuates more the
severe pressure on the exploited aquifers. Besides the technical aspect, farmer’s commitment to
the introduction of saving water inside parcels still insufficient. Despite the governmental grants
allowed to the introduction of water saving equipments inside oases parcels (40 %, 50 % and 60
% respectively for the large, medium and small parcels) (Hamdane, 2004), they still attached to
perpetuate irrigation methods that spread large water amounts over wide surfaces. At this
purpose, the PHD work is focused to studies the improvement of irrigation efficiency in the
oases of Nefzaoua region. Indeed, despite several rehabilitation works undertaken by the
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development authorities in these regions, the assessment following those interventions revealed
very high water consumption inside parcels (SAPI, 2005). Furthermore, latent conflict situation
between farmers remain, concerning water turn and their effective irrigation water allocation.
The survey is conducted on the main soil occupation (date palm), monitoring the impacts of
several water saving techniques on both soil and crop yields quality evolution.
Urban consumption
In southern Tunisia, the national society of drinking water delivery (SONEDE) estimated the
consumption per capita of water provided from the saharian basin as 65l/day in 2003. Under the
growing demand of domestic water use, the ratio per capita is called to reach 200l/day in 2015.
Furthermore, the urban consumption component is forecasted to enhance in the coming decades
from 27 millions m3 in 2004 to more about 39 millions m3 in 2016 and nearby 59 millions m3 in
2030. On the other hand, prospective studies on the water demand for the tourism in these
regions based on a daily ratio of 700l/s per bed forecast an enhancement in water demand in this
sector to 27 millions m3 while it approached 10 millions m3 in 2003 (OSS, 2009).
As an example of the main oases tributary to such water resources, the Nefzaoua region’s where
the urban water consumption provided from the CI aquifer enhanced from 3,11 millions m3 in
1997 to more than 4,33 millions m3 in 2007. Nearby 42,4 % of the distributed water has a
salinity ranging between 1,5 and 2g/l. The implementation of three desalination stations had been
undertaken and they are planed to be operational in 2010 with a treatment capacity of 6000
m3/day in kebili, 4000 m3/day in Douz and 6000 m3/day in Souk Lahad delegation’s. Added to
the drinking water requirements, the SASS water provides also the industrial sector in southern
Tunisia. The evolution demands for this purpose is called to enhance from 6,19 millon m3 to
nearby 35 million m3 in 2015 and more than 51 million m3 beyond 2030 (OSS, 2009).
Which changes impacts?
After successive decades of fossil water mobilization to meet the oases development and the
populations water demand rise, the impacts became already perceptible. As a concrete example,
the salinisation of Hssay drilling’s in Douz, Southern Tunisia. The salinity reached already 6 g/l.
Based on the piezometric level and monitoring supervised by the OSS for the whole basin and
for the Tunisian case, exploitation scenarios had been modeled until the horizon 2050. It fosters
impacts of additional mobilized water volumes on both the piezometric level decrease. Indeed,
for the CT aquifer, the continuous decreases will still occurring until reaching 10-15m depth
under chotts levels (Figure 3). Furthermore, the artesianism is expected to considerably decrease
in the extreme country south (Mamou, 2009).
Figure 3: Piezometric level decrease simulation in Southern Tunisia for the CT aquifer (Adapted from
Mamou, 2009)

In the Nefzaoua region oases, Zammouri et al (2007) simulated three scenario of pumping
strategies from the CT aquifers. The main results emphasized a common impact as the water
quality deterioration across the whole Nefzaoua regions. Indeed, the current practices followed
to mobilize the fossil water in these regions are enhancing risks of land salinization, their fertility
is irreversibly affected. In such context, the abandon of agricultural activities in these oases will
condemn any social life over these area and they will be exposed to accurate desertification
process.
Obviously, the risks of underground water resources degradation, coupled to the changes
resulting from the ecosystems mutations (biodiversity decrease, intensive urbanization inside
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oases, and progressive decline of the oasis effect on the climate aspects) require urgent
assessment of the water mobilization approach in those areas.
CONCLUSION
Long desired for their natural prosperity, the southern Tunisia oases have been for a long time
self reliant ecosystems. Traditional knowledge in water resource management played a key role
in the adaptation of such regions to the global environmental changes. Now, these oases became
real cities where the urbanization advances as well as the irrigated area extend around the
habitations. Under such context, the pressure on water demand increased definitely coupled with
un-sustainability factors and risks inherent to fossil water management. Indeed the salt
contamination by the chotts stills the main threat that compromises the future of those regions.
The water use patterns should be drastically reconsidered within the framework of rational
exploitation.
The agricultural sector that consuming more than 80% of these resources is called to enhance
irrigation efficiency within farmers parcels where major water losses still occurring. The
extension of illegal perimeters around the oases should be further closely supervised.
Furthermore, the multiplication of deep wells in private parcels that use the CT water should be
strictly prohibited. The drainage water amounts that are collected downstream these oases should
be valorized otherwise risks of their backflow towards the irrigated perimeters remain ultimately
imminent. The urban water sector performance is embedded in these practices, the improvement
of the distribution network have been already engaged. It aims to replace the integrality of the
old connections. The networks monitoring and the regular water losses detection campaigns
conducted will definitely improve the water saving process.
This practices panel requires the commitment of all stakeholders involved in the underground
water resources management in southern country. In absence of such awareness, the intensive
use of these fossil water, will lead oases inhabitants to experience relevant difficulties in
efficiently managing scarcer and less reliable underground water resources. Improving the
scientific understanding of local water management practices, capacity building and water saving
technology transfer could bring to bear more efficient solutions to face such water problems.
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Abstract
In developing countries, lack of sanitation coverage and continuously growing
populations are increasing the pressures on receiving waters. In the context of Bogotá
(Colombia), this paper presents recent and ongoing research towards improved
management of urban drainage systems using an integrated framework. Research results
have shown there is a need to assess the urban drainage system as one entity when
considering pollution control objectives. This holistic approach offers the opportunity to
investigate the interactions between sub-systems and the impact of the whole system on
the river water quality. In Bogotá, now is the time to develop plans towards an efficient
integrated system which maximises the benefits from the resources, supporting data and
software tools available. It is needed the development and application of modelling tools
at different levels of detail. As part of this, an integrated modelling toolbox named City
Drain which operates under MATLAB/Simulink is being upgraded, customised and used
as a research tool.

Keywords
Integrated management and modelling; developing countries; Bogotá city; pollutant and
sediment loads; wrong connections.

INTRODUCTION
Urban wastewater systems consist principally of three sub-systems as follows: the sewer system,
the waste water treatment plant (WWTP) system, and the receiving body system. Up to now
most sewer systems and WWTPs are designed, operated, and improved as separate entities as a
consequence of the difference in their main functions (Langeveld, 2004; Schroeder et al., 2005;
Gill et al., 2006). However, research results point to the importance of the dynamic interactions
between sewer and WWTP to assess performance of the urban water system (Langeveld, 2004).
The same remains true at the combined sewer overflow (CSO)/river and WWTP/river interfaces.
For example, previous research showed that for a hypothetical case study prolonged hydraulic
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overloading of the WWTP, in order to reduce overflow spills, can in turn affect the treatment
processes efficiency exerting considerable impact on the receiving system water quality (Rauch
and Harremoes, 1997). Additionally, each receiving water body presents its own properties and
must therefore be evaluated under a holistic framework with respect to the discharges from the
urban catchment (Solvi, 2006).
The idea of an integrated urban drainage modelling is not new. Beck (1976) discussed a “water
quality system” which involves the water distribution network, the sewer system, the treatment
plant and the river. It was not until the early 1990s that the concept of the holistic approach
began to be adopted in academic studies (Mitchell et al., 2007). Currently, it is widely accepted
that an integrated assessment of the emissions from sewer systems and WWTP is necessary
when attempting to reduce the total impact of the urban drainage system on the receiving water
body (Langeveld, 2004). In this context, models can be used to gain better understanding of
certain phenomena and to predict the spatial and temporal evolution of a system when looking
towards an integrated management of urban drainage systems. Simulation models play a crucial
role in environmental management plans due to they can apply best available scientific
knowledge to predict responses to changing controls. Detailed integrated studies of the sewer
network – WWTP – receiving water system are comparatively rare due to high cost (Rauch et
al., 2002b; Ashley et al., 2004b) and practical applications of the holistic approach are still
limited. However, progress has been made in developing integrated modelling tools, allowing for
application at full catchment-scale as presented for example in Freni et al. (2008) and Devesa et
al. (In Press). Furthermore, in order to increase the application of such holistic approach, the
Central European Simulation Research Group (HSGSim) prepared a guideline document
proposing a seven-step procedure to integrated modelling (Muschalla et al., 2008).
Historically in Bogotá (Colombia), efforts have focused on analyzing and improving the
individual performance of the urban water cycle components without taking into account the
interactions between them. Bogotá city needs the development and implementation of
measurement programs and modelling tools at different levels of detail, considering overall
urban water fluxes and various treatment schemes, including their economic aspects. These
efforts are considered to be useful for the development of best management practices. Within this
framework, this paper presents recent research results in the context of Bogotá on developing
software tools for estimating percentage of wrong connections in the separate sewer system
(Mestra, 2008), assessing CSOs performance (Fonseca et al., 2008), and evaluating sediment
accumulation rates in the sewer system (Uniandes, 2008b). Additionally, relevant data on
domestic and industrial wastewater loads and in-sewer sediments characteristics and properties
which are now available as inputs for the integrated management and modelling in Bogotá are
presented (Uniandes, 2008a).
SUPPORTING DATA AND TOOLS FOR INTEGRATED MODELLING – THE
BOGOTÁ CASE
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city is a prime example of a mega-city under stress due to unplanned and unregulated urban
developments, severe water quality problems in the water courses, lack of sanitation coverage
and water treatment facilities, lack of institutional co-ordination, mismanagement of water
resources, financial constraints, lack of wise expenditure on the required infrastructure, and a
conventional fragmented wastewater management (Rodríguez et al., 2008b). A detailed
description of the development and current state of the components of the urban water cycle of
Bogotá city, their interactions and previous research under a holistic approach can be found in
Rodríguez et al. (2008b; In preparation).
Domestic and industrial wastewater loads: a comparative assessment
Based on measurements from field campaigns in the sewer system sub-catchments, which were
carried out in order to identify daily water quantity and quality patterns of dry weather flow
(Díaz-Granados et al., 2008), domestic pollutant loads were estimated (see Table 1). When
comparing found ranges and average values for the Bogotá city, with typical values reported in
specialized literature (Butler and Davies, 2004), it can be concluded that there are accordance as
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Measured domestic pollutant loads for the Bogotá city (Uniandes, 2008a)

Per capita pollutant loads (g/inhabitant-day)
Parameter
Ammonium (NH4+)
BOD5
COD
Soluble Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus
Nitrates (NO3)
Nitrites (NO2)
Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen (TKN)
Total suspended solids
(TSS)
Volatile suspended
solids (VSS)
Volatile total solids
(VTS)
Total solids (TS)
Sulphates (SO4)
Sulphurs (S=)

Reported in
specialized
literature*
8
60
110

Total pollutant
loads (Ton/day)

Minimum

Maximum

Average

6.76
48.41
108.87
1.06
2.04
0.08
0.02

13.46
77.49
194.59
1.97
2.79
1.55
0.28

9.42
59.82
151.59
1.53
2.45
0.58
0.10

10.74

18.64

15.40

12

108.5

43.54

171.91

92.84

60

654.6

39.96

85.95

55.36

48

390.3

63.24

150.84

99.60

143.76
12.69
0.53

493.94
32.50
1.44

268.50
21.10
0.94

3

Average
66.4
421.7
1068.7
10.8
17.3
4.1
0.7

702.2
20

1893
148.7
6.6

*Butler and Davies (2004)

Context
Bogotá, the capital city of Colombia, is located at an approximate altitude of 2600 m.a.s.l with
approximately 330 km2 of urban area. The Bogotá Savanna is the most densely populated area of
the country, being an important industrial and agricultural region. The population of Bogotá city
increased by approximately 4 million in the last 30 years, from 2.9 million inhabitants in 1973 to
6.8 million in 2005 (DANE, 2005). It is estimated that the saturation population will be around
12 million inhabitants, accounting for about 20% of the total population of Colombia. Bogotá

The secretary of district for the environment (Secretaría Distrital de Ambiente - SDA) carried out
a detailed monitoring program between 2003 and 2007 in order to assess industrial wastewater
loads in Bogotá city. Nearly 600 industries were monitored including 148 related with food
industry, 107 with leather industry, 109 with oil and gasoline stations, 11 with printing industry,
52 with metal-mechanics industry, 58 with chemical industry, 55 with textile industry and 43
with service and health industry. Table 2 presents measured pollutant loads from industrial
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activities of selected parameters in Bogotá and their contribution in comparison with domestic
pollutant loads.
Table 2: Comparison between measured domestic and industrial pollutant loads in the Bogotá city (Uniandes,
2008a)

Parameters

Total pollutant
load from
domestic activities
(Ton/day)

BOD5
COD
TSS
Sulphates (SO4)
Sulphurs (S=)

421.7
1068.7
654.6
148.7
6.6

Total pollutant
load from
industrial
activities
(Ton/day)
43.1
121.5
19
0.5
0.15

Industrial
contribution
9.27%
10.21%
2.81%
0.37%
2.17%

Wrong connections: a GIS-based tool for identifying their likelihood
There are many wrong connections from the wastewater system flowing into the storm drainage
system in Bogotá city. The separate sewer system acts more as a “dual” combined system rather
than as a separate one. Mestra (2008) presented a GIS-based computational tool in order to
identify the likelihood of wrong connections presence in the Bogotá’s separate sewer system,
specifically misconnections from the wastewater system into the storm water system. Based on
interviews and surveys to engineers and contractors in charge of households/properties’
connection to the sewer system, it was found that main factors which have a relevant effect on
the presence of wrong connections are urban densification processes, sewer system ageing level,
construction gap between the storm water and wastewater systems, socioeconomic level and
strata, land use, pipe depth and distance between property and the wastewater and storm water
systems, pipe material, road type and property type. The mentioned computational tool uses 8
variables which take into account all these factors. Each of the variables has a numeric value
ranging from 0 to 2, where 0 means the minimum likelihood of wrong connections and 2 the
maximum likelihood. The sum of the 8 variables values allows qualifying the existence of wrong
connections in three different ranges: 0 – 4 low, 4.1 – 8 medium, and 8.1 – 13 high likelihood of
misconnections. This GIS-based tool was tested using a catchment named Jaboque located in the
Salitre sub-catchment in Bogotá. It was possible to identify properties with a high likelihood of
wrong connection presence. By means of dye experiments and CCTV inspections in 69
properties situated in an area of the Jaboque catchment (see Figure 1a), a total number of 19
misconnections were identified (Figure 1b). Mestra (2008) concluded that the developed tool
appropriately predicted this condition. Additionally, the tool was applied to the entire Salitre subcatchment with an area of about 122 Km2 (see Figure 2). It was possible to identify areas with
high potentiality for misconnections in which field inspections should be focused. Regarding the
entire city, it is planned to apply this GIS-based tool for assigning percentages of wrong
connections in areas without any data from field inspections and measurement campaigns.
a)

b)

Figure 1: (a) 69 properties in which dye experiments and CCTV inspections were performed (b) 19 of 69
properties with presence of wrong connections (Mestra, 2008)
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Figure 2: Application of the GIS-based tool to the Salitre sub-catchment. Green dots represent low likelihood
of misconnection at a address point/property level, yellow medium, and red high likelihood (Mestra, 2008)

Sewer sediments: their properties and a GIS-based tool for estimating accumulation rates
Sewer sediment is defined by Butler et al. (1996) as: “any type of settleable particulate material
that is found in storm water or foul sewage and is able to form deposits in sewers and associated
hydraulic structures”. Types, sizes and quantities of sewer sediment can vary widely according
to the sewer type, geographical location, catchment type, catchment slope and local procedures.
Particles transported by domestic sewage are mainly organic, while particles in stormwater
presents mineral properties (Bertrand-Krajewski et al., 1993). There are five main sources of
solids entering sewer systems (Ashley et al., 2004a): the atmosphere, the surface of the
catchment, domestic sewage, processes inside the sewer system, and industrial and commercial
effluents.
Sewer solids are of importance not only in terms of transport phenomena but also for wastewater
quality processes in urban drainage networks due to the solids providing a transport matrix for
different pollutants (Ristenpart, 1998). It has been observed that total suspended solids (TSS) are
the main vector for many pollutants such as COD, hydrocarbon, heavy metals, micro-pollutants,
etc. (Chebbo et al., 1995; Gong et al., 1996; Mark et al., 1996; Arthur et al., 1999; Otfinowska et
al., 2007). As a consequence, the management of sewer solids is a key component in developing
a holistic approach to the design and operation of wastewater systems (Ashley et al., 2004a).
The Environmental research centre (Centro de Investigaciones en Ingeniería Ambiental - CIIA)
at the Universidad de los Andes in cooperation with the sewer system managers (Water utilities
of Bogotá, EAAB) carried out an extensive sewer sediment characterisation program. Sampling
stations included sewer pipes and manholes, gully pots and storm channels. They were selected
based on experts’ knowledge (by means of surveys), customers claims data base, and a GISbased prioritizing matrix which includes aspects such as road type, land use, transport capacity,
ageing of the system, network material, and population density (Uniandes, 2008b). A total
number of 2293 simple samples were characterized, including 2121 manholes, 460 gully pots
and 3 storm channels. Main sediment characteristics and properties in the Bogotá’s urban
drainage system are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Sediment characteristics and properties in the Bogotá’s urban drainage system (Uniandes, 2008b)

Parameter
pH
Granulometry (mm)
Density (kg/m3)
Viscosity (cps)
%TS
%VS
COD (g/kg)
Benthic demand
(g/m2*day)
Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen – TKN (%)
Amoniacal nitrogen

Storm
Sewer pipes and Manholes
Gully pots
Channels
Residential
Industrial Commercial
6.39 – 10.77 6.52 – 8.42
7.1 – 8.57
7.1 – 11.29
7
Fine sediment 0.00775-0.09922 (D50) – Coarse sediment 0.074-4.57
(D60)*
1262.9 – 2007.9 (average 1583.88; standard deviation 162.3)*
250 – 276000 (average 24844.6; standard deviation 55198.1)*
41.7 - 67.6
45.1 – 68.5
45.7 – 71.7
61.9 – 78.1
54 – 80.6
5.3 – 16.9
5.6 – 24.7
5.6 – 19.5
3.9 – 12.6
1.9 – 10.5
34.5 – 176.5
60 – 1125
65 – 133
24 – 190
16 - 116
1.2 – 12.17*
0.18 – 0.88

0.185 – 2.6

0.17 – 0.42

0.006 – 0.86

0.31 – 0.32

0.003 – 0.21

0.004 – 0.06

0.007 – 0.14

0 – 0.21

0.006 – 0.01
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Parameter
Phosphorus
Fat oil and grease
(%)
Faecal coliforms
(MPN)

Sewer pipes and Manholes
Residential
Industrial Commercial
0.08 – 1.1
0.17 – 0.4
0.14 – 0.23

Gully pots
0.06 – 0.26

Storm
Channels
0.04 – 0.17

0.42 – 9.47*
1.2x103 –
10.4x107

4.8x1031.5x106

5x103-2.4x106

<2.6-5.4x104

3.3 x1035.1x104

*Values are representative for sewer pipes, manholes, gully pots and storm channels

Additionally, a GIS-based tool named SIGTASED was developed for quantifying the amount of
sediments which are accumulated in the sewer system at a sub-catchment scale (Uniandes,
2008b). The main formulation used in the tool, based on regression analysis of field data
surveyed from Cleveland (OH), is known as the Cleveland simplest model (Fan et al., 2003)
which estimates the sediment accumulation rate based on the sewer system length, per capita
flow including infiltration and sewer system average slope. The software tool uses information
such as sewer network characteristics (pipe length, diameter and slope), address points and the
bi-monthly consumption rate (m3) for estimating the accumulation rates. Figure 3 presents the
GIS tool user interface in which a coloured map represents the expected accumulation rate in
each of the sub-catchments.

Figure 3: SIGTASED user interface (Uniandes, 2008b)

Setting water quality objectives for the receiving water courses: the Salitre, Fucha,
Tunjuelo and Torca urban rivers case
Based on available data from the water quality monitoring network in the urban receiving water
courses in Bogotá (SDA, 2008), the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment Water
Quality Index (CCME WQI) (CCME, 2001) was estimated for each of the four main urban rivers
which drain the city (Uniandes, 2008a). The CCME WQI is a tool for simplifying the reporting
of water quality data and gives a broad overview of environmental performance. Water quality
can be ranked by relating it to one of the following categories: excellent, good, fair, marginal and
poor. In the Bogotá case, The CCME WQI clearly demonstrates that the water quality in the
receiving water courses is frequently threatened or impaired and conditions often depart from
natural or desirable levels (see Table 4).
Table 4: CCME WQI for Bogotá’s urban rivers (Uniandes, 2008a)

Salitre River
Fucha River
Tunjuelo River
Torca River

Reach 1
Reach 2
50 (marginal)
31 (poor)
100 (excellent)
34 (poor)
80 (good)
27 (poor)
64 (marginal) 71 (acceptable)

Reach 3
31 (poor)
45 (marginal)
31 (poor)
-

Reach 4
59 (marginal)
27 (poor)
23 (poor)
-

In order to improve water quality conditions in the Bogotá’s urban rivers, the local
environmental authority (SDA) and the environmental research centre (CIIA) at Universidad de
los Andes set gradual water quality objectives (WQO) for each of the four reaches in which each
one of the main receiving water courses in Bogotá (Salitre, Fucha, Tunjuelo and Torca rivers)
were divided. Four different temporal stages were established as follows: 4, 10, 20 and 40 years.
These objectives were defined using monitoring records from the water quality monitoring
network in the urban receiving water courses in Bogotá (between July 2006 and May 2007) to
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assess current state and modelling results using the QUAL2K software for prospective scenarios
(Raciny et al., 2008). Temporal stages are: WQO to be achieved in 4 years (Water quality
objectives take in to account expected sanitation infrastructure developments), To be achieved in
10 years (It is based on the planned water quality objectives for the Bogotá River by 2020), and
To be achieved in 20 and 40 years (The main goal behind these objectives is to preserve aquatic
environments. As a healthy ecosystem relies on appropriate quality of the sediments, sediment
quality objectives were defined regarding heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
and organo-chlorine pesticides and polychloride biphenyl (PCB)).
THE APPLICATION OF AN INTEGRATED MODELLING TOOL IN THE CONTEXT
OF BOGOTÁ CITY
Different modelling approaches can be applied, where the main difference is the amount of data
required, the information that can be obtained from the model, the analysis performed and the
simulation period. There are a variety of modelling approaches to describe water motion as well
as the transport and conversion of matter. Schuetze and Alex (2004) concluded that the
combination of sub-models with different complexity and models with a modular building
structure facilitate the integrated modelling. Many different tools have been developed such as
GEMINI (Guderian et al., 1997); SYNOPSIS (Schuetze, 1998; Schütze et al., 2002), WEST
(Meirlaen, 2002), REBEKA (Rauch et al., 2002a; Fankhauser et al., 2004), SEWSYS (Ahlman,
2006), SIMBA (ifak), Mannina et al. model (Mannina et al., 2004a; Mannina et al., 2004b),
CITY DRAIN (Achleitner, 2006; Achleitner et al., 2007) and SMUSI (Muschalla, 2008) among
others.
Achleitner (2006) developed an open source toolbox based on the European Water Framework
Directive (WFD) requirement. This model, named CITY DRAIN, has been developed using
Matlab/Simulink©. The key aspect of using this modelling environment is that the user can
choose and freely adapt from a block library representing the elements of the total system
(Rauch, 2006). The software is designed for the integrated modelling of urban drainage systems
aiming to provide a flexible and adjustable tool for different scenarios. One of the main
advantages of this tool is the possibility to modify the code behind it or even to implement and
add new blocks according to specific needs (Vojinovic and Seyoum, 2008). Overall the
computation is based on a fixed discrete time step approach where each subsystem uses the same
time increments, usually being predetermined by the temporal resolution of the rain data used.
For allowing long term simulations the blocks implemented are based on simple conceptual
models for hydraulics (frequently denoted as hydrological models (Durchschlag et al., 1991)).
Mass transport of pollutants is implemented for conservative matter/tracer substances.
An application of the City Drain toolbox in the context of Bogotá can be found in Fonseca et al
(2008), where this toolbox was coupled with fuzzy logic techniques in order to assess CSOs
performance. The assessment is based on operational parameters, design standards, receiving
bodies’ water quality regulations and experts’ knowledge. There are four variables (operative
dilution factors, CSO setting, dry weather CSO spills and receiving bodies’ water quality impact)
which collectively give an assessment value ranked between 0 and 10 according with the fuzzy
logic rules in each of the calculation time steps. The City Drain toolbox coupled with the fuzzy
logic module was applied to the sub-catchment “El Virrey” (see Figure 4). Nine CSOs structures
were dynamically assessed for two day simulation period with two hypothetical rain events.
Results from CSO No. 1 indicate a value of 6.29 as the minimum and 9.25 as the maximum in
the dynamic CSO assessment (average value of 7.76 with a standard deviation of 0.43). In
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contrast, downstream CSO No. 7 has a low assessment value of about 4 in dry weather period
due to the occurrence of CSO spills even during this hydrological condition. As during rainfall
events the operative dilution factor increases and if there are not a considerable impact on the
water quality in the receiving body, the CSO assessment can considerable improve. It was
concluded that a CSO assessment should be based on not only their typological characteristics
but on operative parameters, upstream CSOs structures performance, water quality state and
impact on the receiving watercourse.
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developed modelling approaches. Modelling of sediment transport becomes useful for the
prediction of the water quality in the receiving waters and for the assessment of the efficiency of
different measures to reduce pollution loads (Berlamont and Torfs, 1996). In addition, models
allowing for the simulation of solid production and transport during storm events can be very
useful for dynamic management and operation of WWTPs. An inadequate representation of nonpoint source pollution can lead to implementation of ineffective and inappropriate measurements
(Vaze and Chiew, 2002).
Integrated modelling is planned at a macromodelling scale aiming to increase the understanding
about the comparative performance of different types of sewer systems (combined and separate)
by means of an analysis of Bogotá’s urban drainage system, in which separate systems are used
under a high presence of wrong connections. Obtained results could improve the knowledge
about how to manage and/or operate, and how to prioritize investments on individual parts of the
urban drainage system under such specific conditions but allowing transferability to other
developing cities. Additionally, this modelling scale is planned to be used to perform a modelbased effectiveness evaluation if implementing structural best management practices (BMPs) in
the stormwater system of Bogotá. It is proposed that this task be based on the BMPs’
comparative assessment methodology proposed by Scholes et al. (2008), and it aims to develop a
model-based framework to support decision-making processes to implement BMPs in Bogotá
and other cities in developing countries. It is planned that macromodelling analysis be based on
the ongoing implementation of the Bogotá city urban drainage system using the City Drain
model initially presented by Rodríguez et al. (2008a). From this implementation, it is clear the
complexity of the system and how the interactions between the different elements (i.e. rural
catchments, combined and separated urban catchments, combined sewer overflows, channels,
interceptors, pumping stations, etc.) determine the water quality of the receiving water courses.

El Virrey storm
water channel
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Abstract
Water managers in large cities in developing countries experience great
difficulties in providing proper water supply and sanitation services in a context of
rapidly growing population with changing water use patterns, structural lack of
capacity and resources. There is a need for in-depth city-wise water
assessments of fast growing large cities in developing countries to help gain
insight into the implications of urban water and sanitation development scenarios
on urban water demand, wastewater disposal and downstream water use. The
generation of reliable data sets and modeling results for a selection of cities will
help understand the present and future impact that water use has on water
resources and flows that cross the urban-rural divide. Also, an easy-to use model
can support decision making at the local urban water planning and policy level.
This paper describes ongoing research on the urban water system in three fast
growing cities in the South. The application of integrated urban water
management in developing countries is needed for the sustainable management
of water resources within the city and basin.

Keywords
Urban water; sanitation; water resources; sustainable development; developing countries

INTRODUCTION
Urban population numbers and water use patterns mainly determine the management of water
supply and wastewater disposal and thereby contribute to the ecological footprint of a city. In
many developing countries in Africa and Asia, urban water agencies have great difficulties to
provide proper water supply access and sanitation due to rapid urbanization and insufficient
capacity and resources (UN HABITAT 2001). A complex of technical, institutional, economic,
social and environmental problems can be noted in many cases (STEPHENSON 2001). The
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challenges to meet water demand are much bigger, as compared to cities in the developing
world, due to a much higher urban growth rate and lower average income (BISWAS 2006). Both
low income and rapid urban growth are found in countries in Africa and Asia, justifying the
narrowing of focus to these continents. Proper water management is often lacking, although
allocation plans of water to a large city can be ambitious in terms of added water volumes and
far reaching as they cross basins borders (VAN ROOIJEN et al., 2005).
A sound assessment of the current watsan situation in cities is limited by unreliable
governmental data (due to its political dimension) and their possible use of inappropriate criteria
that define what is ‘safe supply’ and ‘adequate sanitation’. The implications of (proposed) water
and sanitation development for urban water demand and wastewater generation is not
sufficiently researched. It is important that the impact of cities on the rural environment should
be researched and translated into useful tools for planners and policy makers.
Findings from urban hydrological studies based on collection of hydrological data, calculations
and modeling constitute a necessary fundamental for meaningful water management not only in
urban areas but also in entire river basins (NIEMCZYNOWICZ 1999). City case studies that
assess the current water supply and sanitation situation and model scenarios of future water
demand and wastewater disposal, contribute towards this end and support integrated water
management in an urban watershed context. Based upon the above problem analysis, the
following research question, objectives, hypotheses and goals where developed;
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4. Urban domestic wastewater will contribute significantly to water resource availability in
(peri-) urban agriculture, given that wastewater irrigation is at least acknowledged and
permitted by governmental authorities.
5. Future urban water availability can be modeled with current data on urban water and the
institutional and physical environment. Cities in a similar development stage and with a
similar institutional and physical setting are likely to follow a similar path of change in
urban water demand.
Goals
To contribute to useful research in the area of integrated urban water management in developing
countries. To contribute to improvement of the management of water resources in developing
countries. To stimulate further thinking on the increasing importance of large cities in integrated
water management.
Objective
To get insight into the implications of water and sanitation development scenarios for urban
water demand and wastewater generation in fast growing cities across the urban-rural gradient in
developing countries and develop an easy-to-use urban water model adapted to use by planners
and policy makers.

Research question
What implications do different urban water and sanitation development scenarios have for the
future characteristics of urban water demand and wastewater generation across the urban-rural
gradient?
Overall objective
To assess the impact of urban water and sanitation development scenarios on the future
characteristics of urban water demand and wastewater generation across the urban-rural gradient.
Sub-objectives
1. To assess the impact of urban water demand scenarios on existing agricultural uses.
2. To assess the current and future urban and industrial water demand in a closed basin, and
its impact on future water availability for agriculture.
3. To assess the impact of urban water supply and sanitation investment scenarios on urban
water demand, water flows and water resource availability.
4. To assess the potential of urban domestic wastewater re-use in agriculture for different
urban water supply and sanitation scenarios.
5. To define a logical framework for future water demand scenarios for cities in developing
countries in varying institutional and climatological settings.
Hypotheses
1. Urban growth will lead to considerable changes in irrigated agriculture in the future, in
terms of wastewater irrigated area and water resource availability of existing systems.
2. The share of non-agricultural water demand in basin water demand will become
significant, with implications for water availability for agriculture.
3. Any likely investment scenario will cause a rise in average per capita water demand with
likely stress on water resources and agricultural water demands.
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MATERIAL & METHODS
The research consists of four phases. Part of the analyses and writing will be done at the
university. Most of the data analyses and modeling will be done at the International Water
Management Institute in Accra. Data collection, consultation of local stakeholders and field
visits will take place in the selected cities; Accra, Addis Ababa and Hyderabad. The proposed
time frame will be two years of field work and one year of analyses and writing at either
university or research institute (IWMI).
Phase 1: Selection of cities
The analyses of two cities in Africa (Accra and Addis Ababa) and one in Asia (Hyderabad) is
considered to be representative to some extent, for these continents and main characteristic of
cities (coastal/inland, dry/wet climate). Criteria for selection were the present or potential
severity of urban water issues, representation of a geographical context, local demand, donor
preference and the advantage of present data from previous work. Also, synergy with other
projects was a criterion. Selection of all cities was also influenced by the presence of office
infrastructure and facilities.
Phase 2: Data collection
On site (city) data collection was done during about 3 months after literature review and the
setting up of professional connections. Local expertise from persons or institutes was sought and
a local research assistant was used in some cases. The use of existing contacts was considered to
be advantageous. In this period, discussion with stakeholders took place to make them aware of
the research and to include their knowledge.
Quantitative data is still being collected from secondary sources for use with the model. For
scenario development, projections will be made based on growth patterns and future city plans.
Data are population data (census), time series of urban water flows (water supply, wastewater
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generation, treatment, re-use), rainfall and river flow patterns into and out of the city (if
required). Maps of land cover and use within the urban boundaries are required. Also statistics
on urban water use patterns, from information on water supply and sanitation facilities. If
statistics on water and sanitation cover seem unreliable or incomplete, then surveys can serve to
get similar information. Data for the model will be compared with and supported by literature
review, estimations and assumptions.
Phase 3: Urban water balance and modeling
Developing countries typically have poor existing data sets that limit the use of sophisticated
hydrological models in any context. Easy-to-use software to model urban water flows provide
local water planners with an effective tool to get insight in interactions between urban water
management and the environment outside the urban boundaries. This can imply withdrawal from
upstream reservoir and use of wastewater in agriculture downstream. For the two reasons
mentioned, a simple model is effective and appropriate both for use by researchers and local
planners.
Hydrological data will be presented schematically as a water balance (for general impression of
city). Data will then be processed in the model. The choice of scenarios may differ by city, but
same scenarios should be there for comparative analyses. Potential scenarios can be; doubling of
connections to supply system, stepwise increase in coverage of conventional wastewater
treatment, and installation of flush toilet and septic tank at households. Spatial boundary of the
model will be the official or ‘real’ (peri) urban area, depending on the difference between the
two and data availability. Time frame of the model will be long term (up to 30 years).
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An appropriate and easy-to-use model like VENSIM or UrbanCycle will be used (See VAN
ROOIJEN et al., 2005, HARDY et al., 2005). The model can be built manually (like VENSIM
for Hyderabad, see layout fig. 1), or an existing structure can be used and adopted to the specific
environment (like UrbanCycle for Sydney). Model inputs are the data collected. In the absence
of local data, assumptions will be made based on other comparable cities and information from
literature. For example, the per capita water use is often unreliable because of poor
measurements. A realistic value can be based upon a combination of municipality reports,
corresponding literature, and assumptions. The model is based on a set of relatively simple
calculations that provide numbers as output (see for example fig.2).
In a project following up on the PhD, the model will be adjusted and disseminated as a useable
tool for local urban water planners and policy makers in any city in a comparable setting.
[1] Idom = ∑ Ni ωi
[2]

Pdom = ∑ Nv δv

with: Idom
Ni
ωi
with: Idom
Nv
δv

= Domestic water use (m3 year-1)
= Population number of water use category I (no.)
= Per capita water use of water use category i (m3 day-1)
= Domestic wastewater generation (m3 year-1)
= Population number of wastewater gen. category v (no.)
= Per capita wastewater generation category v (m3 day-1)

Figure 2: Formulation of domestic water use [1] and wastewater generation [2].

Phase 4: Analyses and writing
Model results of each city will be analyzed separately and compared eventually. Articles that
focus on each city as well as all cities (comparative) will be published. Findings from cities and
major similarities and differences between them will be compared with literature to confirm or
challenge existing theories and approaches in this research domain. Research findings will be
combined with research from a previous study, on the implications of city water use for water
allocation and basin water management which was conducted in the Krishna Basin in India (see
VAN ROOIJEN et al., 2008). This will also become part of the PhD thesis.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

WW use in
Irrigation

Water losses (with treatment and
distribution)
Godavari
supply
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This paper is describing ongoing PhD research. Therefore results are still in preparation and have
not yet been published. An introduction to the water situation can be found in VAN ROOIJEN &
DRECHSEL (2008) for Accra and VAN ROOIJEN & TADDESSE (forthcoming) for Addis and
VAN ROOIJEN et al., (2005) for Hyderabad.

Outflow Musi
River

CONCLUSIONS

GW level
change

City Area

Rainfall - ET

Runoff to
surface
water
(Musi)

Rainfall Runoff Coefficient

Figure 1. Copy of the VENSIM model as used for Hyderabad. Boxes display input or output components and
arrows display mathematical relations.
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The aim of this research is to provide persons involved in urban water management or research
with decision support and insight into urban water flows and its impact on water resources and
wastewater disposal. Also, the importance of urban water management across the urban-rural
gradient has not been studied much previously and this is a new research area being pioneered.
Results expected from this research will therefore contribute to a better understanding of the
dynamics of urban water systems and its management in developing countries.
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Abstract
Facing public health priorities, authorities are concerned with environmental issues, such
as water resource protection and soil preservation. In urban areas, former craft and
industrial areas and water management practices are potential sources of diffuse
pollution. Technicians to evaluate the impact of pollution usually use risk assessment
tools, but developments are needed to take into account the physical and biochemical
complexity of urban soils. This work carried out within the framework of a
multidisciplinary research project is aimed at understanding the influence of mixed
contamination on the adsorption/release phenomena of pollutants. Samples from two
experimental sites will be analyzed for trace metals and organic substances. Analytical
procedures should be developed to extract the pollutant-bearing phases before
identification. Then experiments will be performed to study the speciation of pollutants
as they are released and propose a model of soil-pollutant interactions.

Keywords
Urban water, contaminants, risk assessment, organic and inorganic pollutants,
characterisation, modelling

INTRODUCTION
To control build-up area’s extension and to fulfil people wishes in terms of life’s quality
improvement, soil preservation became a national and European priority. For the local
authorities, the aim is to limit primeval sites and manage the potentially contaminated area.
In urban and suburban environments, the degradation of soils and water resources may result
from craft or industrial activities, the re-use of industrial by-products in civil engineering, water
management practices … The authorities are highly concerned with the impact of soil pollutions
on human health, and waiting forward management solutions for contaminated areas. Currently,
the available tools used in urban management project are not taken into account the specificities
of urban soils in terms of structural and biogeochemical complexity. Improvements of these tools
require a multidisciplinary approach.
This study is developed in the framework of a research project (POLESUR) on soil and water
pollutions in urban areas.
The aim of this study is to address part of this complexity through characterisation of the mixed
pollution within specific urban soils, and through the modelling of the interactions between
pollutants (trace metals and organic compounds) and solid matrix.
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The review of the literature of urban soils indicates that most of the studies focus on the
characterisation and treatment of industrial soils and stormwater drainage. The most frequently
studied sites are heavily contaminated industrial sites and retention/infiltration ponds.

kept in contact with the acid during 165 minutes. Then, the solution was filtered using a 0.45 m
Whatman (n°40) filter. The analysis of major and trace elements was performed using an ICPOES (Inductively Coupled Plasma – Optical Emission Spectrometer) (Varian 720-ES). The
quantification limit for As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn are respectively 6, 0.5, 5, 2, 10, 10 and
2µg/L. In case of concentration under the limit of quantification, the sample was analyzed using
an ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometer) (Varian 820-MS). The ICP-MS
limit of quantification for water is ranging from 0.02 g/L to 0.3 g/L depending on the element
(Table 1).

Those studies describe retention process of the pollutants in the soil as the ions exchanges, the
surface complexation, the precipitation or the hydrophobic interactions “WEBER et al. (1991)”.
Studies also define the factors influencing the retention of the pollutants “DURIN et al. (2005)”,
such as pH, oxido-reduction conditions or ionic force. “CLOZEL et al. (2005)” describe the trace
metals mobility and put forward the solid phases which bear the pollutants.
The originality in this study lies in the consideration of the mixed pollution in soil and in the
qualitative but also quantitative approach of the pollution repartition.
The first objective of this study is to develop a methodology to study the mixed pollutant
distribution on solid phases applied to specific urban soils, such as stormwater sediment and
former industrial site. The second objective is to study the adsorption/desorption process.
The study is organized into steps: selection of specific urban sites, to define a methodology, to
establish a method for physical and chemical characterisations, including microscopy
observations to localized pollutants in the solid phases, and to implement batch and column
experiments in order to model the pollutant release.
This paper presents the results of preliminary sampling of waters and sediments in infiltration
basins, the advancement state of the experimental sites selection and proposes a methodology for
the study of the mixed pollutants speciation.
MATERIAL & METHODS

Trace metals analysis in sediment
Trace metals were extracted by an acid attack from the sediments collected in infiltration basins
(NF X 31-147). 0.5g of sediment is sieved to 2 mm to remove gravel and roots, and calcinated
during 3 hours at 450°C. Then, after the addition of 10 mL of HF (hydrofluoric acid) and 3 mL
of HClO4 (perchloric acid), the sample was left to boil dry on a hotplate at 160°C. Once dry, the
residue is taken up by 1mL of HNO3 (nitric acid) at room temperature during 30 min, then 10mL
of ultrapure water is added and heated at 60°C for 1h. The residue was transferred into a 100mL
flask and filled up with ultrapure water to the mark. This sample was filtered by a 0.45 m
Whatman (n°40) filter and analyzed using an ICP-MS (Varian 820-MS) for major and trace
elements.
Organic pollutant analysis in sediments
The analyses of total hydrocarbons, PAHs and PCBs were conducted on sediment samples (at
IDAC Nantes laboratory). PAHs and PCBs were analyzed using a gas chromatography coupled
to a mass-spectrometer (GC/MS (/MS)) according to the XP X33-012 norm. For the total
hydrocarbons, the ISO 11046 (X31-410) norm is used and analysis is performed with an Infrared
spectrophotometer.

Criteria for the choice of sampling sites
The investigation phase focuses on two types of sites, retention/infiltration basins and former
craft and/or industrial areas containing both organic and inorganic pollutants.
In large cities, such as Nantes or Lyon, these kinds of sites are common. About 250 infiltration
structures have been inventoried in Nantes or in Lyon areas.
Criteria for the choice of retention/infiltration basins are as follows: basins receiving highway
runoff waters with a high traffic; size around or greater than 1 ha; containing old and non
redisturbed sediments and a secure access.
The industrial site (or former craft), should have an important and well identified waste storage
or rejection surface, pollutants should be detected in groundwater, the hydrogeology of the site
have to be identified and easy to understand and the most important point is to have the
authorization of the exploiting.

Methodology for studying pollutant speciation
The following methodology is available for both kinds of sites: retention-infiltration basins and
industrial areas.
The soil can be regarded as a complex solid matrix, consisting of mineral and organic phases. To
locate pollutants in these different phases of the soil, there are two main types of methods:
physical methods (or direct), which consist in a non-destructive separation of the soil phases,
depending on their physical properties (size, density ...); and chemical methods (or indirect)
where the pollutant is taken out of it structural context, by chemical attacks, analyses are indirect
insofar as they are done in the solution “CORNU et al. (2000)”.
Physical fractionation

Surface water were analysed for total trace metals (NF EN ISO 11885). 100 mL of sampling
water were acidified by 0.5 of the site have to be identified and easy to understand and the most
important point is to have the mL of pure HNO3 (nitric acid), sonificated during 15 minutes and

The use of physical fractionation decreases the heterogeneity of the soil, thus chemical analysis
of pollutants can be made for each fraction and so indicates the repartition of those pollutants on
the soil different phases. One of the fractionation usually studied is the densimetry (fractionation
by density of soil phases). “DOELSCH et al (2006)” proposed an original density fractionation,
based on a simple preparation, which allows the identification of pollutants in the different
density fraction. In addition to quantify the pollutants, this non destructive method allows the
identification of the phase structure by using X-ray diffraction, Nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy… The main problem encountered is the organomineral aggregation which changes
the density of the organic and the mineral phases of the agglomerate.
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Chemical extractions
Three types of methods were presented: simple, kinetic and sequential extractions. These
methods have been used for speciation of trace metals.
o Simple extractions help to differentiate labile or "available" compartment, from non
mobile compartment. Indeed, this simple method is commonly used in soil science in
particular to predict the availability of the trace metals for plants. Four types of extraction
solutions are mainly used: deionized water (often to simulate natural conditions of soil),
saline solutions (mainly CaCl2 and BaCl2), diluted acids and organic complex as EDTA
or DTPA. Phases extracted by the extraction solution containing the most mobile metals,
are potentially the most extractable.
o More complex techniques allow the differentiation of three compartments, the labile, the
slightly mobile and immobile (or not extractable). Kinetic extractions are based on simple
extractions of trace metals at different contact times by a single extractant (salt or EDTA
complexes in most of cases).
o Sequential extractions were developed in the early 1980s. Initially for trace metals
speciation in sediments, they have been adapted to soils. The principle is to submit a
sample, in order, to a series of increasing strength reagents to solubilise different phases
(or fractions) of soil. The various metals associated with these phases or fractions are
solubilised at the same time and quantified. Patterns of extractions contained usually four
steps (Figure 1). The fractions chosen are those likely to be affected by variations in
environmental conditions. The extractant used in the four steps differ from one author to
another, but a standard method from the BCR (Bureau Communautaire de Référence) is
extensively used (Figure 1).
Soil or sediment sample

The chemical fractionation suggested by “DOICK et al (2005)” depends on the chemical
proprieties (mainly the solubility). It is a non destructive method which allows the fractionation
of humic substances (fulvic acid, humic acid and humin) and also of the mineral phase (Figure
2). Both organic and trace metals remain associated to the different fractions. The original
solvent used is the MIBK (Methyl IsoButyl Ketone).
Dry soil sample

Add NaOH and shake

Add MIBK and conc. HCl
Shake and equilibrate

Mineral fraction and fulvic
acid in aqueous

MIBK :
Humin& humic acid
Humic acid in aqueous phase

soluble

insoluble

Add NaOH, shake and equilibrate
Acidify to pH<2 and centrifuge

Mineral
fraction

Fulvic
acid

MIBK : Humin

Humic
acid

Figure 2: MIBK fractionation procedure, according to “DOICK et al (2005)”

The foreseen methodology
Step 1Æ CH3COOH

Residue

Supernatant
is
recovered

Metals analysis
ICP/MS

Step 2Æ NH2OH, HCl

Residue

Exchangeable fraction
Step 3

Reducible fraction

Æ H2O2 + CH3COONH4

Residue

Oxidiseable fraction
Step 4

Æ HF/HClO4 + HNO3

In order to localise pollutants in the different phases of the soil, the previous methods (chemical
extraction and fractionation) will be used. Indeed, the chemical extractions procedure will inform
us on the mobility of trace metals in the operationally defined fractions. It could be interesting to
adapt these methods to the organic compounds.
Furthermore, it will be useful to assemble the physical and chemical fractionations, i.e. to carry
out a density fractionation to the mineral fraction resulting from the MIBK fractionation
procedure. Then quantification of both the organic and inorganic pollution in all phases will be
possible. This by trying to minimize the organomineral aggregations could also be reduced in the
density fractionation.
Otherwise, in each case, to follow the separation (in fractionation methods) or the solubilisation
(in sequential extractions), we will associate analytical techniques as X-ray diffraction, Scanning
or Transmission Electronic Microscopy, Infrared spectrophotometer or X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy.

Residual fraction

Figure 1: Sequential extraction procedure, according to “JAMALI et al. (2008)”

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Infiltration basin selection

Chemical fractionation

A first set of experimental sites was selected along the ring-road of Nantes (west of France). Five
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retention-infiltration basins receiving highway runoff waters were selected and a preliminary
sampling campaign was performed in December 2008 and January 2009 to collect surface water
and sediments from a central zone of the basins: along A11 highway (four basins) and next to
Nantes ring-road (Cheviré basin) (Figure 3). This last basin has been studied by LCPC since
1991.

Figure 3: Location of the five infiltration basins and the landfill in Nantes area

Sites from the A 11 highway
These basins are located in the east of Nantes (Figure 3), a few kilometers from each other, and
are named as follows (from the farther west to the most easterly), Gesvres, Boisbonne, Erdreau
and Jouhandière. All have been in use since the opening of the A11 in 1992 and had never been
dredged since this date.
Gesvres is on the border between the A11 highway and the Nantes ring-road. It carries an
average daily flow of 80 000 vehicles. The overflow of the basin discharges into a stream named
Gesvres.
For Boisbonne, Erdreau and Jouhandière, the drained runoff waters only come from the A11
highway. The flow of vehicles is an average of 27 000 per day.
Cheviré basin
This basin is located in the south west of Nantes (Figure 3), it receives runoff waters from the
south part of the Cheviré bridge which is a section of the Nantes ring-road. Opened in 1991, the
Cheviré bridge now carries an average daily flow of 90 000 vehicles. The drainage surface area
is around 1.9 ha. Runoff waters are collected in gulleys, driven through an aluminium gulley and
then trough a concrete pipe to the basin. The surface of the basin is 0.78 ha and its depth is about
1.5 m. The runoff waters are collected and infiltrated via a single flow path from the entrance to
the overflow of the basin to the Loire river.
The basin had not been dredged since 1991, expect in a small area close to the main inlet. This
results in the settlement of a sedimentary layer whose thickness varies from 5 to 30 cm
depending on the location in the basin, laying on a sandy subsoil.
Analytical results
Table 1 summarizes the results of trace metals in surface water for each site. The trace metal
concentrations are as follows, As (from 5.10 to 20.52 g/L), Cd (from 0.01 to 2.8 g/L), Cr
(from 0.30 to 8.6 g/L), Cu (from 1.03 to 296 g/L), Ni (from 0.92 to 12.4 g/L), Pb (from 0.28
to 80 g/L) and Zn (from 6.10 to 1946 g/L). Cheviré’s trace metal concentrations, expect for
arsenic, are from 2 to 300 times higher than concentrations for the other sites. For arsenic, the
values are almost in the same order of concentration. We can also notice that cadmium values for
the A11 sites are close the limit of quantification thus negligible.
Table 1: Analytical results for trace metals in surface water for each site
(μg/L)
LQ (1)
Gesvres
Boisbonne
Erdreau
Jouhandière

As
0.02
20.52
7.36
7.92
5.10

Cd
0.02
0.01
0.05
0.06
0.02

Cr
0.02
0.70
0.32
0.30
0.39
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Cu
0.02
3.39
2.06
1.98
1.03

Ni
0.05
3.32
10.67
2.89
0.92

Pb
0.2
0.63
0.39
0.45
0.28

Zn
0.3
12.55
34.19
6.10
10.76
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Cheviré

14.1
2.8
8.6
296
12.4
50
5
50
1000
50
(1)
Limit of quantification for the Varian 820-MS ICP/MS
(2)
Threshold at which a soil is considered contaminated (according to the Dutch standard)
Dutch standard

(2)

80
50

1946
5000

The results of trace metals in sediments for each site are presented in table 2. The trace metal
concentration are as follows, As (from 28 to 174 mg/kg), Cd (from 0.3 to 1.3 mg/kg), Cr (from
57 to 97 mg/kg), Cu (from 31 to 411 mg/kg), Ni (from 32 to 76 mg/kg), Pb (from 33 to
271mg/kg) and Zn (from 125 to 1655 mg/kg). We can notice again that Cheviré’s values for
copper, lead and zinc are in average respectively 13, 8 and 13 times higher than the other for the
extreme values. Nevertheless, for the A11 basins, arsenic concentrations seem to be higher and
require intervention. Nickel, chromium and cadmium concentrations were in the same range.
Table 2: Analytical results for trace metals in sediments for each site
(mg/kg)
Gesvres
Boisbonne
Erdreau
Jouhandière
Cheviré
Polluted soil (1)
Intervention's
threshold (2)

As
174
93
71
40
28
29

Cd
1
1.3
0.3
0.5
1
0.8

Cr
72
59
64
57
97
100

Cu
85
70
31
51
411
36

Ni
41
76
38
32
37
35

Pb
83
44
33
46
271
85

Zn
327
410
125
465
1655
140

55

12

380

190

210

530

720

(1)

Value at which a soil is considered contaminated (according to the Dutch standard)
(2)
Value at which intervention is necessary (according to the Dutch standard)

Trace metals in surface water and in sediments both presented higher concentrations for Cheviré
basin than for A11 basins (expect for As). This also applied to Gesvres, which have roughly the
same traffic. The geochemical background and the highway maps were consulted.
The main difference in the construction between Cheviré and A11 basins lies in their pits (in
which the runoff water transits to the basin). In fact, for the A11 basins all the pits are grassy
whereas Cheviré pits are all concrete. Consequently, for A11 sites, the hypothesis is that the
pollutants infiltrate before the entrance in the basins.
Furthermore, according to the geochemical background, the high arsenic concentration is due to
the geochemical background of Nantes region (ranging from 20 to 500 mg/kg in road basin
sediments) and can’t be due to anthropogenic sources.
On the basis of trace metal concentrations, we decided to carry out the organic pollutant analyses
only for Gesvres and Boisbonne sites. Some results are available for Cheviré basin “Durand et al.
2004”.
Table 3, presented the concentrations of 10 PAHs from the 16 PAHs recognized as proprietary
pollutants by the US-EPA (US Environmental Protection Agency) and the total hydrocarbon
values. The other PAHs and the PCBs haven’t significant values.
Table 3: Analytical results for PAHs and Hc(tot) in sediments for the following basins
μm/kg

BaANT*

BaPYR*

BbFLA*

BghiPL*

BkFLA*

CHY*

FLA*

IcdPYR*

Gesvres
Boisbonne

34
59

51
74

75
103

118
133

51
74

71
108

93
128

75
96
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PHE* PYR*

54
83

98
135

Hc(tot)*
mg/kg

246
997
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Cheviré (1)

-

-

-

-

-

-

670

-

313

1223

7000

Dutch
standard(2)

20
20
20
25
20
15
25
45
Results from Durand’s thesis (2003).
(2)
Dutch standard applied to a soil containing 25% clay and 10% organic matter
* Abbreviations: Benzo(a)anthracene (Ba-ANT), Benzo(a)pyrene (Ba-PYR), Benzo(b)fluoranthene (Bb-FLA),
Benzo(ghi)perylene (Bghi-PYR), Benzo(k) fluoranthene, Chrysene (CHY), Fluoranthene (FLA), Indeno(1,2,3cd)pyrene(Icd-PYR), Phenanthrene (PHE), Pyrene (PYR) and total hydrocarbons (Hc(tot)).
(1)

The three sites are contaminated by hydrocarbons (including PAHs). Gesvres and Boisbonne
have a greater variety of PAHs even if they are less concentrated. As for trace metals, the
Cheviré concentrations of fluoranthene, phenanthrene, pyrene and the total hydrocarbons are 5 to
10 times higher than the others, the results for Boisbonne are higher than Gesvres, although this
was not always the case previously for trace metals.
Site choice
According to the pollutant results, Cheviré and Boisbonne are obviously the selected sites for the
following methodology, even if Boisbonne doesn’t show high concentration compared to
Cheviré.
Industrial sites selection
The BRGM (the French Geological Survey) identified several sites in the Nantes region, based
on results of BASIAS and BASOL (DRIRE) data bases.
A visit of the landfill of “Prairie de Mauve” near Nantes (Figure 3) has been organized, but the
heterogeneity of the site was such that a pre-study should be done before the selection. This prestudy consists in searching a delimited area in the landfill in which the heterogeneity is lower
and the hydrogeology easier to understand and will be performed by the BRGM.
In addition, negotiations with an industrial operator are in progress for another site. According to
the BRGM’ census, this site is interesting in terms of mixed pollution.
Cheviré basin previous results
On Cheviré basin, pollutants and sediments speciation have been studied by “DURAND (2003)”.
These speciation consisted in the characterisation of the sediment regarding the mineral and
organic phases with several analytical techniques, and in following the pollutant mobility with
extraction method.
The XRD composite sample results show a fairly uniform pattern, with crystalline phases that
are mostly primary silicates (albite, clinochlore, microcline, muscovite and quartz). These results
are confirmed by the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) coupled to an Energy Dispersive Xray (EDX) spectroscopy.
The organic phases have been studied with the IHSS (International Humic Substance Society)
protocol, which separates humic substances themselves identified with NMR (Nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy), Infrared spectroscopy or GC-MS (Gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry). Humin represents 57.6% of total organic matter, fulvic acid 4.5%, humic acid
18% and lipids 19.9%. It should be noted that in this protocol, it seems that the humin fraction
contains mineral phases.
The mobility of trace metals has been followed within the IHSS protocol for the organic matter
and with sequential extractions for the different sediment phases. The following observations
have been noted: Cd, Pb and Zn are mainly in fulvic acids fraction, Ni and Cr are mainly in
humin fraction, Cu in both humic acid and fulvic acid fractions, furthermore, Cd and Zn are
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located in the exchangeable fraction (of the sequential extractions), Ni and Cr are in the residual
fraction and Cu and Pb are bond to the organic fraction.
Our new methodology should go beyond these conclusions. In fact, we should be able to localise
more precisely both organic pollutants and trace metals in all the soil phases by proceeding to the
MIBK extraction with the densimetric fractionation. The obtained results will be compared to
sequential extractions for the trace metals. Additionally, we will observe and characterise the soil
phases with several technical’s analysis as XPS (X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy), μ-XRF (Xray Fluorescence micro-analyzers) which should give more information on pollutant speciation.
CONCLUSIONS
For the site research, two retention/infiltration basins have been selected (Cheviré and
Boisbonne), however, investigation continues, we are looking for an industrial site and other
retention-infiltration basins containing both organic and inorganic pollutants. In fact, the study of
several sites will be useful to compare and validate our results.
The new methodology will be applied on the Cheviré and Boisbonne sediments; it will be
extended to the future sites.
Finally it could be very interesting to establish a correlation between a given pollutant and the
abundance of a particular phase. This would allow the development of simple indicators based
on soil type obtained with simple analytic techniques which would have been validated by more
complicated techniques.
Furthermore, these results should give information for the choice of the future modelling
parameters.
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Abstract
Water Framework Directive states that all Europe Rivers must achieve good ecological
status by 2015. This goal is much problematic in developing countries where cities are
rapidly growing and authorities have to deal with new wastewater management problems.
One such case is Arges Lower Basin which represents one of the most polluted areas of
Romania due to the concentration of industrial, agricultural and household degradation
sources carried along the stream. The major pollution source is Bucharest metropolitan
area which, lacking a wastewater plant, releases the untreated water into the river. A
complex study was performed in order to evaluate the influence of untreated wastewater
on Arges river water quality. Samples collected from Arges River were analyzed using
spectroscopic and standard techniques. The results showed a significant impact of urban
sewage discharges on the river water quality. This urges the need to develop wastewater
treatment facilities at the discharge points.

Keywords
Sewage; pollution; developing countries; quality; treatment

INTRODUCTION
European Union countries must achieve good ecological status for all rivers until 2015. This goal
is more problematic in developing countries where cities are rapidly growing and authorities
have to deal with new wastewater management problems. One of the most polluted areas from
Romania is the Arges Lower Basin due to the fact that it collects large quantities of untreated
waste from Bucharest metropolitan area. This large city (2.5 million inhabitants) lacks a
wastewater treatment plant and the municipal waste is directly discharged into the river.
During the last decades, fluorescence spectroscopy has been intensely used in water river quality
studies (Reynolds and Ahmad, 1997; Baker, 2002; Baker and Inverarity, 2004; Hudson et al.,
2007). It is a rapid and sensitive technique that requires only small quantities of sample, without
any preparation. Depending on the setup parameters, a sample can be measured in approximately
one minute offering the spectral fingerprint for any type of water body. Due to its effectiveness,
many researchers suggest using fluorescence spectroscopy as a surrogate technique for
conventional water quality parameters, such as biochemical oxygen demand (Reynolds and
Ahmad, 1997; Hudson et al., 2008).
The water quality indicator detected with fluorescence spectroscopy is dissolved organic matter,
which is the ubiquitous fraction in water systems. The characteristic and quantity of dissolved
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MATERIAL & METHODS
Four experimental campaigns had been performed in 2006 and 2007 collecting river samples
from the Arges Lower Basin. In the lower basin, Arges River has two major tributaries: Sabar
River with good ecological status and Dambovita River that crosses Bucharest and collects
discharged municipal waste. In total, nine samples points had been established, as can be seen in
figure 1. Six points were set on Arges Lower Basin: 1 – Sabar River, 2 – Colibasi on the Arges
River before the confluence with Sabar, 3 – Hotarele after the confluence with Sabar, 4 –
Budesti on Dambovita River before the confluence with Arges River, 5 – Soldanu on Arges after
the confluence with Dambovita River and 6 – Clatesti before the Arges River flow into the
Danube. Danube water was also sampled (7) in order to evaluate the quantity of contamination
carried into the river. The last two sampling points (8 – named 1Dambov and 9 – named
2Dambov) were set on the Dambovita River while it crossed the Bucharest city.

Figure 1: Sampling points on Arges River and tributaries.

Laser induced fluorescence measurements were performed with a Shamrock Spectrograph and
ICCD Andor to record the spectra and a YAG-Nd laser was used (266 nm) as excitation source
with 10 Hz frequency and 3-6 ns pulse duration. The spectrofluorometer FLS920 Edinburgh
Instruments was also used to record fluorescence spectra. The measuring parameters were:
excitation wavelength 265 nm, emission wavelength range 285 – 550 nm with steps of 1 nm,
integration time 0.2 s. The standard biological (biochemical oxygen demand) and physical (pH,
turbidity, conductivity) parameters were measured using conventional techniques.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The water sampled at the strategically set collection points clearly evidenced the human impact
on the water quality. The highest values for conductivity and turbidity were registered at Budesti
sample, on Dambovita River, and the lowest at samples collected from points located before the
Dambovita and Arges River confluence. The pH values ranged from 7 to 8.2 and no correlation
with the other physical parameters was observed.
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All four campaigns presented high quantities of organic matter at Budesti sample. In figure 2, the
fluorescence emission spectrum for Budesti is presented, with the protein-like and humic-like
fluorescence centres. Due to the fact that the protein-like component indicates the microbial
activity, this fluorophore was used to quantify the degree of contamination with sewage water.

Figure 2: Fluorescence emission spectrum for Budesti sample. The protein-like and humic-like fluorescence
centres are presented.

The maximum at 294 nm emission wavelength is the Raman peak, which represents the scattered
light on water molecules, with a constant shift of 3290cm-1 from excitation wavelength.
Therefore, this peak was taken as reference and all fluorescence values were normalized to the
Raman value.
The fluorescence intensities of the protein-like fraction are presented in figure 3a for the samples
collected along the Arges River flow and in figure 3b for samples collected along Dambovita
River. The samples collected at Colibasi, Sabar and Hotarele (Fig. 3a) showed very low
fluorescence intensities for the protein-like component, which represents a minor contribution
from the nearby farms. Meanwhile, Budesti sample exhibited high fluorescence intensities for
the protein-like fraction, due to the large input with sewage wastewater from Bucharest
households into Dambovita River. The intensity of the protein-like fluorescence started to
decrease at the next location, Soldanu, until Arges River flow into the Danube, showing the
effects of the autopurification process (dilution).
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The aim of this study was to evaluate the anthropogenic impact, mostly the urban influence, on
the Arges Lower Basin. Therefore, the water quality analysis was performed using fluorescence
spectroscopy and physical and chemical parameters (biochemical oxygen demand, pH,
conductivity and turbidity) with standard procedures.
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organic matter helped in numerous studies (Baker, 2002; Baker and Inverarity, 2004; Wu et al.,
2007) to identify the contaminant and easily quantify the degree of pollution. Dissolved organic
matter comprises two principal fluorescence components: the microbial derived component and
the terrestrial derived one. Protein-like fraction, microbial derived, indicates the bacterial and
algal activity, while the humic-like component shows the quantity of degraded plant material
present in the river (McKnight et al., 2001; Samios et al., 2007). These components are brought
into the river system through soil leaching, surface run-off and point source pollution (Novotny,
2003; Goel, 2006).
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Figure 3: Fluorescence intensity maxima for the protein-like component measured at samples collected from
Arges (a) and Dambovita (b) Rivers.

The two samples, named 1Dambov and 2Dambov (fig. 3b), collected from Dambovita River in
Bucharest before sewage discharge, showed low protein-like fluorescence intensities. The
significant increse of microbian pollution was detected in Budesti location, proving that the
major source of pollution for Dambovita and Arges Rivers is the Bucharest municipal
wastewater.
An hourly variation was observed in the organic matter fluorescence intensity depending on the
quantity of sewage water released into the river. The variation can be seen in figure 4. The
protein-like component measured at Budesti sample presented the highest values in the morning
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(7 AM) and in the afternoon (6 PM) and the lowest values before noon (11 AM). This trend was
determined by the increase in human activity at 7 AM and 6 PM in the Bucharest metropolitan
area. The humic-like component followed the same behaviour and this could probably be
explained by the fact that the municipal waste, once released into the river, increased the debit
carriyng along higher quantities of soil and degraded plant matter. Therefore, the quantity of
humic substances, in this case, was proportional to the quantity of water discharged into the
river.
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In order to obtain further water quality information biochemical oxygen demand was also
measured. The results are presented in figure 6 in comparison with the fluorescence intensity of
the protein-like component. A correlation factor of 0.92 was obtained, higher values being
recorded for Budesti sample, which decreased gradually for Soldanu and Clatesti samples. Sabar,
Colibasi and Hotarele samples showed low biochemical oxygen demand values, similar with the
fluorescence results.
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The organic matter varied also at seasonal scale, with different responses for the protein-like and
humic-like fractions, as can be seen in figure 5 for Budesti sample. The protein-like component
presented the highest values in spring and the lowest in autumn. In winter and summer,
approximately the same values were detected. However, more research is needed to establish if
this is a general yearly trend and, if so, the cause of this trend has to be determined. A different
behaviour was observed at the humic-like fluorescence; similar values were recorded in autumn
and spring, higher than those registered in winter and summer. The increased precipitation
quantities in spring and autumn probably generated higher quantities of humic substances.
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Figure 4: Fluorescence intensity maxima for the protein-like component measured for Budesti sample at
hourly frequency.
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Figure 6: Biochemical oxygen demand results in comparison with protein-like fluorescence intensity.

CONCLUSIONS
Organic matter fluorescence intensity and biochemical oxygen demand were analysed in order to
evidence the anthropogenic impact on the river water quality, specifically the Lower Arges
Basin. The results revealed the significant contamination with wastewater discharged from
Bucharest, especially at Budesti. After the Dambovita River confluence with Arges, the river
started to be less contaminated due to the autopurification process. An hourly organic matter
trend was detected due to the increased human activity in morning and afternoon hours. These
results underline the need to develop wastewater treatment facilities at the discharge points.
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Abstract
Many arid countries suffer severe water scarcity. Often lacking knowledge about
hydrologic features like discharge prohibits the utilisation of valuable water resources. In
this paper the basic approach is described to derive information about runoff water in arid
landscapes by using optical satellite images. Wadi systems are highly sensitive regarding
fluviomorphologic changes which are induced by rare flood events. Changes of river
pattern, river width, sinuosity and so on correspond to duration and intensity of discharge
events. These changes can be observed from space by comparing satellite data from
different moments. Changes of river patterns are extracted from the satellite data and
analyzed by visual comparison and fractal analysis. Finally the findings are correlated
with discharge data from the two test sites in Jordan and Oman to calibrate the model to
be transferable to other arid environments. First comparisons of satellite data before and
after a flood event in Oman 2003 show exemplarily promising potential of this research
project.

Keywords
Discharge Estimation, Remote Sensing, Fluviomorphology, Arid Areas

INTRODUCTION
Due to climate and geographic circumstances, the distribution of water is extremely unbalanced
(Baumgartner & Reichel, 1975). Especially in large parts of northern Africa, the Middle East and
western Asia not enough potable water is available (Simonis, 2001). At the same time, water
demand increases because of the sharp population growth, the expansion of agricultural areas and
in some countries also because of the fast development of the economy (United Nations, 2001).
Already today, depletion of water resources leads to a drawdown of the water table, salinisation
and proceeding desertification of great districts (Sharma, 1998). To ease water scarcity many
innovative techniques like artificial groundwater recharge are being developed or already state of
the art (Bouwer, 2002). But missing hydrological information (for instance discharge data) often
prevents design and efficient operation of such measures. Especially in poor countries
hydrological measuring devices like gage stations are often missing (Fakete & Vörösmarty,
2007), in a bad status or professionals of the water sector are absent (Belz, 2000). This leads to
the paradox situation that in many arid areas water resources are indeed available but they cannot
be utilised. Therefore innovative methods for discharge investigation with a sufficient spatial
resolution are needed.
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Up to date innovative methods intend to derive information about discharge from remotely
sensed data. Alsdorf et al. (2000) observed interferrometric radar measurements to monitor water
levels in reaches of the Amazon basin. Combined with information about river bed geometry and
flow velocity the discharge can be estimated. Radar altimeter data were used to monitor sea level
heights by Birkett (2000). Meinel et al. (2003) derived information about maximum flow depth
and flow width from optical sensors of high resolution to calculate discharge of the river Elbe
whilst the flood. Also Bjerklie et al. (2005) estimated discharges in rivers by using remotely
sensed hydraulic information like river width from air photos and airborne SAR imagery.
Promising efforts to derive information about river channel geometry delivered Legleiter &
Roberts (2005) by using hyperspectral images.
Attempts to derive discharge information from structural components of the river and
fluviomorphologic changes due to changing flow regimes are in the focus of recent research. For
example Bryant & Gilvaer (1999) observed the change of river morphology after flood events.
With the help of hyper spectral data, which were taken airborne, relocations of gravel bars and
river bed material could be recognized. Lane et al. (2003) determined changes of river
morphology by comparing digital elevation Models (DEM) which were computed from aerial
photos. These DEM with a theoretical height resolution of less decimetre enabled a
quantification of river bed material after a flood event. Smith et al. (1995) used Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR) data to estimate discharge in braided river systems. Their study correlated
water surface area (effective width) with discharges obtained from ground measurements. Smith
et al. (1996) enhanced this methodology by determine river sinuosity derived from SAR images.
Additionally fluvio-morphologic features like meander-wavelength, bankful width and
width/depth ratio which are related to energy dissipation processes may comprise useful data for
discharge estimation from space (Bjerklie et al. 2005).
Our own research proposes that optical satellite imagery may be used to derive discharge
information in ungaged arid areas. Whilst the above described methods are based on running
water we want to develop an approach to estimate discharges by comparing morphologic
changes which were caused by flood events. In arid areas seldom precipitation events lead to
flash floods which may significantly alter the geomorphology of a wadi river system. These
morphologic changes can be observed and judged from space. There is a correlation between
intensity of a flood and the resulting changes in riverbed structure. The approach of the research
work is to compare satellite data from date A with data from date B. If a change in river
morphology can be observed it was due to a flood event. Now multitemporal analysis (change
detection) enables to observe the intensity of morphological changes. These structural changes
are correlated to ground discharge measurements which were taken whilst the flood. Exemplarily
test sites are located in Jordan and Oman.
To present our intended methodology we now (1) describe hydrology of the test sites and
intention of preliminary fieldwork, (2) present suitable satellite sensors, (3) show workflow of
satellite data analysis and discharge estimation, (4) introduce the new parameter MAI
(Morphologic Activity Index) which contains information about general river patterns, river
energy and the behaviour of the river system, and (5) discuss requirements for application of the
intended methodology in ungaged arid river systems.
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Within the scope of the project two test sites exist in repeatedly inundated arid environments.
One is situated in the Azraq Basin in Jordan and one is located in the Sultanate of Oman in the
Al-Batinah Plain. Both test sites exhibit gauge stations for discharge measurement which are run
by national authorities. Additionally rainfall stations are located inside or near the test sites to
provide further hydrologic data for the research project. In this paper only Wadi Hawasinah in
the Sultanate of Oman will be introduced more profound.
Wadi Hawasinah lies in the northern part of the Sultanate of Oman (Figure 1). The wadi drains
from the Jebal Akhdar region to the Gulf of Oman and comprises approx. 110 km². Average
precipitation reaches between 300 and 50 mm per year in the Sultanate of Oman (Al-Ismaily &
Probert, 1998) whereas single rainfall events in the mountain areas can reach several 10 mm
within a few hours. The Geology is mainly dominated by rocks of the Oman Ophiolite (dunite,
basalt, radiolarite), conglomerates, limestone and recent wadi deposits. In the Al-Batinah Plain
fan shaped, strongly branched wadi channels can be found which are composed of gravel, sand
and fine materials.

Figure 1: Landsat 7 ETM+ satellite image of the test site Wadi Hawasinah in the Sultanate of Oman. The
Wadi Hawasinah groundwater recharge dam is visible due to fine sediments in the reservoir. The Water
drains to the Gulf of Oman in the upper right corner of the image. Image source: www.landcover.org

Fieldwork
Within the frame of the research project comprehensive fieldwork was executed in Jordan and
the Sultanate of Oman. The goal of these preparation stays was to observe and categorise specific
fluviomorphologic structures in the field. Furthermore information about surface properties such
as constitution and texture of soil were recorded which is important for the later interpretation of
satellite images. Moreover the fieldworks dealt with the question which of the structures
observed in the wadis can be recognised in satellite data. Recognisability mostly depends on the
spatial resolution of the satellite image but can also be affected by surface roughness and
formation of shades.
Spaceborne optical satellite images
Within the scope of the research project optical satellite data from 1972 until 2007 is used.
Optical data means that information is recorded within the visible part of the electro magnetic
spectrum (approx. 0,4 – 0,7 μm) and the infrared spectrum (approx. 0,7 μm – 0,5 mm). The
spatial resolution of the existing images varies between 79 * 57 m per pixel (Landsat 1) and 0,6 *
0,6 m per pixel (Quickbird). Panchromatic data comprises one band in the electro magnetic
spectrum which is displayed in levels of grey colour. In contrast multispectral data contains more
than one band in the visible and infrared reach. Spectral resolution of existing satellite scenes
varies between 3 bands (JERS) and 14 bands (ASTER). Following Table 1 shows the most
commonly used satellite data.
Table 1: Satellite data used in the research project.

Satellite

Sensor

Resolution [m/pixel]

Bands Launch

Landsat 1
Landsat 5

MSS
TM

multispectral
57 x 79
30 x 30

panchromatic
-

4
7

1972
1984

Landsat 7

ETM+

30 x 30

15 x 15
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JERS
Terra
SPOT 3
IKONOS
Quickbird

OPS
ASTER
HRV
-

18 x 18
15 x 15
20 x 20
3,28 x 3,28
2,44 x 2,44

10 x 10
0,82 x 0,82
0,61 x 0,61

3
14
4
4
4
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1992
1999
1993
1999
2001

Satellite data analysis and discharge analysis
Satellite data analysis consists of three main parts: A) Image processing B) Image analysis and
C) Discharge estimation. The work flow is illustrated in Figure 2 below.
Image processing. Mainly unregistered raw data is used which has to be processed with special
image processing software. This work was carried out at the German Remote Sensing Data
Center (DFD) in Oberpfaffenhofen, Bavaria, which is part of the German Aerospace Center.
First the satellite data had to be georeferenced. To “georeference” means that coordinates in the
image are projected onto map coordinates of an existing reference system. This rectification was
done with the computer software ERDAS Imagine from Laica Geosystems. The chosen map
system is UTM / WGS 84. With the ERDAS tool “auto sync” and a reference image the
automatic detection of GCPs (Ground Control Points) for the unregistered satellite scene was
performed. After eliminating GCPs with a high RMS (Root Mean Square Error) the coregistration to the reference image was done. The average accuracy of co-registration (RMS
error) reaches between 0,6 pixel for Landsat data and 0,3 pixel for JERS data. As reference
images Landsat 7 ETM+ data was used which was already orthorectified by USGS (Jordan: Path
173, Row 038, 2000-11-06; Oman: Path 159, Row 43, 2000-07-31). This data is available free of
charge in the internet from Earth Science Data Interface of the Global Land Cover Facility
(http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/index.shtml). After rectification the satellite images were cut into
uniform subsets of both test sites to reduce the computational efforts. Also colour adjustment
was executed to raise the contrast of the images to emphasize the fluviomorphologic features of
the wadis systems.
HU
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Figure 2: Schematic flow chart of the main steps within the research project.

Image analysis. In the first step image analysis is done visually. Two satellite scenes from
different moments are laid on top of each other in the software ERDAS Imaging. Via “flicker”
mode morphologic changes can be observed easily. Areas which exhibit strong morphologic
changes are extracted from the images to be compared visual. With the extracted river details a
catalogue of different fluvial patterns will be compiled. The goal is to identify fluviomorphologic
structures or pattern assemblies which are specific and unique for one discharge amount. For
this the above mentioned experiences from field work are substantially. The most relevant river
features which deliver insights in stream behaviour are listed below and illustrated in Figure 3.
9B

River dimensions: Observed river width is displayed by sedimentation of fine sediments during
the maximum stage of the flood event. Also the total area of wadi streams and length gives
evidence about the flow behaviour of the river system.
River sinuosity: Sinuosity is defined as the length of the river divided by the length of the
floodplain. River sinuosity is already used by Smith et al. (1996) to estimate discharges in
flowing braided rivers in alpine regions and offers promising potential for this research
application in arid areas without water.
River patterns: Erosion and deposition processes can be observed by studying sand bars and
gravel bars. Deep channels occur in river reaches of high fluid energy, whereas deposition of fine
material displays low stream energy.
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Figure 3: Illustration of different fluviomorphologic features which are essential for the research project.

Multispectral data contain information about spectral signatures of surface materials. Spectral
signatures are specific for a material and therefore can be used to classify and categorize areas of
equal materials. Spectral classification was done with the software ERDAS Imagine®. The
satellite scenes were computed in 100 or 200 different classes which means that maximum 200
different surface types can be discriminated. On the basis of spectral classification wadi
sediments were determined (Figure 4b) and extracted from the satellite images (Figure 4c).
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information about general river patterns, river energy and the behaviour of the river system. MAI
will be necessary for calibrating the river discharge data.
Calibration works: Primarily MAI and discharge data from the test sites are needed to execute
the calibration. The approach is to correlate specific river patterns and the kind of morphologic
change respectively (both incorporated in MAI) to certain discharges. In this scope the hydraulic
approach of Marti (2006) to determine discharge data from 2 D information seems suitable for
the project.

Figure 5: Schematic flowchart of the first conception of discharge estimation.
Figure 4: Exemplary classification of surface materials regarding their spectral signature in Wadi
Hawasinah, Oman. A) Original satellite image. B) Classified Sattelite image. Green colour represents young
gravel deposits, pink represents old gravel deposits. Fluvial sediments are displayed with black colour. C)
extracted fluvial patterns.

Discharge estimation – first conception. The development of a methodology to derive discharge
information from satellite data in arid areas is the core module of the research project. Since
there are no comparable approaches so far, at this stage of the project the final and definite
methodology can not be presented yet. Instead the planned technique will be introduced briefly
and the most important working steps will be pointed out. The schematic flowchart of discharge
analysis is shown in Figure 5 below.
Energy estimation: Geomorphologic changes depend on river energy. For energy estimation
basic information about river patterns, slope conditions and approximated water levels can be
derived from satellite data. With the observation of erosion and deposition processes a valuation
of bed load transport (= river energy) is possible. In this context works of Hunzinger (1998)
about the relation between river extension, river slope and water depths deliver valuable
approaches for the project.
Fractal analysis: Fractal analysis exhibits great potential to describe structural patterns. Fractal
geometry is based on the self similarity of patterns and allows to (1) characterize structures
quantitatively, (2) gather information about anisotropy of pattern and (3) to derive information
about pattern forming processes (Kruhl et al., 2004). The preferred technique for fractal analysis
within the research project is the “box counting method”.
Creation of “MAI”: With the “Morphologic Activity Index” it is planned to combine the above
acquired information to one specific parameter for the examined test site. MAI contains
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the initial phase of this research work approx. 30 different satellite images were orthorectified
and roughly compared regarding morphologic changes. One promising example from the test site
Wadi Hawasinah in Oman is presented exemplarily below. In April 2004 one severe discharge
event was recorded by the Ministry of Regional Development, Environment and Water
Resources (Muscat, Oman). Within 5 days a thunderstorm caused enormous discharge in Wadi
Hawasinah with the maximum of 3.222.720 m³ per day at April 15th. Flood events in arid areas
occur very fast. This is caused by locally restricted strong precipitation and bare soils which can
hardly store the rain water. Typically discharge increases very fast in the beginning and slows
down with the end of precipitation. Unfortunately gage recordings of April 16th are missing but
the assumed trend of the hydrograph is completed in Figure 6a below.
The flood event of 15th April 2004 caused severe changes in the geomorphology of Wadi
Hawasinah. This can be observed in two Landsat scenes which were taken shortly before and
after the flood (Figure 6b, c). Mainly river characteristics like width and total length of river
branches changed due to the flood. These features are displayed by fine sediments which were
disposed during the maximum flow. Also new wadi branches occurred and changed the overall
character of the wadi. Especially in the middle part of the wadi old river reaches were reactivated
which drastically raises the sinuosity of the whole wadi system. (Note: In this context
measurements of sinuosity are not finished yet and therefore can not be presented in this paper).
Furthermore within the whole wadi area sand- and gravel bars were modified or newly created.
Also areas of sediment deposition can be distinguished and areas prone to erosion can be
delineated in satellite images of different spatial and spectral resolution.
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Via spectral analysis the river patterns after the flood event were classified and extracted from a
multispectral Landsat 7 ETM+ image (Figure 6d). The extracted river patterns are the basis for
the first fractal analysis which is currently performed.
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First findings on a flood event in Oman show the potential of the method. Fluviomorphologic
changes can be identified clearly by comparing the data. Also river structures can be extracted
from the images via spectral classification and can be analysed with fractal analysis regarding
the change of river structures.
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At the current state of research work the presented methodology was not fully applied to the
described test sites. We are aware that the proposed workflow is still of theoretical quality and
may be changed or modified whilst the research period. But literature research strongly proves
that our approach may be suitable to gain information about discharges in ungaged arid river
basins where ground measures of discharge are absent. Here the proposed methodology can
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methodology to derive discharge information in arid areas from remotely sensed data which were
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Abstract
The Mediterranean basin is considered among the ecosystems to be especially affected by
climate change due to the net decline in precipitations during the last century. This study
aims to identify trend in river discharges using a set of graphical and statistical
procedures. Annual and monthly continuous streamflow time series from six
Mediterranean flow gages in Morocco were checked for possible trend. The rescaled
cumulative departure plots of monthly mean flows exhibit a net decreasing trend from
1980 until 1987 at all sites. The LOWESS-smoothed monthly mean flows have a
generally decreasing trend which is more obvious from early 1970s. Standard statistical
testing were applied to confirm the trends. Among these tests the non parametric MannKendall test, which is widely used to detect trends in hydrologic data, was applied to
detect trends in annual runoff. The results of this test showed that all the stations present
negative trends indicating the decrease in runoff at 95 and 99 percent significant level.

Keywords
Trend analysis; streamflow; Mann-Kendall; LOWESS; Morocco

INTRODUCTION
Within the climate change debate, the subject of trend detection in hydrologic data has received
greater attention during the last decades. Particularly, identification of trends in long term runoff
is one of the important themes in hydrologic science (NRC, 1991). The reason is that the longterm runoff analysis is an important tool for detecting any modification in hydrological systems
(Chang, 2007). Trends in historic streamflow series might be caused by anthropogenic influences
in the catchment, e.g. river regulation, dam construction or irrigation. Another reason for trends
is climatic change. According to the most recent IPCC report (IPCC, 2007), annual average river
runoff is projected to increase by 10-40 % at high latitudes and in some wet tropical areas, and
decrease by 10-30% over some dry regions at mid-latitudes and in the dry tropics by midcentury. There is also high confidence that many semi-arid areas (e.g. the Mediterranean Basin,
western United States, southern Africa and north-eastern Brazil) will suffer a decrease in water
resources due to climate change (IPCC, 2007). Mediterranean-type ecosystems is likely to be
especially affected by climate change because of reduction in rainfall (IPCC, 2007). Future
climatic changes may have substantial impact on river discharge patterns, as well as on extreme
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events, their magnitude and probability of occurrence (Krasovskaia and Gottschalk, 1993). River
discharge time series have been extensively studied worldwide. For example, Svensson et al.
(2005) studied trends in 21 stations worldwide with flow records of up 100 years, while
Kundzewicz et al. (2005) studied trends in 195 worldwide daily flow time series.
MATERIAL & METHODS
Study area
Trend analysis was done to a group of six flow gaging stations in Morocco (Figure 1). Annual
and monthly mean flows time series were provided from the database of the Global Runoff Data
Centre (GRDC) in Koblenz, Germany. The period of analysis is from 1960 to 1987.
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rescaled cumulative departures, whether the slopes are positive or negative, indicate periods of
near normal flows.
LOWESS technique
LOWESS is a locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (Cleveland, 1979). LOWESS is a data
analysis technique for producing a “smooth” set of values from a time series which has been
contaminated with noise. LOWESS is useful in identifying trends in highly variable time-series
data. This technique was used to smooth the monthly flows and to further identify possible
trends. The degree of smoothing can be controlled by varying the value of the smoothness factor,
f, which reflects the size of the window used to compute a value on the LOWESS curve (Helsel
and Hirsch, 1992). The smoothness factor can range from 0.01 to 0.99. Higher value of this
factor means a larger window size resulting in smoother fitted curves but at the expense of loss
of detail.

Figure 1: Location of streamflow stations

Mann-Kendall test

The selected stations (Table 1) belong to large important rivers in Morocco. These river basins
are characterized by a semi-arid climate. The hydrological regime in these regions is then quite
specific due to the high variability of rainfall regime. The differences between low and high
water discharges can be extreme. This presents a major difficulty for the monitoring of rivers as
well as for the analysis of the rainfall-runoff processes (Drobinski and Ducrocq, 2008). Then
hydrologic records remain sparse in semi-arid areas which handicap long-term trend studies in
hydrologic data.

The Mann-Kendall trend test (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1975) is one of the widely used non
parametric tests to detect significant trends in time series. The Mann-Kendall trend test, being a
function of the ranks of the observations rather than their actual values, is not affected by the
actual distribution of the data and is less sensitive to outliers. On the other hand, parametric trend
tests, although more powerful, require the data to be normally distributed and are more sensitive
to outliers (Hamed, 2007). The Mann-Kendall test, as well as other non parametric trend tests, is
therefore more suitable for detecting trends in hidrological time series, which are usually skewed
and may be contaminated with outliers (Hamed, 2007). The Mann-Kendall trend test is based on
the correlation between the ranks of a time series and their time order. For a time series X= (X1,
X2, X3, ….., Xn), the test statisticis given by:

Table 1: Streamflow stations used in analysis

grdc_no

1308110
1308600
1309700
1309750
1309810
1309850

River

S ta tio n

ANSGEMIR
ANSEGMIR
MOULOUYA DAR EL CAID
AZIB
SOLTANE
SEBOU
OUERGHA
OURTZAGH
PONT DU
MDEZ
MDEZ
BAB
OUERGHA
OUENDER

Area

Altitude

Km2
960
24422

m
450
325

17250
4404

70
140

3435

725

1758

540

S=

∑a
i< j

( 1)

ij

where
aij = sign x j − xi = sign R j − Ri =

(

)

(

)

1
0

(2)

-1
and Ri and Rj are the ranks of observations xi and xj of the times series, respectively.
Considering H0 the null hypothesis for the test where there is no trend in the data.
If the null hypothesis Ho is true, then S is approximately normally distributed and the mean
and variance of the S statistic are given by (Kendall, 1975)
E(S)=0
V0= n(n-1)(2n+5)/18

Rescaled Cumulative Departures
The rescaled cumulative departures of the monthly mean streamflow at each streamflow site
were computed as the cumulative sum of the differences between the monthly value and the
monthly mean for the period of record, divided by the monthly standard deviation for the period
of record (Garbrecht and Fernandez, 1994), the values are dimensionless. This procedure allows
fluctuations and trends in flow to be visualized and was used to identify extended wet and dry
periods and to compare general trends among the streamflow sites. Periods of negative slope
indicate periods of monthly streamflow which are less than the mean; periods of positive slope
indicate greater than normal streamflow conditions. The steepness of the slope indicates the
magnitude of the deviations from normal conditions. Periods of relatively small changes in the
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The z-statistic is therefore (critical test statistic values for various significance levels can be
obtained from normal probability tables):
z = | S | / V0^0.5
A positive value of S indicates that there is an increasing trend and vice versa.
Linear regression test
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This is a parametric test that assumes that the data are normally distributed. It tests whether there
is a linear trend by examining the relationship between time (x) and the variable of interest (y).
The regression gradient is estimated by:
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Wet

Dry

Wet

Wet

∑ (x − x )(y − y )
∑ ( xi − x)
n

b=

i =1

i

i

2

n

i =1

And the intercept is estimated as:
a = y − bx
The test statistic is:
b
S=
σ
12∑i =1
n

Where σ =

Dry

(y − a − b x )

Line of zero cumulative
departure

i

i

2

n(n − 2)(n − 1)

The test statistic S follows a Student-t distribution with n-2 degrees of freedom under the null
hypothesis (critical test statistic values for various significance levels can be obtained from
Student’s t statistic tables). The linear regression test assumes that the data are normally
distributed and that the errors (deviations from the trend) are independent and follows the same
normal distribution with zero mean.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rescaled Cumulative Departures
The rescaled cumulative departures (RDCs) of monthly flows for the selected rivers exhibit the
same general patterns for the period of record (Figure 2). For the period 1960-1962 flows were
average for all the rivers expect for the Bab Ouender station where flows were greater than
average in 1960 and less than average in 1961. From 1962 to 1966 flows were greater than
average. During this period, the RCDs present steep slopes reflecting high magnitudes floods.
From 1966 until April 1967 flows were less than normal in all the stations. From Mai 1967 to
mid 1972 flows were greater than average as indicated by the positive slope in the RDCs (Figure
2). From autumn 1972 until late 1975 flows were average or less than average. Then a new wet
period is observed until mid 1976. From Summer 1976 until 1980, different pattern can be
observed. Finally the period 1980-1987 was one of less-than-normal runoff. This drought
appears to have been the longest on record (1960-1987) at all sites.

Figure 2: Recaled Cumulative Departures of montlhly mean streamflow, 1960-1987

LOWESS-Smoothed records
The 1960-1987 records of monthly mean flows for the selected stations were smoothed using the
LOWESS technique with a smoothness factor of 0.5 to identify trends in monthly streamflows
(Figure 3). LOWESS-smoothed monthly mean flows have the same general pattern for the
period of record. Flows exhibited a generally decreasing trend which is more obvious from early
1970s. However, a net increasing trend can be observed in the second half of the 1960s
particularly in: Pont du Mdez, Bab Ouender and Azib Soltane stations.
Figure 3: LOWESS-Smoothed plots of monthly mean flow, 1960-1987

Trends in annual runoff
The Mann-Kendall trend test and linear regression analysis were used to determine if a
statistically significant monotonic trend was present in annual mean flows (Tables 2 and 3).
Long-term annual runoff trend using both statistics showed that all stations have a statistically
significant decreasing trend at 5% and 1% confidence level expect for the Ourtzagh station
where the linear regression analysis suggests that there is a decreasing trend at 10% siginificance
level.
Table 2: Mann-Kendall trend test results

Station
Anzegmir
Dar El Caid
Azib Soltane
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Test statistic
-3.095
-2.498
-3.433

Critical values (Statistical table)
a=0.1
a=0.05
a=0.01
1.645
1.96
2.576
1.645
1.96
2.576
1.645
1.96
2.576
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Result
S (0.01)
S (0.05)
S (0.01)
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Ourtzagh
Pont du Mdez
Bab Ouender

-1.962
-2.34
-2.087

1.645
1.645
1.645

1.96
1.96
1.96

2.576
2.576
2.576

S (0.05)
S (0.05)
S (0.05)
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Group II to the Fourth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, pp. 11.
Kendall M. G. (1975). Rank Correlation Methods. Griffin, London.

Table 3: Linear regression analysis results

Station

Test statistic

Anzegmir
Dar El Caid
Azib Soltane
Ourtzagh
Pont du Mdez
Bab Ouender

-3.155
-2.896
-3.668
-1.916
-2.654
-2.134

Critical values (Statistical table)
a=0.1
a=0.05
a=0.01
1.703
2.052
2.771
1.699
2.045
2.756
1.703
2.052
2.771
1.69
2.031
2.727
1.696
2.04
2.745
1.689
2.029
2.722

Result
S (0.01)
S (0.01)
S (0.01)
S (0.1)
S (0.05)
S (0.05)

Krasovskaia I. and Gottschalk L. (1993). Frequency of extremes and its relation to climate
fluctuations. In: Nordic Hydrol. 24, pp: 1-12.
Kundzewicz Z. W., Graczyk D., Maurer T., Pinskwar I., Radziejewski M., Svenson C. and
Szwed M. (2005). Trend detection in river flow series: 1. Annual maximum flow. In:
Hydrol. Sci. J. 50 (5), pp. 797-809.
Mann H. B. (1945). Non parametric tests against trend. Econometrica 13, pp: 245-259.
NRC (National Research Council) (1991). Opportunities in the Hydrologic Sciences.
Washington, D.C.: National Academy Press.
Svensson C., Kundzewicz Z. W. and Maurer T. (2005). Trend detection in river flow series: 2.
Flood and low –flow index series. In: Hydrol. Sci. J. 50 (5), pp. 811-824.

CONCLUSIONS
Identification of changes in streamflow records is challenging. As presented in this work a set of
different procedures can be used to search for changes in streamflow conditions. The rescaled
cumulative departures time series of monthly flows exhibit a long drought starting from 1980 to
1987 in all sites. LOWESS-smoothed monthly mean flows have the same general pattern during
the period of record(1960-1987). Flows exhibited a generally decreasing trend which is more
obvious from early 1970s. Statistical testing using the Mann-Kendall test and linear regression
analysis show a significant decreasing trend in annual runoff.
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Abstract
Groundwater from the Ulubey aquifer system is the main fresh water source to meet
domestic, industrial and agricultural demands of Usak province, in Turkey. In the study
area, growing population, accelerating industrial activities and on the contrary decreasing
rainfall and contamination of the surface water resources increased groundwater
consumption significantly, in recent years. The aim of this study is to develop a
groundwater management plan for Ulubey aquifer system that is capable of supplying the
increasing demand on groundwater sustainably. For this purpose, a conceptual model is
set up to comprehend the system and then a mathematical groundwater flow model is
constructed to support this conceptual model and to create and test alternative
management scenarios. Future effects of possible increase in stresses to supply the
increasing demand on groundwater are simulated by this model and it is concluded that
neither of the tested and proposed management scenarios create significant drawdown or
change in groundwater reserve of the Ulubey aquifer system.

Keywords
Groundwater, management; modelling; groundwater budget; water resources

INTRODUCTION
Fresh water has always been an indispensable natural resource for humans throughout the course
of history. The most primitive societies evolved and founded modern civilizations along the
banks of major rivers, such as Tigris, Euphrates, Nile, Indus and Yellow River. As populations
increased and borders expanded, people had to search for the ways to survive far from the rivers,
they constructed ducts and reservoirs; and finally when these were also insufficient, they
discovered a new fresh water resource “groundwater”. Since then groundwater has served as an
important source of fresh water required for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses. Demand
on groundwater has grown continuously as a consequence of population increase and
industrialization.
Groundwater from the Ulubey aquifer system is the main fresh water source to meet domestic,
industrial and agricultural demands of Usak province, located in inner parts of the Aegean
Region in Turkey (Figure 1). FAO describes the aquifer systems under the most pressure from
competing uses as those where municipal users are vying for adjacent groundwater being used
by agriculture. In many instances, these systems are in arid and semi-arid zones where surface
water alternatives are not available (FAO, 2003). This is exactly the case in Usak province,
where growing population, accelerating industrial and agricultural activities and on the contrary
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decreasing rainfall and contamination of the surface water resources increased groundwater
consumption significantly in recent years. These facts lead to the concern that groundwater, like
any other scarce resource, has to be managed. The aim of this study is to develop a groundwater
management plan for Ulubey aquifer system.
In order to develop a groundwater management plan, a conceptual groundwater budget has to be
set up and every single component of the recharge/discharge mechanisms constituting the
groundwater budget of the aquifer system should conceptually be comprehended. However, due
to lack of data, all of the components can not be precisely determined. Consequently, a
mathematical groundwater flow model is utilized to determine the missing components of
groundwater budget and also to test alternative management scenarios, examining the effects of
increased pumping rates for irrigational and domestic uses to supply the increasing demand in
the future. This case study provides an example demonstrating how mathematical flow models
can be utilized to develop and test groundwater management scenarios. Furthermore, outcomes
of this study, providing recommendations on management of Ulubey aquifer system, served as a
guide for decision-makers to set up a groundwater management plan.

Figure 1: Location and hydrogeological map of the study area

DESCIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
The study area is located in neighborhood of Usak province, in inner parts of the Aegean region.
It covers an area of 3972 km2 and encloses the whole Banaz Stream Basin (Figure 1). Banaz
Stream drains an area of 3475 km2, which corresponds 87% of the study area. Elevation of the
study area ranges between 2200 m on the north at Murat Mount and 300 m on the south near
Buyuk Menderes River. The average elevation of the study area is 966 m.
Continental type of climate is dominant in the area, where the weather is hot and dry in summer
while cold and rainy/snowy in winter. The annual precipitation is 460 mm for dry years and 516
mm for average rainfall years. Average monthly temperature ranges from 2.5˚C in January to
23.4˚C in July and average annual temperature is 12.4˚C. Average annual relative humidity is
65.4% and average annual total evaporation is 1228.6 mm.
SURFACE WATER RESOURCES
Before setting up a groundwater management plan, all water resources within the study area that
supply water for Usak province, including surface waters and groundwater, are determined. The
major surface water resources within the study area are Banaz Stream which joins Buyuk
Menderes River on the south of the study area, Yavu Stream which joins Banaz Stream on the
south of Ulubey district and their tributories: Kusura, Dokuzsele, Gurlek, Bulkaz, Degirmenonu
and Cimenli Creeks. At the flow measurement station on the Banaz Stream having a catchment
area of 3226.6 km2, average flow rate is measured as 5.39 m3/s between 1988 and 2000. In the
basin annually 43.17 hm3 of groundwater is drained by the springs. Five of the springs draining
groundwater are located along Banaz and Yavu Streams and nine of them are located on Sivasli
and Ulubey Plains. On the southwest of the study area, Adiguzel Dam having a capacity of 1076
hm3 of water is located.
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GROUNDWATER
Distribution of geological units throughout the study area is given in Figure 1. All of these
lithological units are further classified into 8 major hydrogeological groups according to their
groundwater bearing capabilities, as follows: Esme Formation, marbles, Yenikoy Formation,
volcanics, Ahmetler Formation, Ulubey Formation, Asartepe Formation and Quaternary
alluvium. Among these major hydrogeological groups, Ulubey Formation is the most extensive
unit and the most important aquifer in the basin, in which the highest well yields and spring
discharges are observed. Quaternary alluvium and Asartepe Formation that overlie Ulubey
Formation in the northern and eastern parts of the basin, having similar hydrogeological
properties with are also classified as good aquifer. Ahmetler Formation, which is classified as
poor aquifer, forms the impervious lower boundary of Ulubey Formation. Marbles are also
classified as good aquifer because of their karstic properties. The remaining units, which do not
have broad extension within the study area, are classified as poor aquifers due to their hydraulic
properties.
Distribution, depth and thickness of the groundwater bearing units
Ground surface elevation of the study area is obtained by digitizing 1/25000 scaled topographic
maps. Bottom elevation map for Ulubey Formation is created by a detailed study including
geology, geophysics, well logs and field work. As a result, bottom elevation of the Ulubey
Formation is predicted to be below 350 m at southwest and above 1000 m at northeast.
Thickness of units overlying the Ulubey Formation is again predicted from the well logs and
fieldwork and it is subtracted from the topographical elevation to get top elevation of the Ulubey
Formation. Groundwater level map is another important issue in determination of the aquifer
geometry. In order to determine the areal distribution and to create a groundwater level map,
groundwater levels measured in April 2007 are digitized. Groundwater level of Ulubey aquifer is
around 900 m in the north and 1000 m in the east then decreases gradually towards southwest
where it is equal to 410 m at Adiguzel Dam (Figure1). To aid in analysis, the saturated thickness
and depth to water maps for Ulubey aquifer were also generated. A maximum saturated
thickness of 250–300 m is noted along Yavu Stream between Usak and Ulubey districts and it is
around 100-150 m in the inner parts of the basin. Depth to groundwater ranges between around
50 m and 150 m. Temporal variation of groundwater levels have been observed by DSI (State
Hydraulic Works) since 1965 by monitoring wells. As a result of a detailed study on
groundwater level hydrographs and meteorological data, it is observed that except very minor
influences of the dry periods, groundwater levels of Ulubey aquifer is not influenced by
pumping. This implies that an equilibrium condition is achieved with the present pumping rates.
Groundwater Consumption
As previously mentioned, groundwater is the main source of fresh water in the study area. More
than 250 wells have been drilled by governmental agencies since 1960 for different purposes
including, exploration, irrigation, domestic and industrial uses. Registered wells drilled by
individuals since 1960 exceed 600. More than 97% of these wells were drilled after 1990
indicating a significant increase in demand on groundwater.
Within the study area there exist 11 cooperatives planned for irrigation by DSI. However, at
present only one of them is functioning and wells of five cooperatives are drilled and remaining
five cooperatives are still in feasibility stage. An area of 1020 ha is planned to be irrigated with
the groundwater that will be extracted from these 11 cooperatives in the following years.
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Determination of the amount of groundwater extracted from the major aquifer(s) within the study
area is a crucial step of developing a groundwater management plan. In order to determine the
amount of groundwater extracted, information attained from municipalities within the study area
during field studies, population data from census of year 2000 and well yields are utilized. For
calculating the amount of groundwater extracted from Ulubey aquifer, groundwater consumption
is classified into two groups. First group includes amount of groundwater extracted for drinking,
domestic and industrial uses, whereas second group includes amount of groundwater extracted
for irrigational uses. As a result of the calculations, it is determined that from Ulubey aquifer
5.59 hm3 of groundwater is extracted annually for drinking, domestic and industrial purposes and
0.53 hm3 of groundwater is extracted annually for irrigational purpose. Total amount of
groundwater extracted annually from Ulubey aquifer is 6.12 hm3 (Table 1).
Table 1: Number of wells and amount of groundwater pumped from Ulubey aquifer
Number of Wells

Consumption (m3/day)

Consumption (hm3/year)

93

15317.61

5.59

Irrigational purposes

311

1439.34

0.53

Total

404

16756.95

6.12

Drinking, domestic, industrial purposes

Groundwater Flow Model
In order to properly determine groundwater potential of the Ulubey aquifer, to determine the
missing components of groundwater budget and also to test alternative management scenarios, a
mathematical groundwater flow model characterizing the system is created by MODFLOW
(Herbaugh et al. 2000) which is integrated in model-independent GIS software ARGUS ONE
(Argus Holdings, Ltd.).
Hydrogeological units having good aquifer properties, i.e. Ulubey Formation, Asartepe
Formation and alluvium, are simulated in the mathematical model. Although having good
aquifer properties, marbles are not simulated due to lack of detailed information that would be
required in the mathematical model. Instead, lateral flow to and from marbles is introduced into
the mathematical model domain. Consequently, a model of two layers, upper one simulating
Asartepe Formation and alluvium with similar hydraulic properties, and lower one simulating
Ulubey Formation, is designed.
Model domain covering an area of 1700 km2, is discretized into blocks in which hydrogeological
parameters are assumed to be uniform. A uniform grid size of 500 m by 500 m is applied at first,
and then at critical locations where higher accuracy is required, grid size is refined to 100 m by
100 m. Model grid is oriented in the direction of anisotropy axis, which also coincides with the
alignment of major streams. Boundary conditions are assigned to the model considering
geological and hydrogeological characteristics of the basin.
Input parameters of the model are changed by trial and error in the calibration process under
steady state conditions until a good correlation of groundwater levels observed in the field and
calculated by the model is achieved. Match of data measured in the field and calculated by the
model, such as spring discharges and baseflow rates, is also considered. At the end of calibration
process a good match is achieved for each factor considered. Also, groundwater budget
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calculated by the model, which is presented in Table 2, is consistent with the conceptual budget
of the system (Yazicigil et al. 2008). Root Mean Square Error percentage of the calibrated model
representing the correlation between observed and calculated groundwater levels, is calculated as
5.06. Finally, it is concluded that calibrated model represents the field conditions well enough to
be used as a tool to develop and test alternative groundwater management scenarios.
Table 2: Groundwater budget of Ulubey aquifer
Recharge (hm3/year)

Discharge (hm3/year)

Precipitation

64.12 Wells

Subsurface Inflow

62.10 Subsurface Outflow

Surface Inflow

10.09 Springs

5.44

0.42 Streams

103.71

Streams
Asartepe Formation and alluvium

53.49 Adıgüzel Dam
Asartepe Formation and alluvium

Total Recharge

190.22 Total Discharge

6.12
53.94

10.87
10.14
190.23

GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS
Groundwater flow model, which is proved to be capable of representing the field conditions, is
then used to test the effects of several future pumping schedules on Ulubey aquifer system, under
transient conditions. For this purpose, three management scenarios are set up and their effects are
tested over a planning period of 20 years, from May 2007 to April 2027. Each of these three
management scenarios, together with their results and conclusions based on these results were
summarized below:
Scenario A was based on the assumption that current pumping rates will continue throughout the
planning period of the next 20 years. According to the results of this simulation, maximum
residual drawdown was about 1.5 m in August 2026 and about 1 m in April 2027. As a result,
continuation of current pumping schedule will not create a significant change in groundwater
levels and groundwater reserve compared to the present situation under average recharge
conditions.
Scenario B simulated the effects of additional pumping from the wells of irrigational
cooperatives in addition to the pumping schedule of Scenario A. As a result, annual amount of
groundwater extracted from these cooperative wells was predicted as 4.62 hm3 to irrigate an area
of 780 hectares. Additional pumping from the wells of irrigational cooperatives in addition to the
current pumping schedule caused additional drawdowns in different amounts. At the locality
where cooperative wells are concentrated, maximum drawdown was about 17 m in August 2026
and about 4 m in April 2027. According to the annual water budget of Ulubey aquifer for 20
years planning period, change in groundwater reserve indicated an average decrease of 1.62
hm3/year, for Scenario B. Groundwater discharge into the Banaz Stream decreased about 1.5
hm3/year compared to the results of Scenario A due to the pumping from cooperative wells.
However these are insignificant declines compared to the present situation. As a result, under
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average recharge conditions, additional pumping from cooperative wells will not create a
significant change in groundwater levels, groundwater discharge into Banaz Stream and reserve
of Ulubey aquifer.
Scenario C simulated the effects of additional pumping in order to supply increasing demand on
water depending on a potential population increase of Usak town, in addition to the pumping
schedule of Scenario B. According to population projections and future water demand analysis,
the gap between the present water supply and the future water demand was predicted to grow
continuously, and reach to 373 L/s by 2027 at the end of the planning period of 20 years. Finally,
it was recommended that additional water demand is to be supplied from the wells that would be
drilled in Ulubey aquifer during 20 years, such that five wells to be drilled in each five years.
Locations of the wells proposed were determined considering several factors, such as distance to
the present distribution network, depth to groundwater table, saturated thickness, hydraulic
conductivity and distance to the present wells and potential cooperative wells. Proposed wells
are located 300 m apart from each other and it was assumed that five wells would be drilled in
each five years. Due to the pumping from the wells proposed to supply the increasing demand
during the planning period (in addition to pumping schedule of Scenario B), a maximum
drawdown of 19 m was predicted in August 2026 and April 2027. However, these additional
drawdowns comprised only about the 7% of the saturated thickness in these localities, so they
were assumed to be insignificant. Change in groundwater reserve decreased from 1.35 hm3/year
to 6.22 hm3/year at the end of the planning period and average decrease of 4.94 hm3/year in
groundwater reserve was predicted. Due to the pumping from the wells proposed for cooperative
irrigation and for future water supply of Usak town, groundwater discharge to Banaz Stream
decreased about 2.4 hm3/year in average compared to the results of Scenario A. However, these
changes were insignificant with respect to the present situation. Consequently, it was concluded
that pumping from the wells proposed for cooperative irrigation and for future water supply of
Usak town in addition to the current pumping rates, will not affect the groundwater reserve of
Ulubey aquifer and discharges into the Banaz Stream significantly.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
To sum up, results of this study show that system preserves the equilibrium conditions under
present stresses. Effects of cooperative irrigations and also effects of possible increase in
groundwater demand due to population increase are also simulated. It can be concluded that
neither of these scenarios create significant drawdown or change in groundwater reserve. This
model is set up and calibrated on the basis of the available data, which are not evenly distributed
over the basin. In order to better characterize the system and improve the model, new monitoring
wells and regular measurements are recommended. Moreover, not only the resource itself but
also its use has to be managed, which necessitate the engagement of a broader array of socioeconomic levers and actors (FAO, 2003). This idea demonstrates the multi-disciplinary nature of
groundwater management issues, and suggests a pathway to deepen studies on the subject.
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Abstract
The Scheldt watershed is characterized by a high population density, intense industrial
activities and intensive agriculture and breeding. Due to these anthropogenic pressures,
microbiological water quality of the main rivers of the Scheldt drainage network is low as
demonstrated by our recent monitoring survey. An evaluation of the sources of
microbiological pollutions at the scale of the watershed showed that the release of treated
urban wastewaters was the major cause of faecal contamination. The Zenne river, a small
stream crossing the Brussels area where it receives the treated effluents of more than one
million inhabitants, is a typical example of a river strongly impacted by wastewater
release. Studies, as the present one, leading to understand the microbial contamination are
important for both industrialized and developing countries where the low microbiological
water quality is responsible for numerous waterborne diseases.

Keywords
Microbiological water quality, rivers, wastewater, waterborne diseases, drainage.

INTRODUCTION
Polluted surface waters can contain a large variety of pathogenic micro-organisms including
bacteria, viruses and protozoa. The main origin of these pathogenic micro-organisms is the
faeces of human and other warm-blooded animals; they are brought into aquatic environments
through the release of wastewater effluents, surface runoff and soil leaching. The sanitary risk
for man linked to the presence of these pathogens depends on the use of the water (drinking,
recreational activities, bathing, irrigation, shellfish harvesting) and on the pathogen concentration
in water. During the nineteenth century, waterborne pathogens were responsible, in western
European countries, for severe outbreaks of dysentery, typhoid fever and cholera that caused
thousands of deceases. In many developing countries, waterborne pathogens are still today the
first cause of morbidity.
In aquatic systems, the detection and enumeration of all pathogenic micro-organisms potentially
present is very difficult due to the large diversity of pathogens, the low abundance of each
species and the absence of standardized and low-cost methods for the detection of each of them.
Thus, for routine monitoring, indicators of faecal contamination are usually enumerated to
evaluate the level of microbial water contamination. The abundance of these indicators is
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supposed to be correlated to the density of pathogenic micro-organisms from faecal origin and is
thus an indication of the sanitary risk associated with the various water utilisations.
Today, Escherichia coli (E. coli) and intestinal enterococci (IE) are the most frequently used
indicators of faecal pollution (Edberg et al. 2000; Fewtrell and Bartram, 2001) and the recent
guidelines for assessing the water quality required for different water uses are based on their
abundance. They were used in the present study to estimate microbiological water quality.
The present study concerns the microbiological quality of the rivers of the Scheldt drainage
network. The Scheldt watershed, which covers an area of 21,800 km² located from the North of
France to the Belgian-Dutch border (Fig 1), is characterized by a high population density (around
500 inhabitants per km²), intense industrial activities and intensive agriculture and animal
farming. Due to these anthropogenic pressures, one can assume that the microbiological water
quality of the main rivers of the Scheldt drainage network is low. The objective of this study was
to evaluate this water quality and to understand the dynamic of the microbiological contaminants
in the rivers of the Scheldt basin. For this purpose, a monitoring survey was first organised in
order to characterize the level of contamination of the main rivers of the watershed. A special
attention was devoted to the highly contaminated Zenne river, a small river crossing the Brussels
area. The sources of faecal bacteria to the rivers of the watershed were also studied; point
sources (outfall of treated and untreated wastewaters) and non-point sources (surface runoff and
soil leaching) of faecal pollution were quantified. Finally, some experiments were conducted in
order to evaluate the disappearance rate of faecal bacteria once released in river water.
MATERIAL & METHODS
Sample collection
Monitoring faecal indicators in rivers of the Scheldt drainage network
During the monitoring survey conducted in the scope of this study, samples were collected in the
downstream part of the main rivers of the Scheldt basin. Twelve sites were investigated monthly
from March 2007 to June 2008 (Fig 1). Additionally, samples were collected at eight sites along
the Zenne river (Fig 5 a) during a single campaign in October 2008. This longitudinal profile was
performed during a low flow rate period. All samples were collected in 1-liter sterile bottles, kept
at 4°C and analyzed within a maximum of 6 h after collection.

Figure 1: Sampling sites localized in the downstream part of the main rivers of the Scheldt watershed. Ly:
Lys river at St-Martens-Leerne; De: Dendre river at Gijzegem; Ne: Nethe river at Duffel; Dy1 and Dy2: Dyle
river at Gastuche and Rijmenam; Se1, Se2 and Se3: Zenne river at Lot, Eppegem, and Leest; Ru: Rupel river
at Boom; Sc1, Sc2 and Sc3: Scheldt river at Gavere, Uitbergen and Temse.

Evaluation of point sources of faecal contamination
In order to quantify the contribution of treated wastewaters to the faecal bacterial load to the
rivers and to determine the treatment efficacy on bacterial reduction during the transit in
wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), samples were collected in raw and treated waters in
WWTPs located in the Scheldt watershed. Accordingly, the Log removal of faecal bacteria was
calculated (the difference between the log of indicators bacteria at the entrance and at the outlet
of the WWTP). The studied WWTPs had a large range of treatment capacities (from 1,000 to
1,100,000 inhabitant-equivalents) and were characterized by various types of water treatment.
The treatment in these plants included a pretreatment (screening, grease collection), settling and
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a biological treatment (activated sludge, with or without nitrification-denitrification). One of the
studied WWTPs was a Lemna lagoon.
Evaluation of non-point sources of faecal contamination
In order to assess the contribution of non-point sources of faecal pollution (runoff and soil
leaching), small streams (stream order 1 or 2 according to the geomorphologic criteria defined by
Strahler [1957]) located in rural areas were sampled upstream from any wastewater outfall.
These small streams were classified on the basis of their watershed land use: forest areas,
cultivated areas and pastured areas.
Enumeration of faecal bacterial indicators
Plate counts
E. coli and IE were enumerated by standard plate counts on Chromocult Coliform Agar (CCA)
and Chromocult Enterococci Agar (CEA) respectively. Both growth media are specific for their
corresponding indicator bacteria. CCA and CEA plates were incubated at 36°C for respectively
24 h and 48 h. Plate counts were expressed as colony-forming units (CFU) per 100 mL of
sample.
β -D-glucuronidase activity measurement
The measurement of β-D-glucuronidase activity (an enzymatic activity specific of E. coli) has
been proposed as an alternative to classical enumeration methods to investigate the abundance of
E. coli in waters (Fiksdal et al. 1994). George et al. (2000) optimised a protocol for measuring
the β-D-glucuronidase activity (GLUase) in rivers water using the substrate 4methylumbelliferyl-β-D-glucuronide (MUG) in a period as short as 30 minutes. This method was
tested in this study in parallel with E. coli plate counts.
In this study, the protocol used for GLUase activity measurements was as follows (Servais et al.
2005): water samples (10 or 100 mL) were filtered through 0.2-μm pore-size, 47-mm diameter
polycarbonate filters (Nuclepore). The filters were placed in 200-mL sterile DURAN flasks
containing 17 mL of sterile phosphate buffer (pH 6.9) and 3 mL of MUG solution (55 mg of
MUG (Biosynth, Switzerland) and 20 μl of Triton X-100 in 50 mL of sterile water) was added to
each flask (final MUG concentration: 165 mg L-1). The flasks were incubated in a shaking water
bath at 44°C. Every 5 min for 30 min, a 2.9 mL aliquot of the 20 mL was put in a quartz cell
with 110 μl of 1 M NaOH solution to obtain a pH of 10.7 (corresponding to the maximum of
fluorescence of the methylumbelliferone (MUF)). The fluorescence intensity of the aliquot was
measured with a SFM 25 spectrofluorometer (Kontron AG, Zürich, Switzerland) at an excitation
wavelength of 362 nm and emission wavelength of 445 nm. The production rate of MUF
(picomoles of MUF released per minute for 100 mL of sample filtered), expressing the
enzymatic activity, was determined by least-square linear regression when plotting MUF
concentration versus incubation time.
Batch survival experiment
A survival experiment was conducted in a microcosm to determine the disappearance rates of
E. coli and IE. The microcosm consisted of a two-liter bottle (Duran) containing a sample of the
Zenne river and was incubated for one week in the dark at 20°C. A daily measurement of
indicator bacteria was performed during the microcosm incubation by plate count method.
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Monitoring of the level of faecal contamination in the rivers of the Scheldt basin
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Figure 3: Log –Log linear regression between IE and E. coli (EC)abundances in the main rivers of the Scheldt
basin. Correlation: Log (IE/100 mL) = 1.11 Log (EC/100 mL) - 1.20 (r² = 0.86; n = 180).

Figure 2: Abundances of E. coli (A) and IE (B) estimated by plate counts and GLUase activities (C) in the
main rivers of the Scheldt basin. Data are presented as geometric mean values of 16 monthly measurements,
and vertical bars represent the range between the minimal and maximal values. The horizontal bars on
panels A and B represent the maximum admissible level for sufficient bathing water quality following the EU
directive (EU, 2006).

The abundances of both faecal indicators followed very similar trends when comparing the
sampling sites. Accordingly, when IE numbers were plotted against E. coli numbers in log-log
scale, a significant correlation (r²= 0.86) was found (Fig. 3). The level of faecal contamination in
the rivers of the Scheldt basin can be thus equivalently assessed by E. coli and IE abundances.
The fluctuations of the ratio of E. coli to IE numbers depending on the kind of samples are
discussed below.

GLUase activities were measured in parallel with E. coli plate counts; they followed a trend
between the sampling sites very similar to that observed for E. coli abundances (Fig. 2C). When
GLUase activities were plotted against E. coli counts in log-log scale, a significant correlation
(r² = 0.91) was found (Fig. 4). Similar correlations were reported in previous studies for different
types of aquatic systems: river waters (Farnleitner et al. 2001; Servais et al. 2005), marine waters
(Lebaron et al. 2005) and wastewaters (Garcia-Armisen et al. 2005). The slope of the regression
straight line obtained in this study was lower than 1 in agreement with previous studies. This
indicates that the ratio of GLUase activity to culturable E. coli abundance increased in less
polluted environments. A possible explanation for this observation was suggested by George et
al. (2000): the higher enzymatic activities per culturable cells in less contaminated natural waters
may be due to an underestimation of the number of faecal bacteria when enumerated by culturebased methods. This underestimation may be explained by a higher proportion of active but non
culturable cells (cells presenting a detectable GLUase activity but unable to multiply in or on the
specific media used in culture–based methods). The higher proportion of ABNC faecal bacteria
in less polluted environments could be the result of more severe and/or longer environmental
stress factors such as nutrient limitation and enhanced solar radiation effects due to deeper light
penetration.
The quality of the correlation presented in Figure 4 demonstrated that GLUase activity
measurement can be a valid alternative for monitoring E. coli in the rivers of the Scheldt basin.
This method offers the advantage to give a result in less than 1 hour while the culture-based
method requires a 24-hour incubation.
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The geometric means of the abundance of both faecal indicators in the main rivers of the Scheldt
drainage network ranged between 1.3 ×103 and 4.0 × 105 CFU/100 mL for E. coli and between
2.0 × 102 and 8.4 × 104 CFU/100 mL for IE (Fig. 2A and B). These abundances were compared
to the values implemented as water quality criteria in the new EU directive on bathing water
quality (EU, 2006). At all sites, the geometric means of abundance were higher than the
maximum admissible level for sufficient bathing water quality (9.0 × 10² and 3.3 × 10² CFU/100
mL for E. coli and IE, respectively), indicating that the main rivers of the basin have globally a
poor microbiological water quality.
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Figure 6: Abundance of E. coli (A) and enterococci (B) in raw (black) and treated (grey) water in the five
studied WWTPs located in the Scheldt watershed. Data are presented as geometric mean values and vertical
bars represent the range between the minimal and maximal values.

In raw waters, the geometric means of abundances ranged between 9.6 × 105 and 8.5 × 106
E. coli /100mL and 7.1 × 104 and 1.6 × 105 IE/100mL (Fig. 6). These values are in agreement
with values reported in previous studies (Garcia-Armisen and Servais, 2007; Servais et al.
2007a). The log removal observed ranged between 1.46 and 2.07 for E. coli and between 1.10
and 2.03 for IE. Despite the efficient removal (between 90 and 99 % of faecal bacteria removed)
the WWTPs effluents still contain a high abundance of indicator bacteria.
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Figure 5: a) Map of the sampling sites in the Zenne river with localization of the two Brussels WWTPs and
the limits of Brussels region (green). b) Longitudinal profiles of the abundance of E. coli in the Zenne river in
1998 and 2008 in low flow conditions. Origin of the x-axis (0 Km) is localized at Rebecq.

Sources of faecal contamination of the rivers
Point sources
Point sources are predominantly constituted by effluent releases from wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs). In the Scheldt watershed, there are more than 300 WWTPs and among these,
five were sampled (Brussels-South and Brussels-North, Wavre, Wavre-Nord and Grez-Doiceau).

Non-point sources represent the part of faecal pollution brought to rivers by soil leaching and
surface runoff. The origins of this microbial pollution are the faeces of wild animals and grazing
livestock, and also cattle manure spread on cultivated areas. Therefore, the land use can have a
major impact on the level of microbial pollution. The small streams sampled upstream any point
source were classified according to the land use of their watershed: forests, cultivated areas and
pastured areas.
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As shown by the monitoring survey results, the Zenne river was the most contaminated of the
studied rivers, particularly downstream from the Brussels area. This river is characterized by a
low discharge (less than 4 m3/s in summer period) and received the treated wastewaters of two
important WWTPs in the Brussels area: the Brussels-South WWTP (360,000 inhabitantequivalents, active since 2000) and the Brussels-North WWTP (1.1 millions inhabitantequivalents, active since early 2007). A longitudinal sampling profile was performed in the
Zenne river in 2008 to determine the impact of the Brussels region on the microbiological quality
of the river (Fig 5). The profile is characterized by two peaks of E. coli numbers observed
downstream from both WWTPs and by concentrations close to that usually measured in treated
wastewaters (105 E. coli/ 100 mL) downstream from Brussels.
The 2008 profile was compared with another profile performed ten years ago (1998) in similar
low flow conditions but before the implementation of both WWTPs. It showed that E. coli
abundances downstream from Brussels were two orders of magnitude higher ten years ago. The
implementation of the WWTPs had thus a major impact on microbiological water quality but
efforts are still to be done.
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Figure 4: Log –Log linear regression between GLUase activities and E. coli plate counts in the main rivers of
the Scheldt basin. Correlation: Log (Gluase Act (picomole/min/100 mL) = 0.79 Log (EC/100 mL) -0.83(r² =
0.91; n = 180).
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Figure 7: Abundance of E. coli (black) and IE (grey) in small streams flowing in forests, cultivated and
pastured areas. Data are presented as geometric mean values and vertical bars represent the range between
the minimal and maximal values.

The level of faecal contamination of small streams was dependent on the land use of their
watershed and the quantification of E. coli and IE revealed that streams from pastured areas were
more contaminated than streams from forest and cultivated areas (Fig 7).
Respective contribution of point and non-point sources
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In order to roughly compare the respective contributions of point and non-point sources to faecal
contamination in the Scheldt basin, fluxes of faecal bacteria loaded by both types of sources
were calculated. For the point sources, calculation took in to account: the mean concentrations of
faecal bacteria in wastewaters (Fig 6), the average volume of wastewater produced per inhabitant
(180 L/inh/day), the number of inhabitants connected to WWTPs and the number of inhabitants
releasing their wastewaters in rivers without treatment. For the non-point sources, calculation
took into account geometric means of E. coli and IE resulting from soil leaching and runoff on
different types of land uses (forests, cultivated and pastured areas), the respective surface areas
of these types of land uses and the average specific discharge in the Scheldt watershed (L.km2
.sec-1). The result of these calculation showed that, at the scale of the Scheldt watershed, point
sources of faecal bacteria were largely predominant (more than 50 fold) when compared to nonpoint sources. However, it should be kept in mind that these calculations do not give any
information on the local impact of diffuse sources which can have a major importance on the
microbiological quality of small rivers.
Several studies have shown that the composition of the faecal flora was different in animals and
humans faeces; for example, the proportion of E. coli compared to IE was higher in human
faeces than in animal faeces. Thus, several authors (Feachem 1975; Jagals et al., 1995) have
suggested that the ratio of E. coli to IE can be used to determine the source (human or animals
faeces) of faecal pollution in aquatic systems. In this study, the ratio of E. coli to IE was
calculated for runoff and soil leaching waters (small streams sampled upstream from any point
source), main rivers and WWTP effluents. In soil leaching and runoff waters, faecal bacteria are
mainly from animal origin while in WWTP effluents they are predominantly from human origin.
In agreement with the origin of faecal bacteria, the ratio of E. coli to IE was significantly higher
in WWTPs effluents than in soil leaching and runoff waters. The ratio of E. coli to IE estimated
for the main rivers (9.05) was much closer to WWTP effluents one (10.43) than to small streams
ratio (3.86) indicating that faecal bacteria in the main rivers are mainly from domestic origin.
This confirms the results of the calculation showing that point sources of faecal bacteria were
largely predominant at the sale of the basin.
Fate of Escherichia coli and IE in river water
After their release into the rivers, faecal bacteria are exposed to the combined actions of various
biological (grazing by protozoa, virus-induced cell lysis) and physico-chemical processes (stress
due to nutrients depletion, sunlight intensity, and temperature decrease) leading to their
disappearance. The decay of faecal bacteria due to these processes is usually described by a first
order kinetics (Menon et al. 2003; Servais et al. 2007a). In the scope of this study, a batch
experiment was conducted in order to determine the decay rate of E. coli and IE in the Zenne
river. River water with initial concentrations of respectively 1.03 × 105 E. coli/100 mL and 4.73
× 104 IE/100mL was incubated in the dark at 20°C. These data indicated a less rapid decrease of
IE compared to E. coli confirming the results of previous studies (Fujioka et al. 1981; Noble et
al. 2004).
The estimated decay rates of E. coli and IE in this experiment were respectively of 0.044 h-1 and
0.032 h-1. The E. coli decay rate was very close to the one used by Servais et al. (2007b) for
modelling the dynamics of faecal bacteria in the Seine river drainage network (0.045 h−1 at
20°C). A microcosm study performed with Onkaparinga river water in conditions similar to
those used in our study also showed a decay rate of E. coli in the same order of magnitude (0.050
h-1)( Craig et al. 2004).
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CONCLUSIONS
•
•
•
•
•

•

Globally, the rivers of the Scheldt basin have a poor microbiological water quality as
shown by the monitoring study.
The Zenne river is particularly contaminated downstream from Brussels due to the
release impact of the treated wastewaters of the city.
At the sale of the basin, the point sources (wastewaters) of faecal bacteria were largely
predominant.
Batch experiments showed that decay rate in rivers of IE was lower than that of E. coli.
The final objective of this work is to develop a mathematical model describing the
dynamic of E. coli and IE in the rivers of the whole Scheldt drainage network that could
be used to evaluate the impact of wastewater management on microbiological water
quality.
Studies, as the present one, leading to understand the microbial contamination are
important for both industrialized and developing countries where the low microbiological
water quality is responsible for numerous waterborne diseases.
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17 Pollution control cost valuation for Scheldt
watershed contamination

UH

Abstract
The main Water Framework Directive objective is to achieve a reduction in
contamination of a water body. With this in view, we have assessed the costs of reaching
quality objectives for nutrients in water bodies. Our method consists in a costeffectiveness analysis implemented on the Scheldt area, our study area. We focus on the
reduction of the coastal eutrophication phenomenon of the eastern Channel and Southern
Bight of the North Sea.
Three control pollution measures have been chosen according to two main criteria: large
study area and model limitations. These measures concern only two driving forces:
agriculture and households, they act on nutrient reduction and have been simulated on the
Scheldt area.
Measures acting on agricultural driving force (diffuse source pressures) are implemented
upstream and measures for households (point source pressures) are “end of pipe”
measures. The hydrological Riverstrahler model (Billen et al., 1994) and the crop model
STICS (Brisson et al., 1998, 2002, 2003) allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of these
measures. In the framework of this study, costs are assessed and a comparison is made.
The results show that more the measure is implemented upstream of the production or
consumption cycle, the more it is efficient, and the more iterative costs are reduced. End
of pipe measures are effective but stay costly.

Keywords
Nutrient, contamination, Scheldt watershed, water pollution control measures, driving
forces

INTRODUCTION
Based on the DPSIR methodology, pollution control measures (R) are defined for two driving
force sectors (D): agriculture and households, two of the main sectors submitted to the
environmental targets of the European Water Framework Directive (WFD).
Two scenarios of farm management practices have been implemented. The first scenario
combines integrated fertilization with the introduction of catch crops. For this purpose, the use of
inorganic N fertiliser is reduced by 20%, on average, on all crops, and temporary crops (called
catch crops) are sown after spring crops in order to limit nitrate leaching. The second scenario
concerns cattle farms and targets a more extensive breeding. The measure deals with the
replacement of fodder corn crop surfaces by meadows.
The measure for the household sector concerns the retrofitting of Waste Water Treatment Plants
(WWTP) towards a tertiary treatment (treatment of nitrogen and phosphorus). Four scenarios for
implementing this measure have been developed and simulated; they concern the retrofitting of
WWTP of different treatment capacities (> 500 000 IE; > 100000 IE; > 20 000 IE; > 0 IE).
The objective of this paper is to implement a cost-effectiveness analysis for these water pollution
control measures.

Audrey Polard* and V. Thieu**
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Castillon, 2000; Vertès et al., 2007, Benoit and Simon, 2004, Deprez et al., 2005; Morvan et al.,
2002). This reduction in nitrate losses was used as input in the SENEQUE-Riverstrahler (RS)
model.

Effectiveness assessment
Agricultural measures
Only the reduction in nitrogen losses of the agricultural measures was assessed and taken into
account in the SENEQUE-Riverstrahler (RS) model because nitrogen is more generally the
causal agent of coastal eutrophication.
Integrated nitrogen fertilization and catch crop introduction AGR-1
U

The effectiveness of the first agricultural measure “integrated nitrogen fertilization and catch
crop introduction” was assessed by means of the crop model STICS.
STICS is a plot-scale crop model that simulates the impact of climate, soil and crop management
on both plant production and environment (Brisson et al., 2003). In this model, daily water,
carbon and nitrogen budgets are calculated dynamically within the soil-crop system. The model
has been validated for wheat and maize crops (Brisson et al., 2002) but showed good
performances for other crops over various soil types (Nicoullaud et al., 2004).
In particular STICS simulates rather well nitrate leaching from agricultural soils, which is
needed as input to the SENEQUE-Riverstrahler (RS) model.
STICS is a generic crop model and is therefore particularly interesting because the nitrogen
fertilization is different for each crop. STICS simulations require two types of agricultural data
as input:
o main crop rotations, characterized by their surface frequency within each small
agricultural district and by the nature of succeeding crops.
o technical calendars, defined by the nature and timing of the cropping techniques applied
to each crop and each district, such as tillage, sowing and harvesting periods, fertilizer
application, organic fertilization, management of crop residues, presence or absence of
catch crops.
Up until now, we have used the results of STICS simulations carried out by Beaudoin et al.,
2004. In the near future, these results will be compared with our own STICS simulations
achieved for other soils type and agronomical practices tanks to INA-PG.
Replacement of fodder corn crop surfaces by meadows AGR-2
U

The effectiveness of the second agricultural measure “the replacement of fodder corn crop
surfaces by meadows” has been assessed based on a literature review of the two main drivers of
nitrate losses: (i) the management of grazing cattle (cattle density on meadows for grazing) and
(ii) the forage crop type.
The reduction measure in cattle density (LU/ha) in the Scheldt catchment area was implemented
by considering the cattle as a constant and replacing the corn silage surface by meadow. The
cattle density is then reduced as well as the nitrate losses. The latter is estimated from literature
correlation between the cattle density and nitrates losses (Benoit and Simon, 2004; Simon et al.,
1997; Le Gall and Cabaret, 2002; Decau and Salette, 1994).
In contrast with spring silage corn crops, which need nitrogen only during a short time period
(about 2 months), grasslands constitute a permanent coverage that withdraws nitrogen and
phosphorus throughout the year and limits soil erosion. Nitrate losses in soil covered by corn
silage crop or meadows (mowed or grazing) are extracted from literature (Gaury, 1992;
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Households measures
The effectiveness of a Waste Water Treatment Plant tertiary treatment is that mentioned by
Council Directive 91/271/EEC concerning urban waste-water treatment. For phosphorus, the
percentage of reduction in relation to the concentration in the water flow incoming in the WWTP
has to reach at least 80 %. For total nitrogen, the percentage of reduction varies between 70 and
80 %.
Cost assessment
Agricultural measures
Integrated nitrogen fertilization and catch crop introduction AGR-1
U

We show in this section how to calculate the costs of scenario AGRI-1 applied during J years in
a catchment area covering K crops. We use vijk to denote a vector whose elements describe the
farm practices (amount of fertilizer applied, nature of the crop …) for year j and field k. When i
= 1 the baseline scenario is applied, which simulates conventional farming practices. As farming
practices are year and field-dependent, the practices associated with a given scenario vary
between years and between fields. For each value of vijk, we calculate a yield value denoted as
yijk and, when the crop is a cereal, a grain protein content value denoted as pijk.
A letter varying from k to K represents each different crop, xjk is the area of the kth field (crop)
and for the year j. The calculation of the crop surface area has been set up using the software
‘AIPreshume’. Used yields reduction data are those calculated by Lacroix et al., 2004 by means
of the crop model STICS for different crops and different agricultural conditions.
In summary, the cost assessment process involves the following steps:
The farmer’s income per unit of area obtained for year j and field k when scenario i is applied is
denoted as mijk and is calculated from crop characteristics (yield, grain protein content1) and
from the farm practices by using a function f :
Cost values are calculated relative to a baseline scenario. Thus, the cost Cij obtained for scenario
i and year j is defined by

The cost averaged over the years J for scenario i is then:

Total costs are calculated taking into account yield and protein content values and costs of catch
crops. The vector vijk is defined for year j=1,…6 (1991 to 1997) in the study Lacroix et al.,
2004. Although climate variability is very high, the variability of expected costs of the scenario
from one year to another is relatively low. This is logical because climate has the same influence
both on the baseline scenario and on the other scenario.
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The mean frequency of catch crops in the Scheldt watershed establishment was 35% each year
(spring crops percentage according to agricultural area used (AAU).
Replacement of fodder corn crop surfaces by meadows AGR-2
U

The cost (C) of scenario AGRI-2 is estimated based on the comparison of cattle breeding gross
margins between two types of farms: (a) farms with grasslands as single fodder crops
(scenario i), and (b) farms with corn silage crops and grasslands (baseline scenario-bs):
C = GMbs - GMi
The mean cost ( of AGRI-2 can be calculated considering a sample of n farms as follows:

Gross margin (GM) is equal to the production value (p) minus variable costs (cv), ie. operating
costs. These costs concern for instance seeds, fertilization, phytosanitary products,
labour force…, they represent variable inputs required in the production.
GM = p – cv
On the opposite side, fixed costs (cf) (equipments, land…) do not vary with the production. i.e.
with the implementation of the measure.
If the production level of the baseline scenario remains constant (ct), the measure will have a
positive cost because variable costs will be increased. Farming systems with only grasslands as
fodder crops are more extensive. In order to increase the level of production farmers have to use
more inputs (especially purchase of high energy feeds).
If the goal however is not to maximize production, the variable costs will be lower when this
measure is applied (scenario i) because grassland for grazing purposes is a fodder crop that does
not involve storage and harvest costs. Moreover, costs for fertilization, phytosanitary products,
mechanization and seed are lower in scenario i. In this case, variable costs and production costs
are lower than in the baseline scenario, and the Gross Margin is higher.
If p = ct
If pi < pbs
The main problem is to find a sufficient number of farms that can be compared. Here we use the
Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN), an instrument for assessing the income of
agricultural holdings at a European level, to have access and compare the cattle Gross
Margin for different type of farms (“0” corn silage and corn silage + grassland).
Households measures:
Two types of costs can be distinguished for this measure: (i) the financial costs for retrofitting
the plants to tertiary treatment facilities and (ii) the costs for operating a tertiary treatment plant
(as compared to a secondary treatment plant).
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NPV = net present value of investment;
Discount rate (a) = chosen discount rate (5 %);
Lifetime (D) = lifetime of the capital equipment (20 years).
It is important to mention that financial investment costs for retrofitting existing WWTP to
tertiary treatment are highly variable; we have used a mean value for all WWTP to retrofit to
tertiary treatment.
There is currently no cost data available for WWTP of less than 10 000 IE, the Council Directive
91/271/EEC stipulating that all WWTP of more than 10 000 IE have to be retrofitted.
Therefore, this measure has not been yet implemented for WWTP with a capacity below 10 000
IE. The mean cost value (used for the other plants) cannot be extrapolated to small plants (less
than 10 000 IE) because costs per inhabitant equivalent (IE) will be, according to the experts,
much higher. Nevertheless, to have an idea of the total annual cost needed for the retrofitting to
tertiary treatment of all existing WWTP, we have taken the upper limit cost of the cost interval
for small plants (< 10 000 IE).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated the cost-effectiveness ratio (€/kg N-P) for agricultural and household scenarios.
Table 1: Cost-effectiveness ratio

WWTP >
Cost
500
effectiveness
MEH,
ratio
upgd NP
€/kg N
103
€/kg P

180

WWTP >
WWTP > WWTP >
AGR1 +
100
AGR1 +
20 MEH, 0 MEH,
AGR1 AGR2
AGR2 +
MEH,
AGR2
upgd NP upgd NP
WWTPs
upgd NP
45
69
83
5
/
3
25
205

264

302

/

/

/

/

The cost-effectiveness ratio of tertiary treatment had already been calculated for nitrogen and
phosphorus. The tertiary treatment cost cannot be divided into nitrogen and phosphorus
treatment cost, because these treatments require the same infrastructures. The phosphorus costeffectiveness ratio is higher than the nitrogen cost-effectiveness ratio, because there is a higher
nitrogen concentration in waste water. For agricultural measures, only the nitrogen cost
effectiveness ratio had been calculated. Even both nitrogen and phosphorus are both important to
control, the focus should be on nitrogen management because nitrogen is more generally the
causal agent of coastal eutrophication.
It is difficult to assess the tertiary treatment cost, since investments are highly variable and vary
case per case. However, the cost is very high because tertiary treatment is a heavy measure
requiring engineering and technologies. The AGR-2 measure has an economic benefit for the
farmer and leads to a reduction of nitrogen and phosphorus losses.
CONCLUSION

The financial cost has been annualized with the following expression (European Communities,
2003):
AEC = [NPV * a] / [1 – (1 + a)-D]
In which:
AEC = annual equivalent cost;

Retrofitting existing WWTPs leads to very high costs per reduced nutrient, and other economic
studies report similar results: in the long run, agricultural measures are cheaper than wastewater
treatment (De Haen, 1990; Guillemin, Roux, 1992; Mollard, 1997).
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Some agricultural measures as the replacement of fodder corn crop surfaces by meadows have an
economic benefit for the farmers and lead to a nutrient losses reduction. Concerning nitrogen
fertilization, applying nitrogen fertilizer at the time of crop need is a cost-effective practice to
reduce nitrogen losses.

Morvan T., Alard V., Ruiz L., (2002). Les risques de pollution azotée en rotations herbagères, A
la recherche d'une agriculture durable. Etude de systèmes herbagers économes en
Bretagne, INRA éd., Paris.

In our case, more the measure is implemented upstream of the production or consumption cycle,
the more it is efficient, and the more iterative costs are reduced. End of pipe measures are
effective but costly. Therefore, there is a need to think about other systems of production as well
as other habits of consumption.

Nicoullaud B., Couturier A., Beaudoin N., Mary B., Coutadeur C., King D., (2004).
Modélisation spatiale à l'échelle parcellaire des effets de la variabilité des sols et des
pratiques culturales sur la pollution nitrique agricole. In: Organisation spatiale des
activités agricoles et processus environnementaux. P. Monestiez, S.Lardon & B. Seguin
Eds, Science Update, INRA Editions, 143-161.
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Abstract
Uncontrolled landfilling is predominant in developing countries like India. Leachate
generated from these landfills contains variety of contaminants, which even at trace
levels can cause health problems of unknown dimensions and magnitude. Unchecked
release of these leachates into the environments poses a substantial risk to the origins of
potable water. Toxicity analysis can be used as an important tool to assess the leachate
contamination potential. In the present study, Okhla municipal landfill leachate was
subjected to acute toxicity tests using fish bioassay. The toxicity varied substantially with
time of sampling. The leachates were found to be highly toxic to the test organisms,
indicating significant risk to public health. Results from this study, demonstrate the
importance of conducting such toxicity tests to assess the potential impact of a pollutant
discharge on aquatic resources and demand for the proper management of solid waste in
Delhi.

Keywords
Landfill leachate; contaminants; acute toxicity; bioassay; public health
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studies have shown that leachate from a municipal solid waste landfill can be more toxic than
leachate from hazardous waste landfill (Brown and Donnelly, 1988; Clement et al., 1996; Schrab
et al., 1993). Chemical analysis can identify the presence of specific compounds, but the
identification is not enough to assess the potential danger (Baun et al., 1999; Clement et al.,
1996; Cheung et al., 1993). In addition chemical analysis only detects a small percentage of the
toxic compounds present. Bioassay toxicity tests that measure effects on organisms and can
detect toxicity even when the contaminants are not identified by chemical analysis. They reflect
the cumulative and synergistic effects of all the compounds (Baun et al., 1999; Lambolez et al.,
1994).
Toxic compounds can have two different effects on living organisms: acute toxicity, which is
possible to evaluate in the short term, and chronic toxicity, whose evaluation takes longer since,
in this case sub-lethal effects must be analyzed. In this work acute toxicity was studied in the
samples of Okhla municipal landfill leachate with a view to determining the degree of pollution
and contamination in this wastewater. A freshwater fish Poecilia reticulata (Guppy) was used in
the toxicity tests.
MATERIALS & METHODS
Site details
The climatic regime of Delhi belongs to the semi arid type and characterized by extreme dry
condition associated with hot summer and cold winters. The temperature ranges between 18.7 oC
(mean minimum) and 40.3 oC (mean maximum). It also experiences heavy rains primarily during
the periods of monsoon with an average rainfall of 714.6 mm. The groundwater level in Delhi
city varies between 15 to 20-m depth.

INTRODUCTION
In developing countries like India, landfilling is the most commonly practiced form of municipal
solid waste (MSW) disposal due to its economic advantages. However, the leachate arising from
such landfills is now being recognized as a potential health risk to both surrounding ecosystems
and human populations.
Delhi, capital of India, generates approximately 7,000 metric tons of MSW daily. The monthly
production of leachate has been estimated to be 81.5 m3 (Kumar et al., 2002). At present, there
are three landfill sites in Delhi - Bhalsawa, Gazipur and Okhla (Figure 1). All the three are
unlined and fall under the category of uncontrolled solid waste disposal facility. The leachate
generated mostly percolated down the ground surface and the excess quantity gets collected in
some low lying areas and sometimes gets mixed up with sewer and drainage systems thereby
polluting ground water and surface water sources. A number of incidences have been reported in
the past where leachate had contaminated the surrounding soil and polluted the underlying
ground water aquifer or nearby surface water ( Mor et al., 2006; Zafar and Alappat, 2001).
Around 30 % of population in Delhi watershed depends upon groundwater. Due to the presence
of toxic constituent in leachate, its unchecked release into the environment poses a substantial
risk to local resource users. Research has shown that many leachates do contain toxic and
sometimes carcinogenic compounds (Baun et al., 1999; Brown and Donnelly, 1988). Additional
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Figure 1: Location of Okhla and other landfill sites in Delhi (adopted from Zafar and Alappat, 2004)
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Okhla landfill site.The Okhla landfill site was commissioned in 1996. The waste dumped at this
site includes domestic waste, e.g. kitchen waste; paper, plastic, glass, cardboard and cloths;
construction waste, and unauthorized industrial waste. A high waste density of 1200 kg/m3 may
be attributed to the high content of construction and demolition waste and inert waste.

The studies were aimed to assess acute toxicity (96-h LC50) of leachate by estimating the rate of
mortality in Poecilia reticulata. Prior to the 96-h toxicity tests, range finding tests were
conducted in order to determine the appropriate dilution range for leachate. The leachate
collected in the month of December was found to be more toxic with 96-h LC50 less than 3% for
L1 (Figure 3) and less than 4% for L2 (Figure 4), compared to the June leachate with LC50 less
than 13% for L1 (Figure 1) and less than 12 % for L2 (Figure 2).

Leachate characteristics
The leachate used in the study was collected from the Okhla landfill site, Delhi. The collected
leachate was stored in the laboratory at 4oC for further analysis. The following parameters were
employed to evaluate characteristics of leachate: analyzed for Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD), hardness, chloride, ammoniacal nitrogen (NH3-N), pH, alkalinity, Total Suspended
Solids (TSS), Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), Total Solids (TS) and metals. All analysis was
performed in accordance with the Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and
Wastewater 20th Edition (1998).

Though, toxicological and physico-chemical analysis was done simultaneously, no correlation
could be established between leachate toxicity and its physico-chemical characteristics, as
reported by previous studies. (Clement and Merlin, 1995; Atwater et al., 1983; Cameron and Koch,
1980). The toxicity of the complex leachate matrix may be due to the synergetic interaction between
the various pollutants. High concentration of heavy metals, organic matter and nitrogen (Table 1)
are known to contribute to extreme elevation of toxicity levels in any environment. These classes
of compounds are a risk to the ecosystems and public health.

Analysis of leachate toxicity
100

96-h LC50 = <13%

80
Mortality %

Leachate toxicity was determined using static 96-h fish bioassays. Poecilia reticulata, commonly
known as guppy fish, was used as test organism. The fish were exposed to varying percentage of
the leachate diluted with tap water. Fish mortality was observed at frequent time intervals for the
determination of toxicity values. Dead fish were removed immediately from the test vessels.
Toxicity was expressed as the leachate concentration (% v/v) that causes death for 50% of fish
(LC50). For all the tests LC50 were calculated using the Spearman-Karber method (Hamilton et
al., 1977).
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Leachate samples were collected in the month of June and December of the year 2007. Leachate
was always collected from two different places of the landfill site. The wide range of values for
various parameters presented in table 1 shows, that the characteristics of leachate varied
significantly with space and time.
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Figure 2: Toxicity assay L1 June 2007
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Table 1: Characteristics of Okhla landfill leachates used in the fish bioassays

pH
Alkalinity
Hardness
Chloride
COD
NH3-N
TSS
TDS
TS

7.6 – 8.2
12,000 – 32,000
9,000 – 25,000
16,000 – 23,000
6,000 – 20,000
1,000 – 3,000
20,000 – 35,000
2,000 – 19,000
24,000 – 54,000

Mortality %

Range of values
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Figure 3: Toxicity assay L2 June 2007
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enzymes/ hormones (Manahan, 1992). Likewise, Ni and Cd are classified as carcinogens (Pekey,
2006; USEPA 1999). Other metals, investigated in this study, were Co, Cr, Zn and Cu, each of
which has been reported for various health problems being non-biodegradable and with the
possibility of accumulation in the food web (Langston, 1990). Fe and Mn which are commonly
detected in water, were also detected in leachate and at very high concentrations. Fe and Ni
showed the highest concentrations in all the four leachate samples. Fe ranged between 4-9 mg/L
whereas Ni ranged between 1-5 mg/L.

96-h LC50 = <3%

100
Mortality %
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Table 2: Heavy metals detected in the Okhla landfill leachate
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Figure 4: Toxicity assay L1 December 2007
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0.9 – 1.5

Cadmium (Cd)
Copper (Cu)
Manganese (Mn)
Zinc (Zn)
Chromium (Cr)
Iron (Fe)
Nickel (Ni)
Cobalt (Co)

0.2 - 0.4
0.2 - 1.5
0.2 - 0.5
0.8 – 1.5
0.8 – 2.2
4.0 – 9.5
1.0 – 5.0
0.3 – 1.0
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Figure 5: Toxicity assay L2 December 2007

Metals in the leachate
Mobilization of heavy metals from the landfill into leachate usually occurs both when hydrated
ions are formed and by complexation with organic substrates with low molecular weight (amino
acids and sugars), with polymers (fulvic and humic acids), and with colloids of high molecular
weight (Zoumis et al., 2000). Significant amount of heavy metals can also bond with both
inorganic and organic particulate matter. These constitute important means for leachate
transportation.

In landfills of over 10 years of age but still in operation, it is possible to find a countless number
of organic compounds present in leachate which are derived from both short-term and mediumterm decomposition as well as nonbiodegradable substances, the later accounting for the
strongest impact on the environment. Okhla landfill falls in the same category.
The structure of organic compounds is a determining factor in toxicity analysis.
Organonitrogenated substances for instance have a highly polluting potential, especially due to
its metabolites, among which is ammonia. High concentrations of ammoniacal nitrogen were
detected in leachate (Table 1). Concentrations exceeding 1,000 mg/L could be observed
throughout the monitoring period. Studies have shown that municipal landfill leachates do
contain high concentrations of organo-halogenated compounds, which can cause great concern
since they can persist in aquatic environments and cause bioaccumulation (Araujo et al., 2006).
Bioavailability of toxic compounds

In the leachate samples studied, various metals deemed as hazardous to the environment and
public health were detected. Lead (Pb), Cadmium (Cd), Chromium (Cr), Nickel (Ni), and Cobalt
(Co) have been implicated for various human health problems even at trace levels.

The effects of toxicity of organic compounds on the aquatic organisms as well as humans can
range from mortality to hepatoxicity, immunotoxicity, carcinogenicity, and metabolic alterations
that can lead to a decrease in the rates of reproduction and other activities (Ogundiran and
Afolabi, 2008; Araujo et al., 2006; Dave and Nilsson, 2005).

Pb is potentially carcinogenic and its toxic effects on humans can be detected via symptoms
originated in the nervous system, such as muscle tremor, convulsions, paralysis, and coma
(Wang et al., 2005). In the present study lead ranged between 0.9-1.5 mg/L. Cd, which was
detected in the range of 0.2- 0.3 mg/L, also has been reported to cause agonistic and antagonistic
effects on hormones and enzymes leading to lots of malformations like renal damage (Lewis,
1991; Donalson, 1980). These two metals have affinity for SH groups in proteins, haemoglobin,

Organonitrogenated compounds as well as heavy metals remain highly toxic, with a high
potential of bioavailability, especially when they are water soluble. The pH values and the ion
exchange capacity are important factors that interfere with the relation between adsorption and
de-adsorption in compounds as it may render the species either more or less available. pH values
of leachate were found to be slightly alkaline. These is due to the methanogenic phase of solid
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waste degradation at the landfill and contribute to reduce toxicity levels since these alkaline
values can favor the precipitation of metals by making them less bioavailable (Table 1).
CONCLUSIONS
The toxicity assays of the leachate highlight the high pollution potential of the Okhla landfill
leachate. In India there is scant information available on deleterious effects of leachate.
Ecotoxicological evaluation of wastewater from such a source is fundamental for assessing the
risk posed to environment and public health in municipalities where waste is not adequately
treated. Consequently, it is absolutely necessary to introduce the monitoring of toxicity of
leachates flowing from municipal landfills. Presence of heavy metals in the leachate supports the
toxicity data. There is a clear cut case of potential environmental pollution as indicated by the
toxicity of the leachate.
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is reduced. In contrast to anaerobic digestion, a MFC creates electrical current and an off-gas
containing mainly carbon dioxide (RABAEY and VERSTRAETE, 2005). Obviously, concerned
to some rural areas where lacking electrical infrastructures, or weak in environmental protection,
microbial fuel cell has the potential for widespread application in waste treatment and also to
expand the diversity of fuels used to meet the energy requirements.Microbial fuel cell
undoubtedly can be used to fix some problems in China to some scale applications.

WWW-YES-2009 session 3: Water treatment
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Abstract
Microbial fuel cell (MFC) is an innovative remediation technology for waste and wastewater
treatment because of its potential to degrade organic substrates and simultaneous generation
of electricity. This paper briefly reviews the techniques employed in recent MFC studies and
status of China’s energy and water environment. According to the future development of
economy and society in China, the paper discusses the application prospect of MFC from
different aspects, such as field, scale, region, etc. and proposes related solution of energy and
water environment problems to some extent.

Keywords
Microbial fuel cell; China; water; energy; application

INTRODUCTION
China is the developing country with the largest population in the world. The development of
China has so far been unbalanced, as the East is much advanced than the West. As most
development of economy was based on the cost of environment, China has realized the problem,
and promoted the concept of sustainable development as a national policy. Still, approximately
56 percent of China’s population lives in rural areas, where they have faced a complex array of
energy and resource problems for a long time. In 21st century, with the increase of population,
improvement of living standard, acceleration of urbanization process, the amount of water
resource per capita decreases gradually, while the water demand is rising, contradiction between
water supply and demand is becoming more significant, so water deficiency is the prominent
restrictive factor of food security, economic development, social harmony, as well as ecological
improvement in China.

A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is a reactor that can convert biodegradable materials, e.g. organics
present in wastewater, directly into electricity by the bio-electrochemical bacterial processes.
Typical microbial fuel cells are designed with cathode and anode chambers separated by proton
exchange membrane. Fuel (i.e. organic substrates) is oxidized via bio-catalysed reactions at
anode onto which the electrons released during this oxidation process are transferred.. The anode
is connected to the cathode via an external electrical circuit through which electrons flow to form
the current. Electron acceptors are reduced at cathode by catalysts with protons arriving via the
proton exchange membrane. Finally electrons, protons and oxygen react to form water at the
cathode.
MFCs can not only generate electricity with simple carbohydrate as fuel, but also degrade other
complex organic contaminants from wastewater. It now seems that electricity can be generated
from any biodegradable material, ranging from pure compounds such as acetate, glucose,
cysteine, bovine serum albumin and ethanol to complex mixtures of organic matter including
domestic (human), animal, food-processing and meat-packing wastewaters.Compared to the
traditional methods for treatment of wastewater, MFCs are able to operate and generate
electricity effectively in ambient or at even lower temperatures, they produce less gas and less
sludge and hence offer substantial cost savings for wastewater treatment. Since biofilms are
ubiquitous, especially anaerobic sludge itself may serve as fuel for electricity production. The
cell lysis accompanying endogenous decay of anaerobic sludge releases soluble substrates that
can potentially support the regrowth of bacteria and electricity generation (HU, 2008).
The driving force of a typical MFC using glucose as substrate can be expressed through a redox
reaction (GRZEBYK and POZNIAK, 2005). The chemical reactions at each electrodes are as
followed:
C6H12O6 + 6H2O → 6CO2 + 24H+ + 24e－
6O2 + 24H+ + 24e－→ 12H2O

Like most countries in the world, China is on its way searching for new renewable energy
resources and technologies for environment protection. While microbial fuel cell is considered as
a novel technology for wastewater treatment and energy resource, because it is based on
electrochemically active microorganisms that grow by oxidizing the biodegradable material to
carbon dioxide and protons, meanwhile transferring the electrons to a solid electrode (LOGAN et
al, 2006). The electrons then flow through a resistor to a cathode, at which the electron acceptor

MFCs have operational and functional advantages over the technologies currently used for
generating energy from organic matter. First, the direct conversion of substrate energy to
electricity enables high conversion efficiency (LOGAN, 2007). Second, MFCs take the
advantage of general biochemical reaction, based on the function of microbial communities,
without any extra energy input for aeration on the cathode. This distinguishes them from all
current bio-energy processes, which results in lower operation and maintenance costs. Third, an
MFC does not require gas treatment because the off-gases of MFCs are mainly carbon dioxide
which does not have any useful energy content. Furthermore the redox products are usually CO2
and H2O, which are not considered contaminants. . Fourth, MFCs can have a huge range of
resources as their fuel becuase they do not need to be high quality. Wastes are full of organic
compounds most of which are degradable can be used in MFCs as fuel (RABAEY and
VERSTRAETE, 2005) Fifth, MFCs have the potential for widespread application in locations
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lacking electrical infrastructures and also to expand the diversity of fuels we use to satisfy our
energy requirements (LOGAN, 2007). For example, in the poor rural and mountainous areas in
developing countries, people benefit from localized modest electricity generating facilities like
MFCs to provide light at night or access to the internet; both of which could change the
education prospects of a generation of poor children
Researchers are expanding the concepts of MFC, modified MFC reactors are coming out to deal
with different situations, either huge or small. The application of MFC technology is
continuously developed on its way of non-membrane and non-mediator, becoming more and
more feasible in its practical application, not only in the lab. One reason of these trend is because
the materials are very expensive. Widespread application need to cut down the cost of MFC
reactors.
Status of water and energy in China
China is the biggest developing countries with the largest population in the world. It is
characterized by unbalance in distribution of population, water resources and energy. The
economy is most developed in east of China which has a larger population, but less resources
compared to the west. However, the disparities are also on the north-south axis, with for example
the north having typically less water resources than the south. That’s the reason why big projects,
such as the South-to-North water diversion project and the West-to-East natural gas transmission
project promoted. These are efforts to alleviate the unbalance between economical development
and energy resources.
Status of water environment
The total volume of fresh water is about 2800 billion m3; accounting for 6% of the global
freshwater resources. However, the amount of water per capita is just 2300m3,
one fourth of the world average level. This makes China one of the worst 13 countries lacking
water resource per capita countries as defined by the United Nations. Besides, much of the cited
freshwater is not readily available, as it comes in the form of seasonal floods and groundwater in
remote areas. As such the real available fresh water is only 1100 billion m3, around 900 m3 per
capita. Especially, water resource availability in 6 provinces and regions of North China amounts
to merely 500 m3 per capita, which is half the critical value of the United Nations (UN) standard
(1,000 m3 per capita) Comparably, Canada uses 1,600 cubic metres of water per person per year,
not to mention the available water resource per capita (Canada vs. The OECD, internet, 2009).
China has serious water-deficient problem, especially in the northern areas. Most of freshwater
resources are in the South, with three times more water than the North of the country. Though the
water resources currently meet the demand, China is facing many water-related problems that
will compromise the sustainable use of this precious resource. Such problems include: the
uneven distribution of water resources in time and space; pollution; wasteage; low consumption
efficiency; and aquatic ecosystem imbalance. All of these issues have resulted in a conflicting
situation between the supply and availability of freshwater in recent years (Baidu-Contributors,
2009)..
According to the data from China Water Resources Bulletin 2007(China Water Resources
Bulletin 2007, 2008), the annual usage of water amounted to 302.2 billion m3, most of which
was used in agriculture (74.6%) followed by domestic and industrial consumption (12.4 and 11.0
%, respectively). Water wasteage rates also varied between different user groups greatly,
industry, municipal, irrigation, and rural living cost 24%, 30%, 62%, 84% respectively. Also
water pollution is an increasing threat to water resources. In 2007, wasterwater discharge of
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whole country was 75 billion ton, two thirds were industrial wastewater, and one third was from
domestic and the third industry. Taking Yellow River as an example, industrial wastewater is the
main cause of its pollution, occupied 73% of the total wastewater discharge, result in nearly 6
billion RMB loss annually, including loss of water resource value, municipal water supply, and
also increasing the extra investment of wastewater treatment. And most of the industrial
wastewater is full of high strengthed organics.
Status of energy
China’s energy stockpile amount ranks the first class of biggest stockpile in the world.
Meanwhile, however, China also ranks amongst the world’s largest energy consumers. Coal
plays a dominant role among the energy resources which have been explored in China, though
the global energy system has transferred from coal to petrol and gas as primary energy fuels.
Recently, other renewable energy resources are currently being developed, like hydropower,
wind, solar, biofuel, geothermal, ocean energy. But these have still not been implemented in a
large-scale. It is estimated that the usage of renewable energy may be improved from 7% at
present to about 16% till 2020 (FENG, 2007). China’s energy consumption is rising in
accordance with its economical growth. However, the energy efficiency is still lower than
developed countries, due to issues related to finance, technology, energy price and so on. China’s
growing coal-based energy demand has also lead to other problems such as air pollution and its
associated environmental pressures. Chinese energy policy is now starting to consider such
impacts and is seeking to avoid further environmental damage.
According to the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission Energy Bureau, the
energy issue in rural areas is also very serious. Most villagers in West China don’t have enough
power and there are still more than 10 million people don’t have electricity at all. Accelerating
construction of off grid renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, biofuel energy can provide
a suitable energy solution for such villages (WU, 2007).
MFC TECHNOLOGY POTENTIAL
Microbial fuel cell technology has the ablility to treat organic wastes whilst generating
electricity. As such this technology has the potential to tackle two of China’s greatest problems at
once. Furthermore, MFC technology can be applied in different fields of interest to China’s
sustainable development. However, there are issues that need to be overcome in order for MFCs
to become a viable solution.
Applications
Wastewater treatment According to the mechanism of MFC, it is obviously that MFC is a clean
way to treat wastewater. It oxidizes organic matters at the anode with bacteria, and the product
at the cathode is water without producing any contaminants. MFC does not need any extra
energy input, also can operate in an ambient atmosphere, without location restriction at all. In
current China, the water pollution is a serious problem which affects the limited water resource.
Especially a lot of factories discharged a huge amount of sewage which had extremely high
concentration of organic matters. MFC is undoubtedly a good option to solve it. Once the power
density of MFC would have been improved much enough will make wastewater treatment into a
lucrative energy business.
Bioremediation One novel application of the MFC is as a method of bioremediation, Because
MFC utilizes microorganisms to return the natural environment altered by contaminants to its
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original condition, such as degradtion of hydrocarbons by bacteria. Remediation can include
degradation of organic pollutants at the anode as well as reduction of inorganic chemicals such
as nitrate or uranium at the cathode. The Sediment MFC consists of anode in the anaerobic
sediment and cathode in overlying water containing dissolved oxygen. It suits river, lake and
coast line where sediments are full of organic carbon and exoelectrogenic bacteria already
present in them.
Also, it has been shown that MFC-based technologies could be used to remove nitrate,
conversion to nitrite, even N2 gas from water, reduced by receiving electrons from the cathode. It
is known that nutrient removal is critical to treatment objectives of most wastewater treatment.
Because findings on nitrogen removal show great promise for new types of nutrient removal
processes for wastewater treatment, particularly if nitrogen can be removed without the need for
additional post-treatment carbon sources or through water recycling. Typically, as the lake
eutrophication phenomenon is highlighted recently in China, like Taihu Lake and Dianchi Lake,
both are the result of water body pollution, may be capable to use MFC technology to treat and
remove the nutrient.
Biosensors The current output of an MFC can be related to the type and amount of substrate
being treated. Therefore MFCs can be used as biosensors to monitor quality parameters that are
related to substrate characteristics, such as biochemical oxygen demand (BOD). Such a sensor
may contribute into wastewater treatment plants as a monitor to test the treated wastewater’s
BOD concentration and calculate BOD removal rate. Compared to the conventional BOD assays,
MFC BOD biosensor has the advantage of time saving. Because conventional BOD assays need
5 days at least to test the value, while BOD sensor reflects BOD value by the electricity
produced by MFC in 24 hours.
It also has been suggested that the voltage output from small scale MFC can drive MEMS
(microelectromechanical systems) devices, which doesn’t need too much electricity.
Microelectromechanical systems is the technology of the very small, and merges at the nanoscale into nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and nanotechnology. MEMS are also referred
to as micromachines (in Japan), or Micro Systems Technology - MST (in Europe) (Wikipediacontributors, 2009). At the same time, products of MFC are water and carbon dioxide which
won’t relate to contamination and erosion to MEMS. Like micro blood glucose testing meter
combined with a MFC, operates with the electricity produced by MFC using glucose in blood as
fuel, while transferring into electromagnetic signals to show the information about blood glucose
concentration, in order to monitor it for long time. So the similar inner bio-detection can use the
MEMS combined with MFC technology, which is another prospect of MFC development in
medical application (YANG et al, 2007).
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manner as accomplished by the AS aeration tank or the TF. With increasing of the power
generation in the system, MFC may provide a new method to cut down wastewater treatment
plant operating costs, making advanced wastewater treatment technology affordable by
developing countries. MFC can even take a place in the discharge of industrial wastewater before
it flowing into centralized treatment plants. It means pretreat industrial wastewater in a MFC
bioreactor on the way to conventional treatment plants. High strengtened contaminants present in
wastewater are the sufficient food source for microbial communities, result in high current
output. Furthermore, it could allieve the pressure of centralized facilities in treating and save its
energy cost in aeration.
Home-use MFC for wastewater treatment In the remote areas, like the western mountainous
villages, it is not practical to treat wastewater in a centralized facility. This is due to the small
quantities of water consumed and also because the dwellings in this are typically very sparsely
distributed, making the collection system for a centralized wastewater treatment facility
uneconomical. In this way, MFC can be utilized efficiently to treat domestic wastewaters on site.
Though the effluent of MFC can not reach the water quality for drinking, once the organics
removal rate of MFC reaches the level of making water suitable to reuse, it will decrease the
frequency of pumping groundwater out of wells by villagers. It is absolutely a good way to solve
water problem to some extent in these areas.
Direct current devices Based on the other main function of MFC, electricity generation, though
the power density gained is not very high so far, it has proved the electricity produced by MFC is
sufficient to run some little direct current devices. Little fan, flashlight are the examples of
devices which could use the electrity produced by MFC. To this point, MFC has significant
implications, especially for the electricity lacking areas. MFC is reliable, once it started, it can
operate for quite a long time and gain continuous current. The main limitation of MFC is low
power density at present, due to its high internal resistance, but it can solve with a storage battery
to collect the electricity, just like the use of solar cells.
Region

H

Scale of Applications
Centralized wastewater treatment plant Most researchers focus on microbial fuel cell’s benefits
and modified it in wastewater treatment plants. The reactor of it has been suggested to scale up to
treat a huge amount of wastewater. More than 40 million cubic meters of municipal wastewater
was treated each day in China according to 2005 estimates. Most of this wastewater was sent to
centralized facilities that consume large amounts of energy for treatment due to aeration and
produce a great deal of surplus sludge. In the more developed regions in eastern China, it is
possible that MFCs can be used to replace the conventional bioreactors like activated sludge
(AS) or trickling filters (TF) treatment systems. The MFC is a treatment process that has been
advocated to solve high energy costs and sludge treatment expenses problems of anaerobic
treatment limitations (LIU et al., 2004). And thus its function will be to remove BOD in the same
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As it discussed above, in well developed cities and regions, MFC’s benefit of electricity
production will be most probably ignored in commercialization before it improved power density
output, but its utilization in wastewater treatment process will be widely applied. In addition, the
landscape is profitable for using scaled up MFCs. However, in places where lacking electricity,
MFC technology do give a positive aspiration for people getting energy from wastes.
Considered as a novel renewable energy resource, MFC can help to contribute into the new rural
villages, because energy demand is going to be satisfied according to the rural development
policy, and besides solar, geothermal, biomass energy, MFC is another alternative. Virtually all
biomass energy in China is used in rural areas, where approximately 56% of the population lives,
the rural sector includes rural households, agricultural activities. Utilization of MFCs could
better combine with these aims, for example, heating is critical in the north, while cooking for
pig feed is important in south and central areas, once MFC improved the electricity production,
we’d better transfer it into thermal energy to meet the demand of these rural places.
CONCLUSIONS
Microbial fuel cell technology has a huge amount of potential and will emerge gradually an
essential element for both renewable energy resource and wastewater treatment process. As the
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status of water and energy in China, both are very important factors for sustainable development,
the idea of MFC can match these two aspects greatly. And the application of MFC technology
should consider the practical situations such as in field, scale or region, in a word, adaption to
local conditions. Also MFC can treat waste and wastewater, undoubtedly, it is a good alternative
to solve the present serious problems in environmental protection in China. However, there are
still many challenges remaining to fully exploit the maximum power production possible by
MFCs. Concerns to the limited energy production, MFC is on its way of improvement, excluding
saving water and energy, especially in some extreme rural areas where no electricity at all. Thus,
reductions in material costs, advancements in power densities will make a wide range of MFC
technologies have a bright and promising future.
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Abstract
This bibliographical study falls under the context of researching financial autonomy for
durable management of South countries’ wastewater ponds (WSP), and growing interest
on shellfish zooplanktons that contribute to water treatment and can be recovered in
aquaculture and many industrial applications. Our project will start by gathering available
data aiming at the development of a mathematical model of the contribution of
zooplankton in pond ecosystems. This model would include the effect of most driving
factors on the growth of shellfish zooplankton in WSP combined with water treatment
efficiency and biomass productivities.
After a description of various types of WSP and their corresponding zooplanktons,
emphasis is put on the shellfish cladocerans, especially Daphnia. The range of growth
rates in various conditions is provided and expressions of growth kinetic, merging the
effect of most important factors identified. These expressions of kinetic and the
corresponding stoichiometry will serve as a first approach in our model.
We hope that this type of research will help in the development of sustainable sanitation
systems in developing counties.

Keywords
Developing countries, zooplankton, modelling, waste stabilization pond, re-uses.

INTRODUCTION
Public health concerns continue to be alarming in developing countries because of a bad
management of waste, a financially non-profitable character of sanitation projects and limited
financial means. Those are then often obliged to relegate illness prevention by sanitation to the
second plan, in favour of curative health. In order to help reducing the world's population
deprived of access to sanitation, reflection is being developed about the means of combining
waste water management with the valorization of some of its products. The aim is, to durably
solve sanitation problems in Southern countries by promoting installation and management of
financially autonomous WSP. To achieve this, besides its adaptation to the socio-economic and
climatic contexts (PIETRESANTA and BONDON, 1994; KONE, 1996), WSP system offers
these means while presenting, in addition to purified water (SEIDL and MOUCHEL, 2003),
algae (DEKAYIR, 2004), a zooplankton which is re-use (CAUCHIE, 2000) in various fields
(pharmaceutical and agro-alimentary industries). It is being studied about its productivity;
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however, few studies rarely take into account its real contribution to the treatment of waste
water.
The present bibliographical study aims at the global objective of contributing to the search of
efficient solutions ensuring the financial autonomy of WSP in Southern countries and creating
sources of wealth. It has two specific aims: first, gather the available data in order to model not
only the production of zooplankton but also its contribution to waste water treatment in WSP;
then identify expressions of kinetics and stoichiometry of growth. This report first reminds the
various WSP systems and their characteristic zooplanktons, then presents the available data to
carry out modeling, and finally presents the growth kinetics expressions in sanitation engineering
language.
METHOD
To undertake this work, we followed the gradual approach consisting successively to height
steps described below:
Define the objectives of our information retrieval (here: to mobilize the available data on the
ecology of the WSP zooplankton and to identify studies on the modeling of the zooplankton)
Formulate an initial question (here: the modeling of the production of zooplankton shellfish in
WSP)
Define concepts
(Object: zooplankton shellfish; Subject: Modeling of watery biological systems; Context of
production of these shellfish: waste water purification in WSP)
Seek descriptors and keywords and define conceptual fields (by using the encyclopedia
universalis and the thesauri AGROVOC and Eurovoc, the Thesaurus of the AFSA, the Thesaurus
of UNESCO, and the Thesaurus of the GEMET-EIONET).
What made it possible to obtain
For object: copepods, cladoscères, zooplankton, crustacean, zooplankton, plankton, shellfish,
Plankton.
For subject: Mathematical modeling; Environmental modeling, Environmental modelling;
Simulation, modeling, Modeling.
For context of production of these shellfish: lagunage, treatment of waste water, water treatment,
waste water treatment, lagooning, waste stabilization pond.
Define the relations between the conceptual fields
U

U

U

U

U

Selection of the documents successively on the basis of reading of the titles, the summaries then
whole document

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Various types of WSP and their corresponding zooplanktons
Waste stabilization pond
Specialized literature reports that several water treatment processes (with their characteristics)
are gathered under the term “waste stabilization pond”. PIETRESANTA and BONDON’s (1994)
proposal of classification, among others, distinguishes:
- Facultative stabilization pond,
- Aerated waste stabilization pond,
- Anaerobic pond,
- High-rate algal pond (HRAP)
VARON and MARA (2004), also add the maturation pond which, main function is the
abatement of pathogenic germs, but also improves the abatement of organic loads.
Facultative stabilization pond
Facultative stabilization pond can be with microphytes, macrophytes or composite, and is
characterized by its biological diversity including both aerobic and anaerobic organisms.
U

U

U

U

U

When this expression is employed to indicate a pond, it generally refers to the facultative
stabilization pond in which three zones differing in their oxygenation conditions coexist.
Treatment is naturally carried out by mechanisms using sedimentation, biological degradation
and inter and intra-specific relations between various groups of organisms. This complex
mechanism of operation can be illustrated by the figure 2 below:

U

U

U

Figure 1: Illustration of the relations between the three concepts

Draft the documentary question
Copepod or cladocere or zooplancton or crustacean or zooplankton or plankton or
crustace or Plancton AND Modelisation mathematique or Modelisation
environnementale or modeling or simulation or environmental modelling or
modélisation or modelling AND Lagunage or traitement des eaux usees or traitement de
l’eau or waste water treatment or lagooning.
NB: In certain documentary systems we were obliged to remove the French terms and
expressions before being able to obtain results.
Application of the documentary question in the documentary tools (SciencesDirect, ISI Web
of Knowledge, OAlster, catalogs of University of Liege)
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Figure 2 : Diagram of operation Facultative stabilization pond (Tchobanoglous et al., (1985), cited by Shilton,
European commission).

In the upper layer, oxygen is brought, on the one hand, by the diffusion starting from the
atmosphere, and on the other hand, by photosynthesis. This oxygen allows the development and
the maintenance of a whole aerobic flora including zooplankton and aerobic bacteria which
degrade the organic matter releasing carbonic gas and nutrients which are useful for plants
growth.
In the sediments, the anaerobic conditions favour the anaerobic bacteria which release after
digestion, carbonic gas and methane. Between the two limits, conditions can be anoxic in a zone
which depth can vary according to the airing conditions and sediments accumulation.
Unfortunately, this figure does not consider zooplankton which naturally colonizes these ponds.
When the expression “WSP” is employed to indicate the type of station, one generally observes
the placing in one or more series of anaerobic, facultative generally followed by maturation
ponds according to the desired quality of the purified water (VARON and MARA, 2004).
Concerning the macrophytes like Eichornia, Typha and Phragmites, REDDY et al. (1987),
BRIX et al. (1989), and SEKIRANDA et al. cited by SEIDL et al. (2003), estimate that they can
significantly improve the effluent quality in several ways : extraction of the nutritive elements of
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the water column; fixing of the purifying micro-organisms on their roots and leaves, limitation of
the development of microscopic algae difficult to decant, reduction of the evaporation of treated
water (ORON et al. 1987 cited by SEIDL et al. 2003). However, these authors deplore the fact
that it decreases the re airing of the water column and the treatment effectiveness regarding the
indicatory pathogenic species.
Other types of waste stabilization ponds
Table 1 below describes the three other WSP types by comparing them with the facultative pond
according to five principal criteria presented in the left-hand column. It shows that only
anaerobic and facultative ponds can be truly regarded as “natural”, adapted to the economic
context of developing countries and are particularly interesting within the framework of this
study. The two other alternative ponds lead to a mechanical intervention for their airing and
mixing, which energy expenditure would be difficult to support by developing countries.
U
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The synthesis of writings shows that the distribution of WSP zooplankton groups is strongly
governed by physicochemical and nutritive conditions. Except Copepods, each other group
appears to be more adapted to a given pond, as it is shown in table 2. This WSP characteristic
can be explained by the relative stability of its conditions, without considering climatic factors
(particularly temperature and precipitations) which can influence the speed of the microbial
activity, algal blooms and food concentration.
Table 2: Outline on the ecology of WSP’s zooplankton
CHARACTERISTICS
Protozoa
20 - 50 μm
Size
Food

Bacteria

Mode of
reproduction

Sexed
Asexual

Population

Not sexually
differentiated

Table 1: Description of the four types of WSP
TYPE OF WASTE STABILIZATION POND
CHARACTERISTICS

Facultative
stabilisation pond

Aerated waste
stabilisation
pond

Anaerobic pond

REFERENCES
High-rate algal (1) FINNEY et
pond
MIDDLEBROOK
S (1980) cited by
Very strong
CAUCHIE(2000)
algal biomass,
Various
(2), (6)
bacteria, little
MARA et al.
zooplankton
(1992) cited by
CAUCHIE (2000)
Aerators (paddle
wheel) or
Blowers
(3), (7)
SAQQAR et

algae
Various bacteria,
zooplankton

Aerobic bacteria
Few algae,
Zooplankton

Very few or not
algae,
Anaerobic
Bacteria

Photosynthesis,
Diffusion with the
water-air interface

Mechanical
aerators or
Blowers

Diffusion with the
water-air interface

Mixing mode

The flow and wind
(on the surface)

Mechanics

The water run-off
and the agitation
of surface by the
wind

Paddle wheel

Treatment mechanism

Sedimentation,
Aerobic, anoxic and
anaerobic
degradation
Predation

Aerobic
degradation,
Predation

Sedimentation,
Degradation
mainly anaerobic,
Predation

Aerobic
degradation,
Predation

(8)
OSWALD
(1963) cited by
CAUCHIE (2000)

(1)

10-40 g
BOD5/m2.j

(2)

40 à 100g
BOD5/m2.j

(3)

(4)

80-160

(5)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

30 to 60 cm

Biological component

Airing mode

Loads
Depth

1 to 2 m

<50 cm

>100 g
BOD5/(m3.j)
2 to 7 m

Dynamics

None
7
All ponds
(except in
winter the
last basins)

F

Localization

F

Rotifers
40 - 80 μm
Bacteria, protozoa, algae
asexual in favorable
conditions; sexed in
adverse
Ovoviviparous females
Males in adverse
conditions
Eggs of resistance
(adverse conditions)
6
Seasonal
8 st
1 pond; Weak
density in oligotrophic
water, Strong density in
eutrophic water
F

F

F

F

GROUPS
Copepods
0,5 - 3,5 mm
Bacteria, protozoa,
algae, (rotifers and
cladocers for high
species)

Oviparous females
Males

Males in adverse conditions

Eggs of resistance
(adverse conditions)
Seasonal

Eggs of resistance (adverse
conditions)
Seasonal

9
Rare presence in
WSP

Especially in the last basins

10

11
Daphniids 75 to 95% of the
biomass of zooplankton in
eutrophic basins (in certain
cases Moiniids)

F

F

F

Predominent kind

Not
announced

Brachionus

F

Cyclopoids

The comprehension of these various factors which influence zooplankton growth is of
fundamental need, with a view to optimize their contribution to water treatment and their
possible production for valorization ends.
Food
Relative place of bacteria in daphnids food
Several works made it possible to understand that the bacteria do not constitute Daphnids’ main
food. TEZUKA (1971, 1974), PORTER et al. (1979) and LAMBERT cited by KONE (1996),
indeed reported that the inhibition of growth observed in the daphnids in a pure culture of
bacteria was not observed any more in one mixture of protozoa and bacteria.
This observation was confirmed by JURGENS et al. (1994), cited by KONE (1996), which noted
during experiments in natural environment (lakes), that the speed of ingestion of the protozoa
(2.9 individuals (L.h) was largely higher than that of ingestion of the bacteria (0.4 individuals
U

U

PIETRESANTA and BONDON (1994)
PIETRESANTA and BONDON (1994)
(POURRIOT (1965), cited by KHATTABI et al. (2001)
9 PIZAY‐PARENTY (1985) cited by CANOVA (1991) and KONE (1996)
10 KONE (1996)
11 TIFNOUTI et al. (1989) and KHATTABI (2002)
7

Four independent groups compose the essence of WSP zooplankton: protozoa, rotifers, copepods
and cladocerans, (PIETRESANTA and BONDON, 1994).

F

Independent factors influencing the activity of daphnids

6

WSP zooplankton ecology
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F

Available data for modeling

(4)

In these biological waste water treatment processes where algae take a considerable place, the
treatment performances often appear contestable if one considers the presence these algae in the
purified water. Their sizes are so small that it is not yet possible (under natural conditions and in
the context of developing countries) to retain them before purified water rejection. Therefore, the
role of zooplankton as a natural grazer of these algae and other particular organic matters appears
to be very important in these water treatment processes.

Bacteria, protozoa, algae;
Particulate organic matters
asexual in favorable
conditions; sexed in adverse
conditions
Ovoviviparous females

Sexed

PESCOD (1995)
cited by
CAUCHIE (2000)

MARA
(1995) cited by
CAUCHIE (2000)

Cladocerans
0,2 - 3 mm

8
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(L.h). The same author reports that PETERSON and HOBBIES (1978) observe that the
macroscopic velocity of the bacteria by the daphnids in the environment makes only 30% of the
value measured with yeasts (bigger). Supporting the preceding observations, the author also cited
LANGIS et al. (1985) which established that besides being used as food by daphnids, bacteria
contribute in a qualitative way to their food by providing chemical substances (amino-acid, fattyacids and vitamins) necessary for daphnids’ growth and reproduction on the one hand and on the
other hand, by supporting the detoxication of water by nitrification of ammonia.
Relative place of algae in daphnids food
CAUCHIE (2000) showed by measuring the contents of lipids which indicate nutrition state of
daphnids that those ones feed themselves well in an aerated WSP despite of the absence of algae.
Considering an ecological growth yield of D. magna of 20%, in accordance with MacFADYEN
(1964), he found that all in all bacteria and algae would constitute only 3 to 20% of food quantity
necessary to support daphnids’ growth in the aerated WSP which he studied. He thus established
that the daphnids could also feed themselves with dead particulate organic matters of reduced
size and the nano zooplankton.
U

With regard to the particular group of algae which the cyanobacteries constitute, De BERNADI
and GIUSSANI (1990), DAWINDOWICKZ (1990) and GLIWICZ (1990) cited by KONE
(1996) confirmed the assumption that contrary to the cyanobacteries of small size which can be
grazed as long as they are not gathered, the species of big size which develop when the
conditions are favorable block the apparatuses filterers of the daphnids when they are grazed
without being fragmented in small filaments. Moreover the toxic substance secretion by the
cyanobacteries for their periods of bloom would be at the origin of the disappearance of the
zooplankton for these periods. According to De BERNADI and GIUSSANI (1990) cited by
CAUCHIE (2000), it is possible that toxic species and other without toxic effect belonging to the
same kind coexist.
Physicochemical conditions of the medium
The season
The season’s influence on the dynamics of zooplankton in general was evoked in many studies.
Those ones point out that, zooplankton populations are weak in winter because of low
temperatures; they are important in spring when the phytoplankton is dominated by the easily
ingested forms, and they regress in summer because of an increase in the photosynthetic activity
which supports algal bloom and toxic secretions due to cyanobacteries. This zooplankton
populations’ dynamics in WSP during various seasons is thus explained by different tolerances
in physico-chemical conditions.
LOEDOLFF (1965) cited by TIFNOUTI (1989), observes that M. micrura is the most abundant
cladocerans in a primary oxidation pond whereas D. magna dominates in the secondary and
tertiary oxidation ponds. In the same way, DINGERS (1973) cited by ANGELI (1979) and
TIFNOUTI (1989), observes the replacement of daphnids by moinids in the WSP of Texas,
when the pH and the content in NH4+ becomes high.
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of fruitfulness, and finally that the balance of the nutrients is more important than the absolute
abundance of any of those.
Oxygen content
The capacity to synthesize hemoglobin that certain species of daphnids have, enables them to
live longer, to swim more quickly, to increase their filtration and ingestion rates, and to increase
their eggs production as well as the development of their embryos (FOX, 1951). In agreement
with these results, SELL (1998) showed that the adaptation of zooplankton shellfish to low
oxygen contents varies according to the species, their relative wealth in hemoglobin and
pigments to strong affinity with oxygen. The species with low capacity of hemoglobin synthesis
such as D. rosea, are affected considerably by the low oxygen contents, with a consequent
reduction in their growth rate and reproduction.
U

Total ammonium content and pH
The influence of total ammonium (NH3 + NH4+) lies in its toxicity, starting from certain
concentrations under precise pH conditions. van de Vorstenbosch (2005) showed that to be
compatible with the zooplankton’s normal growth, ammonium total content of will have to
satisfy the following conditions: to be lower than 15 mg/L with pH close to 8 or, to be lower than
5mg/L for pH superiors to 8.5.
U

Temperature
MYRANDE and De la NOUE (1982) showed that in not-limiting food conditions, temperatures
higher than 15°C are favorable to a fast increase in biomass of daphnids. These observations are
also confirmed by TIFNOUTI and POURRIOT (1989) and CAUCHIE (2000).
U

Modeling works on WSP zooplankton

One of the practical tools for the management of a complex biological system such as WSP is
incontestably, the modeling. Deterministic models have the advantage of being based on the
description of processes which are summarized in mathematical equations.

U

U

C:N:P ratios
The C:N:P ratios of the organisms compared to that of the medium also influence the
zooplankton growth and the dynamics of its populations. To maintain their homeostasis, these
organisms get rid of excesses of nutritive elements (C:N:P) compared to their needs, by various
physiological mechanisms (HESSEN, 2005). The importance of the quality of food through its
C: N: P ratio was also evoked by WU and CULVER (1994) which showed while working on
Daphnia pulicaria, that the food quality is quite as important as its quantity in the determination
U
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Within the framework of this bibliographical study, two deterministic models were found in the
literature concerning (directly or not) the modeling of the zooplankton in WSP. These are:
Daphnia population model (HATHAWAY and STEFAN, 1995) and River Water Quality Model
n°1 developed by "International Water Association" (IWA).
Daphnia population model (HATHAWAY and STEFAN, 1995)
Proposed to evaluate daphnia population, it is integrated into a WSP model adapted from an
original model designed for lakes and named “MIN-LAKE”. In agreement with the influences of
oxygen, ammonia and algae raised by several authors, it introduces new influences as the toxic
effect of hydrogen sulfide, the resistant eggs hatching, the clearing out of ponds, and the
predation. This model considers, the evolution of daphnids population in WSP as the balance
between the terms of growth (from individuals born by parthenogenesis and those born by sexed
way) and the terms of disappearance (due to the clearing out of the pond when this one is filled
of sediments, the water toxicity, old age, and the loss of mass by endogenous respiration), across
the whole depth of the basin.
However, the model doesn’t consider the consumption of particulate organic matter, bacteria and
protozoa, also mentioned in the literature. It does not consider either the tissue growth related to
the increase in size (and weight) of the organisms. It seems thus, not to allow rigorous matter
assessment with the possibility of evaluating the impact of daphnids (or other zooplankton
groups) on water treatment.
U
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River water quality model n°1 (RWQM1)
This model is designed for integrated management of river water quality. It primarily describes
the biochemical conversion processes and offers the possibility of being adapted to practical
cases by restriction amongst variables which it proposes. It adopts model presentation formalism
with stoichiometric and kinetic equations in Petersen’s matrix. It supposes a constant biomole,
the same growth and death rate for them. It does not bring precision on the type of growth
(weight or sexed or asexual reproduction), and on the type of death which it considers. Neither
does he consider certain processes taken into account by the model of HATHAWAY and
STEFAN (1995).
U

Table 3 shows a synthesis of a comparison of these two models on the basis of four processes
(growth, disappearance, clearing out of pond, and sedimentation) and three substrates (algae,
bacteria and protozoa). The plus sign (+) indicates the considered elements by a model and the
minus signs (-), those not.
Table 3: Comparison of RWQM1and Daphnia population model

Comparison criterion
Ponderal
Growth
Parthenogenetic
Sexed reproduction
Toxic effect
Death
Disappearance
Endogenous respiration
Predation
Clearing out of pond
U

Biochemical
conversion
process
U

Physical
process of
disappearance
Substrate

U

Sedimentation
U

Organic particulate matters
Algae
Bacteria

Daphnid
population
(HATHAWAY
and STEFAN,
1995)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

R.W.Q.M. n°1
(IWA task
group, 2001)
+
+
+
+
-

+

-

+
-

+
+
+

This table highlights the complementarity of these two models, with respect to our objectives
(specified above) and justifies our choice to combine them for our application (see conclusion).
Other available data for modeling

The figure 3 illustrates principal interactions between the components of a facultative WSP
ecosystem. Its comment is the same as in figure 2, if one is unaware of what is held in the
sediments.
It shows that apart from state variables (food quantity and quality, dissolved oxygen contents,
,…), of which we already saw the influence on the activity of the daphnids, the data which
remain to be mobilized for the modeling primarily relate to the kinetics and stoichiometries of
biochemical conversion processes (well described by HATHAWAY, 1995 and IWA Task
Group, 2001).
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Figure 3: Conceptual model of WSP illustrating various interactions of ingestion/ luminous and wind
regulation (solid line) and rejection (in dotted lines) between abiotic components (yellow rectangles) and
biotic components (green rectangles) and highlighting stoichiometric and kinetic parameters related to
zooplankton growth.

For these conversion processes, research of the orders of magnitude, parameters of growth and
conversion available in the literature is necessary to allow us, to carry out judicious comparisons
of the values which we will measure during our work at the laboratory and on the field.
The data found in the literature are presented in the following tables (4 to 7). They are not easy
to compare because the experiments were often carried out on different species, under different
conditions of experimentation and with different techniques of analysis. Within the limits of
research which we carried out to date, few of it relates to the WSP of developing countries.
The table 4 shows the great variability of the biochemical composition of the daphnids according
probably to the aging and the living conditions of these organisms. But the variability of the
technics of analysis implemented also contributes to this variability of the results.
Table 4: Average biochemical composition of Daphnia magna
Reference
*FARKAS (1958)
*BLAZKA (1966)
CZECZUGA (1984)
PARTALI et al. , (1985)
McKEE et KNOWLES (1987)
ELENDT (1989)
De MEESTER et
BEENAERTS (1993)

223
680
477 - 620
263 - 566

Lipids
(mg/g de
poids
sec)
346
131
64 - 179
57 - 128

Mineral
matters
(mg/g dry
weight)
-

-

-

-

Proteins
(mg/g dry
weight)

U

U

U

U

U

U
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4
25 - 237
-

Chitin
(mg/g
dry
weight)
-

250 - 457

-

Carotenoids
(μg/g de poids
sec)
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CAUCHIE (2000)

186 - 397

65 - 171

100 - 327

37 - 246
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30 - 70

The elementary carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus contents of daphnids is given by ANDERSON,
HESSEN and al. (2005), as follows: C/N = 5,9 molC/molN, C/P = 86,8 molC/molP, N/P= 14,7
molN/molP.
The table 5 illustrates the variability of productions in the time and rather shows a growth in the case
of the data of CAUCHIE (2000).

Somatic and egg annual
net production

exuvial net
production rate

dry weight/(m2.year)

% of somatic
biomass/day

Annual net
production
of exuviae
dry weight
/(m2.year)

220,3 in 1994
D. magna / Aerated
WSP (Grand-duché
of Luxembourg)

422,5 in 1995

Daphnies/Facultative
WSP (Mèze)

Reference
dry weight
/m2.year
287,8 in
1994
567,6 in
1995
592,9 in
1996

145,1 in 1995

442,1 in 1996
D. magna /
facultative WSP
(Australie)

Total net
production

67,5 in 1994
20 to 40 % of daily
net production

150,8 in 1996

-

-

-

-

CAUCHIE, (2000)

-

139,2

-

83,g/(m2.mon
th) from May
to October

MITCHELL et
WILLIAMS,
(1982) cited by
CAUCHIE, (2000)
ARGENCE cited
by BARNABE
(1983)

The table 6 shows that the demographic growth rates obtained on synthetic medium are always
higher than those obtained under field conditions.
Table 6 : Some orders of magnitude of birth rate, death rate and growth rate
Species / medium

Biomass
(dry weight
/m2)
4in 1994

D. Magna / aerated WSP

10 g in
1995
30 in 1995

Daphnies/ algal substrate
Moina micrua/ Synthetic
medium
Moina micrura / Tanks of
4 m3
Diaphanosoma
Excisum/ Synthetic
medium
Diaphanosoma Excisum /
Fertilized basins from 100
to 500 m2

Birth rate
(day-1)
< 0,2 in 1994
> 0,15 from
July to
October in
1995
< 0,2 j-1 in
1996

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Instantaneous
growth rate of
the population
(day-1)
-

] 0,05 ; 0,2[

-

1,19

-

0,67 to 0,92
0,78
U

0,3 to 0,5

U
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Ingestion rate (%

Ingestion rate (%

of Biomass /day)

of production/j)

Phytoplankton

66 to 92 (including
171 in July)

2 to 90 (including 310
in July)

Bacteria

0.1 to 17,6

0,8 to 226

Filtration rate
(en L.m-2.day-1)
2233.3 to 3137.3
(including
5816.5 in July)
4 to 599,9

E-coli

134,4 millions/hour

-

-

Species
/Condition

Substrate

Daphnia magna
/Experimental
conditions

Reference
CAUCHIE, (2000)
MacMAHON (1965)
cited by (van de
VORSTENBOSCH,
2005)

CAUCHIE explains connect it relative importance of the rate of ingestion of alga compared to
that of the bacteria by the more considerable contributions of bacteria (through the influential
one), whereas the algae are brought only by the internal production of the system.
Identified expressions for zooplankton production control parameters in sanitation field
In order to identify the expressions of kinetics and stoichiometry to be used for the zooplankton
in our model which has as a basis, the RWQM1 already used for the phytoplankton within our
research unit (directed by professor Jean-Luc VASEL), we used the complementarity (raised
with respect to our objectives) of the RWQM1 and the daphnia population model suggested by
HATHAWAY and STEFAN (1995).
Growth rates and mortality rates
Various expressions of growth rates and mortality rates suggested in these two models are
presented in table 8 which shows that, besides the complementarity observed (in regard to our
objectives) between the two models (table 3) they use different expressions and different units.

Reference

Table 8 : Expression of growth rates and mortality per author

0,33

Source : CAUCHIE (2000)
U

Death rate
(day-1)

Processus
(CAUCHIE, 2000)

-

U

Table 7: Ingestion and filtration rate of the zooplankton

Daphnia magna
/ aerated WSP

Table 5: Some orders of magnitude of production and production rate

Species/
pond (locality)

The table 7 shows some orders of magnitude of ingestion rate and filtration rate of algae and bacteria by
Daphnia magna under various conditions.

(van de
VORSTENBOSCH, 2005)

-

(PAGANO, 2000)

k gro,CON ,T0 e βCON

S O2

(T −T0 )

K O2 ,CON + S O2

Sexed reproduction
Endogenous
respiration in
aerobie

-

Growth on substrate
i (i = Algae, COP,
Bacteria)

Expression of growth rates and mortality per author
IWA task group (2001)
HATHAWAY and STEFAN (1995)

Death

X i X CON

S O2

( T −T0 )

K O2 ,CON + S O2

k death ,,CON ,T0 e βCON

Death due to the
toxic effect of a
high content in
NH3,

-

Death due to the
toxic effect of a
high content in H2S

-

X A lg ue
K A lg ue , CON + X A lg ue
EPHATCH
EGDES * ABOT

-

k resp , CON ,T0 e βCON

k gro , A lg ue , CON , T0

( T −T0 )

X CON

Constante * T

X CON
e

α NH 3 S NH 3

ξ NH + e

α NH 3 S NH 3

3

e

α H 2S SH 2S

ξH S + e
2
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α H 2S SH 2S

X CON
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Death due to a small
content in dissolved
oxygen

-

Death due to aging

-

1−

e

α O2 S O2

ξO + e

α O2 S O2

2

T
* Tmort
7°

with :
kgro, CON,T : maximum specific growth rate for zooplankton per mass unit of grazed organisms (m3/gCOD.d)
kgro, algue, CON,T : maximum specific growth rate for zooplankton per mass unit of algal substrate (d-1)
kdeath, CON,T : specific death rate for zooplankton (d-1)
kresp, CON,T : maximum specific respiration rate of zooplankton (d-1)
KO2,CON : saturation/inhibition coefficient for endogenous respiration of consumers ;
Kalgue, CON : half saturation coefficient for zooplankton feeding on algal substrate (g/l)
αa et ξa :curve fitting parameters used to regulate the shape of the sigmoid toxic mortality function (dimensionless a
= H2S, NH3, O2)
βCON : temperature correction factor for zooplankton growth rate (°C-1)
Sb : Concentration in dissolved substances (b = O2, H2S, NH3)
T : water temperature (°C)
Tdeath : temperature-related mortality coefficient (per day per °C)
XCON: content of zooplankton (COD)
Xi : content of particulate matter (i = particulate organic matters ; Algae ; bacteria)
EPHATCH: number of Daphnia released per day from ephippia
EGDENS:measured (or estimated) egg density (number per metre squared)
ABOT: area of the pond sediment (square meters)

Conversion yield Y
Without being able to detail it here, it is important to notice that the RWQM1 (IWA task group,
2001) made important proposals for conversion rates relating to the zooplankton. But, those do
not distinctly consider eggs and exuviae.
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two models already exist which are complementary regarding our aim and can be used after the
harmonization of their expressions and measurement units.
In a general way, research in progress on zooplankton and the possibilities of its valorization
could indeed offer opportunity for the durable improvement of life framework in developing
countries. Indeed, besides the guarantee that already offers the WSP technology to be
particularly adapted to these countries, productions of zooplankton could be spread out all over
the year because of stable climatic conditions. However this research needs being completed on
developing countries zooplankton species with a high potential in added-value.
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